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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
The Study of Cantonese gwai2: Diachrony and Synchrony 
Submitted by CHAN Shuen-ti Roy 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Linguistics 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2004 
In Cantonese the morpheme gwai2, literally meaning 'devil' or 'ghost', is highly 
productive and versatile. It is frequently used in colloquial speech, both as a lexical 
noun and a mood conveyor. While its distribution looks straightforward at first sight, it 
is puzzling to linguists and Cantonese learners alike how it functions, how it interacts 
with the rest of Cantonese grammar, and most importantly, why is it so productive and 
versatile. 
Modem Cantonese descriptive works identify three different instances of gwai2: 
lexical, intensifier, and negator. They appear in different primary domains as well. Lex-
ical gwai2 only appears in noun phrase, intensifier gwai2 appears as verbal/adjectival 
infix, while negator gwai2 sometimes takes up the subject position, sometimes appears 
as an adjectival infix, sometimes a verbal/adjectival suffix. Due to the introductory 
and pedagogic nature of these works, the subtlety of gwai2 has not yet received proper 
attention. There are gaps in the basic description of gwai2, claims are drawn from 
unstable judgment data, and formal analysis is still awaited. For example, I observe 
that gwai2 as an intensifier can be substituted by nominal, but not verbal foul words. 
Moreover, it collocates more readily with perfective or telic aspect markers than atelic 
ones, with significant deviations in native speakers' grammaticality judgments. How 
should these be explained in a formal framework, and how can we control the unstable 
character of the data? 
On the other hand, it looks obvious that the intensifier and negator uses of gwai2 
are derived through language change, as evidenced by the facts that gwai2 has only 
lexical reading as attested in historical Chinese data, and a clear expansion of primary 
domain. If so, how did it acquire functional uses as seen nowadays? What is the 
mechanism that allows such a change? 
In this thesis I analyze the different functions and distribution of gwai2 in both 
diachronic and synchronic perspectives, assuming that language change is the product 
of interaction between language use and language structure. Moreover, I attempt to 
use grammaticality judgment experiment, a tool that has drawn a lot of attractions in 
psycholinguistic circle, to collect reliable judgment data of Cantonese. This thesis dis-
covered some conclusions that are impossible to collect through traditional methods. 
More specifically, I postulate a developmental pathway for Cantonese gwai2, arguing 
that intensifier gwai2 evolved as a result of frequency effect, semantic extension and 
syntactic reanalysis. Starting from collocating with adverb, gwai2 gains telicity which 
leads to its collocation with telic aspect markers and resultative verb compounds. It is 
then further extended to the domain of atelic aspect marker, which I believe is still an 
ongoing development. 
On the formal side, the puzzle why gwai2 appears in verbal infix position can be 
solved by anaylsing the structure of verb phrases in the line of Smith 1997，s two-
component theory of aspect, and Pustejovsky 1991 and Travis 2000's formulation of 
sub-eventual syntax. For negator gwai2, I suggest that it is not a new category, but 
only a pragmatically-induced function. It draws resemblance to 'devil negation' or 
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Chapter 1 
Cantonese gwail in focus 
1.1 Background 
In colloquial Cantonese the word gwail, meaning 'ghost' or 'devil', has a wide range 
of usages. Yip (1998) says that ”gwaU [is] one of the most versatile elements in 
colloquial spoken Cantonese. It often gives a native flavor and color to ordinary daily 
expressions in the language" (p.l). When it came into our language is still a mystery, 
although sources dated back to Yuan Dynasty (A.D. 1206-1368) probably show signs 
of its first use in Cantonese (Wen, 2001, p.162). 
Systematic study of Chinese grammar first began about a century ago, when Ma 
Jianzhong (1898) created the first ever Chinese reference grammar following the Latin 
tradition. The systematic study of Cantonese grammar, on the other hand, was pio-
neered by Chao Yuanren in (1942) as the language learning materials for military com-
batants fighting in the Far East. Since then, a number of serious works on Cantonese 
grammar have been published by both scholars residing in mainland China, and those 
received their linguistic training in the West. Cheung (1972), Matthews & Yip (1996) 
and Zhan (2002) are among the most comprehensive. The first published description 
of gwai2 the author can find, however, dates back to the year of 1990 (Zhi (1990)). 
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Some short paragraphs on gwail can also be found in Matthews & Yip (1996). The 
most detailed studies on gwai2 are probably Yip (1998)，an unpublished manuscript, 
and Lee & Chin (1998), which is a follow-up to it. 
1.2 A short description 
Gwai2 is found most commonly in noun phrases, where it denotes foreigners or people 
derogatorily (Yip (1998), Lee & Chin (1998)，Zhi (1990)). Common examples are 
(1) gwai2 lou2 
'foreigners' 
(2) zi6 sil gwai2 
‘a selfish person' 
(3) si2 fatl gwai2 
'bastard' 
Sometimes, ironically, it can be used to convey intimacy to close people, like 
(4) seoil gwai2 
‘a babble" 
Moreover, it can be used as a modifier, inducing a ‘slick, elusive or weird' feeling 
on those being modified. Examples are 
(5) gwail jing2 
‘human shadow' (often used when people expected to show up all disappear 
into nowhere) 
(6) gwai2 ling4 zing I gwaaiS 
‘as smart and tricky as a spirit' 
1 Translations from Yip (1998)，p.2. 
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(7) gwai2 m5 maa5 luk6 
‘as weird as ghost' 
Apart from its lexical use, it is believed that the word gwai2 ('ghost' or ‘devil，） 
has two more different realizations. Firstly, in verb and adjective phrases, it intensifies 
adjectives of negative polarity, adverbs, aspect markers and quantifier phrases.^ Lee & 
Chin (1998) calls it ‘intensifier’. Examples are^ 
(8) maa4 gwai2 faan4 
'damn troublesome' (intensifying adjective) 
(9) gam3 gwai2 ceon2 
'so damn stupid' (intensifying adverb) 
(10) hou2 gwai2 band 
'damn stupid' (intensifying adverb) 
(11) deu6 gwai2 zo2 
‘thrown away' (intensifying aspect) 
(12) sik6 gwail saaiS 
'all eaten' 
Since it usually occurs in the middle of disyllabic verbal compounds, it has been 
called an infix Matthews & Yip (1996). Depending on speakers' preference, gwai2 in 
these phrases can also be substituted with a group of words infamously known as the 
foul words, for example: 
(13) maa4 lan2 faan4 
'damn troublesome' 
^Cheung (1972) says verbal particles. 
3 It becomes much more unnatural to translate expressions with non-lexical use of gwai2 in English, 
where one-to-one correspondence to Cantonese is not found. There is no study thus far on the level 
of 'intensification' of gwai2 with regards to the host adjective, therefore we cannot assume whether 
the difference in intensification is solely due to gwai2 or more related to the adjective's semantics in-
stead. As a result, adverbs like 'very' and ‘so’ in the translation should not be taken as an indication 
of the 'intensifying power' of gwai2. Even if gwail indeed shows more derogative value with different 
adjectives, it should not be mistakenly considered as the same case of 'very' and ‘so’. 
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(14) gam3 lan2 ceonl 
‘so damn stupid' 
(15) deu6 lan2 zo2 
'thrown away' 
(16) sik6 lanl saai3 
'all eaten' 
Secondly, gwai2 has been claimed to be a negator in sentential level. One example 
is 
(17) a. sai2 gwai2 keoi5 zou6 
need devil s/he do 
'We don't need him/her for this OR Devil needs him/her for this'. 
b. gwai2 sai2 keoi5 zou6 
devil need s/he do 
'We don't need him/her for this OR Devil needs him/her for this'. 
Among these three claimed identities of gwai2, its use in verbal phrases is par-
ticularly special. In nominal phrases gwai2 is used to denote anything unpleasant or 
horrible, like examples (2) and (3), while in sentential level, its use as a negator (ex-
amples (17a) and (17b)) draws close resemblance to the devil negation in English, like 
(18) 'Devil may care' (Diana Krall's song title) 
means.. 'Who cares?' 
So in these cases gwai2 retains its lexical meaning. Only in verbal phrases (like (8) 
to (12)), however that gwail is non-lexical and seems highly functional. 
The existing descriptive works fall short in showing clues for these interesting phe-
nomenon. For example, why can some adverb, aspect markers and quantifier phrases 
be intensified? Why do these so-called infixes all belong to the noun class? To il-
lustrate more, from a preliminary, informal data collection questionnaire, I collected 
judgement data from the following type of verbal phrases: 
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(19) a. hou2 gwai2 X gwai2 y4 
b. hou2 gwai2 maa4 gwail faan4 
'very (very) troublesome' 
c. hou2 gwai2 mou5 gwai2 jung6 
'very (very) useless' 
(20) a. hou2 X gwai2 Y^ 
b. hou2 maal gwai2 faan4 
'very troublesome' 
c. hou2 mou5 gwai2 Jung6 
'very useless' 
The patterns in (19) and (20) are the combinations of adverb modification (ex-
ample (10)) and adjective infixation (example (8)). I was curious to know whether 
these patterns are equally acceptable in Cantonese and results show that grammatical-
ity judgements are gradient, rather than strictly grammatical or ungrammatical. 
Another phenomenon is closely tied with the morpheme sei2, which can be used to 
strengthen gwai2 intensification. For example 
(21) a. mou5 gwai2 sei2 jung6 
b. hou2 gwai2 sei2 mou5 jung6 
'very useless' 
(22) a. gam3 gwai2 sei2 mou5 jung6 
b. gwail gam3 sei2 mou5 jungS 
‘so useless' 
Patterns similar to (19) and (20) are tested in the same questionnaire. The following 
types were tested^: 
(23) a. hou5 gwai2 X sei2 Y 
4x-Y form an adjective. 
^X-Y form an adjective just like the example above. 
60nly the first pair of examples are glossed. The rest should follow easily. 
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b. hou2 gwai2 maa4-sei2-faan4 
very devil dead-troublesome 
'Very damn troublesome' 
c. hou2 gwai2 mou5-sei2-Jung6 
very devil dead-useless 
'Very damn useless' 
(24) a. hou2 X gwai2 sei2 Y 
b. hou2 maa4 gwai2 sei2 faan4 
c. hou2 mou5 gwail sei2 jung6 
(25) a. hou2 gwai2 X gwai2 sei2 Y 
b. hou2 gwai2 maa4 gwai2 sei2 faan4 
c. hou2 gwail mou5 gwai2 sei2 jung6 
(26) a. hou2 gwai2 sei2 X gwai2 sei2 Y 
b. hou2 gwai2 sei2 maa4 gwai2 sei2 faan4 
c. hou2 gwai2 sei2 mou5 gwai2 sei2 jung6 
(27) a. hou2 gwai2 sei2 X gwai2 Y 
b. hou2 gwai2 sei2 maa4 gwai2 sei2 faan4 
c. hou2 gwai2 sei2 mou5 gwai2 sei2 jung6 
As expected, gradient grammaticality judgements were obtained for these undocu-
mented expressions. 
1.3 Goal of research 
This thesis presents a novel account of the properties of Cantonese gwai2. Previous 
works of gwai2 are inadequate in two major areas. Firstly, no attempt has been made 
to link all these instances of gwai2 together by giving a historical-functional devel-
opmental account of this morpheme. Rather, it is the ontology of gwai2 that drew 
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the most interest. Secondly, synchronic data has been collected in a fairly informal 
manner, and given a morpheme as versatile as gwai2 we need a better way of data 
collection and interpretation methods which otherwise will temper the validity of the 
research hypothesis. I believe that, by combining both diachronic and rigid synchronic 
description, we can have a better understanding of the interaction between language 
change and language structure. This stance is essentially the same as that as proposed 
in Newmeyer (2000). According to Newmeyer，functional frameworks and formal 
generative linguistics are two established fields of studies that are thought to be the-
oretically conflicting and thus they are seldom explored together (2000, p.288). The 
major conflicting part is that, while historical-functional framework assumes a con-
tinuum of linguistic categories and linguistic functions, formal linguistics is based on 
discrete, well-defined formative (2000, p.290). It is easy to perceive the dichotomy 
of diachronic versus synchronic as an uncompromising one, but in fact there is no 
philosophical necessity to think so. I attempt to show that these seemingly "opposing" 
theories can actually complement each other, where grammaticalization theory helps 
identifying the larger picture, and formal theories focus on the "blur" parts and give us 
a more precise and concise analysis. 
On data collection, I attempt to use grammaticality judgment experiment, a psy-
cholinguistic tool that has gained its ground in the past decade, to collect reliable and 
reusable Cantonese judgment data. Formal linguistics is often criticized for produc-
ing awkward data just for stipulation of theoretical claims. The use of statistically 
analyzable objective tool would certainly bring formal linguistics to a new height. Fur-
thermore, as one of the highlights of this thesis, I show that inferential statistics is an 
insightful tool for linguist for explaining grammaticality judgments, language change 
and variation. 
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1.4 Organization 
This thesis is divided into six chapters. §1 gives an overview of the research domain, 
gap and questions. §2 exhaustively shows the synchronic data of gwail found in a 
number of influential sources. §3 discusses the methodology I employed in data col-
lection. §4 shows the new set of data I collected. §5 looks into the history of gwai2, 
and suggests a hypothetical account of its development through times. §6 posits a for-
mal account of gwai2, which is able to explain its historical development as well as the 
synchronic constraints in finer details. Lastly, §7 brings out unresolved issued and §8 
summarizes the whole thesis. Details of the experiment and testing materials are left 
behind in Appendix. 
1.5 On terminologies 
Important terms and concepts are explained immediately after their first appearances. 
Also, in this thesis some concepts are given more than one terms. For example, 
"sentence-final particle" (SFP) is also termed "utterance-final particle" (UFP). When 
my focus is on the language structure, SFP is preferred. So in glossing the mor-
pheme(s) that appear(s) at the same of an utterance, SFP is always used. UFP is used 
when I switch the focus to the pragmatic side, a similar move to Luke (1990). 
1.6 On styles 
1.6.1 Glossing 
In most cases glossing comes in this three-line format: 
(Ex J) Romanized original expression in source language in italics 
17 
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Gloss in English 
'Translation in English.' 
For other cases one-line glossing is used instead to avoid clumsiness. For example, 
gwai2 can appear in infixed position in some disyllabic monomorphemic adjectives, 
like maa4-gwai2-faan4 'damn troublesome' and tou2-gwai2-jim3 'damn annoying'. 
Since it does not make sense to gloss the syllables separately, only the translation 
lines are given. Also, for polymorphemic compounds like tou2jim3-gwai2 ‘a hateful 
person' and bak3jim3-gwai2 ‘a naughty person' no gloss is given, since a) gwai2 in 
these expressions are lexical, and b) the translations would differ only insignificantly 
from the gloss. 
Occasionally examples are given in their original orthographies as well. This is the 
case of ancient Chinese data appearing in Chapter 4. Modem Cantonese and Mandarin 
examples are familiar enough so that only romanized glosses are provided. 
Romanization of Cantonese examples follows the JyutPing scheme devised by the 
Linguistic Society of Hong Kong (LSHK), while that of Mandarin follows the standard 
Piny in scheme. 
1.6.2 Notations 
Hyphen ‘-’ is used in examples to show morpheme boundary. However, not all mor-
pheme boundaries are delimited. It is employed where the word structure is important 
to the relevant discussion. An asterisk '*' in front of an example means it is totally 
ungrammatical, while a question mark ‘？’ means it is gradient to native speakers. In 
this thesis I try my best to give statistical support to sensitive judgment data. 
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1.6.3 Abbreviations 
Abbreviation Term 
ASP aspect marker 
CONT continuous aspect marker 
COP copular verb 
EXP experiential aspect marker 
IMPFV imperfective aspect marker 
NOM nominalizer 
PROG progressive aspect marker 
PFV perfective aspect marker 
PRT particle 
ResPRO resumptive pronoun 
SFP sentence-final particle 
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Synchronic description of gwai2 
2.1 Data in existing works 
In this section I give a concise summary of these various works on gwai2. A critique 
follows in §2.2. 
Subsections of the description of gwai2 presented here will be arranged by its oc-
curring environments, rather than by its source. Whenever possible, all relevant ex-
amples from a single source will be reproduced in this thesis. There are four reasons 
for this. Firstly, the two most important sources for this thesis, Yip (1998) and Lee & 
Chin (1998)，come in the form of manuscript. Therefore I feel obliged to reproduce 
their data here for easy reference for future researchers. Secondly, different authors 
make use of different examples as the basis of their empirical claims. It is thus a fair 
move to have all examples explicitly reproduced before any critique is to be done. In 
addition, some grammaticality judgements found in these sources show degrees of gra-
dient. Since this affects the creditability of the claims, they should be duly reproduced 
as well. Thirdly, as will be shown later, the description of gwai2 in these works is far 
from adequate. There are a lot of interesting patterns with gwai2 which have not been 
explored yet. A clear, explicit reproduction of the data in previous works certainly 
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allows easy validation and comparison. 
2.1.1 Gwai2 in words 
Gwai2 is found to occur within nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs, be they mono-
morphemic, bimorphemic, or even polymorphemic. Since the positioning oigwail is 
always inside a word, it has been labelled an infix ((Zhi, 1990，p. 186), (Matthews & 
Yip, 1996，pp.42-43), (Lee & Chin，1998, p.3)). Gwail is often translated as 'really' 
or 'damn', depending on the mood of the context. The use of gwai2 in words is said to 
intensify the speaker's tone (Lee & Chin, 1998, p.3) or to carry stronger illocutionary 
force than the gwai2-\Qss counterpart (Zhi, 1990, p. 186). This section does not try to 
explain whether the gwai2 appearing in infix position is really an infix or not. That 
will be discussed in finer details in Chapter 6. 
2.1.1.1 Gwai2 as lexical head 
Monosyllabic morpheme + gwail As mentioned in §1.6.1, no gloss line will be 
given for the examples in this section, since gwail here unanimously means ’devil/ghost，， 
and the meanings of the modifying adjectives are already in the translation line. 
(28) kung4-gwai2 
‘a poor person' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(29) Iaan5-gwai2 
'a lazy person' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(30) ngo6-gwai2 




‘a night person' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
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(33) zau2-gwai2 
'an alcoholic' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(34) dou2-gwai2 
'a person addicted to gambling' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(35) j'yunl-gwai2 
‘a person who is always pestering someone' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(36) waal-gwai2 
'someone who makes too much noise' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
Compound + gwai2 
(37) mou5daam2-gwai2 
‘a coward' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(38) haam4sapl-gwai2 
'a sex maniac' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(39) siu2hei3-gwai2 
‘a narrow-minded person' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(40) wai6sik6-gwai2 
'someone who likes to eat’ (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(41) gulhon4-gwai2 
‘a miser，(Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(42) zi6sil-gwai2 
‘a selfish person' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(43) leon6zeon6-gwai2 
‘a clumsy person' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(44) taamlsaml-gwai2 
‘a greedy person' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(45) haklsaml-gwai2 
‘a wicked-hearted person' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(46) jamlsapl-gwai2 
‘a scheming, tricky person' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
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(47) baak3jim3-gwai2 
'a naughty person' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(48) samlgapl-gwai2 
‘a hot-tempered person' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
(49) kaplhyut3-gwai2 
'blood-sucker' or sometimes 'loan shark' (Yip, 1998，p.2) 
(50) tai3sei2-gwai2 
‘a scapegoat' (Yip, 1998, p.2) 
2.1.1.2 Gwai2 in monomorphemic words 
Adjectives 
(51) maa4-gwai2-faan4 
'really troublesome丨，（Zhi，1990, p. 186) 
(52) leon 6-gwai2-zeon 6 
'really clumsy' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(53) baak3-gwai2-jim3 
'really naughty' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(54) jiml-gwai2-ziml 
'really picky' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(55) ong6-gwai2-geoil 
'downright stupid' (Yip, 1998，p.6) 
(56) wat6-gwai2-dat6 
'utterly gross' (Yip, 1998, p.7) 
(57) ngo5 dakl-gwai2-haan4 tail jilsangl 
I have-free-time-devil see doctor 
‘I don't have time to see the doctor.' (Yip, 1998, p. 15) 
^Zik's paper is written in Chinese. All the translations are mine. For Matthews & Yip (1996) and 
Lee & Chin (1998), unless stated otherwise, all translations follow the original. 
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Adverbs 
(58) si6-gwai2-daan6 
'doesn't matter (getting fed up)' (Yip, 1998, p.8) 
2.1.1.3 Gwail in bimorphemic words 
Adjectives 
(59) dol-gwai2-jyu4 
‘a waste of time，(Matthews & Yip，1996，p.43) 
肿-words 
(60) mat-gwai2-je5 
'what' (Matthews & Yip，1996, p.43) 
(61) binl-gwai2-dou6 




'bite (it) broken' (Lee & Chin，1998，p.3) 
(63) daa2-gwai2-laan6 
hit-devil-break 
'hit (it) broken' (Matthews & Yip，1996, p.3) 
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2.1.1.4 Gwai2 in polymorphemic words 
Zhi (1990) is the only source citing the possibility of gwail insertion^ in poly-morphemic 
words. It is reported that gwai2 can be infixed into adjectives with reduplication. The 
effect is either negation, or intensification of the meaning (p. 186). For example, ho-
englpanSpanS in (64)，which means 'fragrant (to an extent that the good smell spreads 
everywhere)', and haklmaa5maa5 in (143), which means 'very dark'. 
(64) hoengl-gwai2-pan3pan3 
‘totally not fragrant' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(65) hakl -gwai2-maa5maa5 
'extremely dark' (Zhi, 1990, p. 186) 
In fact, this is very surprising since I have never come across these in Hong Kong 
Cantonese context. It is possible that this is a dialectal variation. 
2.1.2 Gwai2 with degree modifiers 
2.1.2.1 gwai2 + gam3 + adjective 
Gam3，an adverb meaning ‘so，，is commonly used as a modifier to adjectives, and part 
of comparative structure (Matthews & Yip，1996, p. 159,170). 
(66) gwai2 gamS leng3 
'damn beautiftil' (Zhi, 1990, p. 186) 
(67) gwai2 gam3 naul 
‘damn angry' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(68) gwai2 gam3 cou4 
'damn noisy' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
2ln §2.1.1 the terms 'infixV'infixation' and 'insert'/'insertion' will be used interchangeably to refer 
to the same phenomenon. 
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(69) gwai2 gam3 seoil 
'damn bad' (Zhi，1990, p. 186) 
(70) gwai2 gamS gulhon4 
‘damned stingy' (Matthews & Yip, 1996，p.43) 
(71) nganImuil gam 1jat6 gwai2 gamS leng3 
"Thinny" today devil so beautiful 
'"Thinny" is very beautiftil today." (Lee & Chin，1998, p.3) 
(72) siu2ming4 gwai2 gam3 zunglJiS siu2ling4 
Siuming devil so like Siuling 
"Siuming likes Siuling very much." (Lee & Chin, 1998, p.3) 
2.1.2.2 gam3 + gwail + adjective 
Matthews & Yip (1996)，Yip (1998) and Lee & Chin (1998) claim that gwai2-Vgam3+M] 
is mutually exchangeable with gam3+gwai2+Kdi]. 
(73) gamS gwail coeng4 
‘so long' (Zhi, 1990，p.l86) 
(74) gam3 gwail fei4 
‘so fat’ (Zhi, 1990, p. 186) 
(75) gam3 gwai2 cau2joeng2 
'so ugly-looking' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(76) gam3 gwai2 gwatlzil 
‘so delicate' (Zhi, 1990,p.l86) 
(77) ngan Imuil gamljat6 gam3 gwai2 lengS 
"Thinny" today so devil beautiful 
‘“Thinny，，is very beautiftil today." (Lee & Chin, 1998，p.3) 
(78) siu2ming4 gam3 gwai2 zunglji3 siu2ling4 
Siuming so devil like Siuling 
"Siuming likes Siuling very much." (Lee & Chin, 1998，p.3) 
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2.1.2.3 with another emphatic expression such as sei2 'dead' 
Apart from sei2, foul words like lan2, gaul, cat6 'penis' and hail ‘cunt’ can be used 
as well. In that case the resulting adjectival phrase would become very offensive. 
(79) gamS gwai2 sei2 lengS 
‘dead gorgeous' (Matthews & Yip, 1996, p. 186) 
(80) gwai2 gamS sei2 lengS 
'dead gorgeous' (Matthews & Yip，1996, p. 186) 
2.1.2.4 hou2 + gwai2 + adjective 
Adjectives used as predicates are normally modified by an adverb (Matthews & Yip， 
1996，p.58). The commonest one is probably hou2. 
(81) hou2 gwai2 zit6 
'very hot' (Zhi, 1990, p. 186) 
(82) hou2 gwai2 mol 
'very slow' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(83) hou2 gwai2 futS 
Very wide' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(84) hou2 gwai2 jukSsyunl 
'very ugly/embarassing' (Zhi, 1990, p.187) 
2.1.3 Gwai2 with verbal particles 
2.1.3.1 adj ecti\e+dou2+gwai2+gam3 
According to Matthews & Yip，dou2 'until' introduces a complement, typically an 
adjective (sometimes with an aspect or particle) expressing the end result or extent of 
an action or process (1996, p. 155). 
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(85) ngok3 dou3 gwai2 gam2 
fiery till devil thus 
'extremely fierce^' (Zhi，1990，p. 186) 
(86) zengi dou3 gwail gam2 
smart till devil thus 
'extremely smart' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(87) coeng4hei3 dou3 gwai2 gam2 
longwinded till devil thus 
'extremely longwinded' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
2.1.4 Gwai2 with aspect markers 
Tense in Cantonese is not encoded grammatically.^ However, temporal status of verbs 
and adjectives are distinguished by a class of morphemes generally known as as-
pect markers. They are named so because their sole function (when appearing post-
verbally) is to give aspectual value to the verb host. 
Different linguists have different criteria, as well as different names, in identify-
ing aspect markers in Cantonese. Killingley explains that it is so since "the criteria for 
aspectual affixation have not been rigorously established" (1993，p.21). Table 2.1 sum-
marizes the aspectual classification in some major Cantonese grammar references.^ As 
one can see, only perfective aspect zo2, progressive aspect gan2, experiential aspect 
gwo3, and continuous aspect zyu6 are found in all classifications. For the rest of the 
list, for instance, Killingley takes verbal complements as aspect markers as well. I 
think the 'messy' state of affairs of classifying aspect markers in Cantonese is due 
to a common misconception that there is exactly a class of morphemes called aspect 
markers in Cantonese. As reflected in Table 2.1, some of the choices like cyutl 'out', 
hou2 'finish nicely', dou3 'until' would be analyzed as verbal complements by many 
Cantonese linguists. This shows that the authors I reviewed classify aspect markers in 
^Translation of gam2 as 'thus' follows (Matthews & Yip, 1996，p.l81). 
4probably with the exception of the future tense marker wui5 'will'. See Hsieh (2002) for details. 
5In Table 2.1，the reference sources are Yuan (1983), Cheung (1972)，Gao (1980)，Matthews & Yip 
(1996)，and Killingley (1993). 
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terms of the aspectual feature a morpheme possess, apart from the standard criterion 
that aspect markers occur post-verbally in Cantonese. Matthews and Yip comment 
that "Cantonese has numerous verbal particles whose functions are closely related to 
those of aspect" (1996，p. 197), but it is not clear what the defining criteria are. Put 
it further, since realization of aspectuality does not rely solely on the so-called aspect 
markers, 6 it is of no surprise that different linguists would take different directions to 
the selection of aspectual morphemes. 
For maai4, saaiS and jyun4, Killingley is the only one in the list who groups them 
as completive aspect markers. Matthews and Yip simply group them as verbal particles 
(1996，p.216). Cheung puts them under verbal particles as well, though he suspects that 
they are somewhat between aspect markers and verbal particles (1972, p.l61). The 
discrepancy is due to the fact that in Cantonese the perfective aspect marker zo2 can 
optionally appear right after maai4, saaiS and jyun4. By this criterion they are eligible 
to be called aspect markers too. On the other hand, these completive aspect markers all 
have lexical verb counterparts. Would their functional use a diachronic development as 
well? Syntactically speaking, do they evidence that Cantonese has a more complicated 
aspectual system than most previous works have suggested? 
The synchronic data of gwai2 collocating with aspect markers as shown below do 
not cover all those in Table 2.1, nor would this thesis. I leave behind a comprehensive 
study of Cantonese aspectual system as future work. 
(88) keoiS sei2 gwai2 zo2 hou2 noi6 laaS 
S/he die devil PFV very long PRT 
‘S/he died(perfective) a long time ago.' (Matthews & Yip, 1996，p.43) 
(89) di min6 bei2 keoiS sik4 gwai2 saai3 laa3 
CL noodles by him eat devil all PRT 
‘The noodles have been all eaten up by him.' (Matthews & Yip，1996，p.43) 
^This will be further elaborated in Chapter 6. I argue that aspectuality in Cantonese is determined 
by the verb host, the aspect marker, and the verb arguments, a position that is well-discussed in Smith 
(1997) and Verkuyl (1993). I suspect that aspectuality is likely to be determined by pragmatic constraints 
as well, but I will not say further on it in this thesis. 
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Table 2.1: A summary of Cantonese aspect markers classification 
— Yuan Cheung Gao MY K'ley 
gan2 pr pr pr pr pr 
zyu6 c c pr c d 
gwo3 e e e e e 
zo2 pf pf pf pf pf 
hoil c c c h 0 
faanl it 0 it 0 r 
hei2(lai4) in in in 0 in 
canl 0 0 0 0 ua 
lok6heoi3 0 0 c 0 0 
lok6lai4 0 0 c 0 0 
zeok6 0 0 c 0 0 
maai4 0 0 0 0 co . 
saai3 0 0 0 0 co 
jyun4 0 0 0 0 CO 
hou2 0 0 0 0 CO 
haa5 0 0 0 d 1 
dakl 0 0 0 0 a 
dou2 0 0 0 0 a 
cyutl 0 0 0 0 a 
dou3 0 0 0 0 sg 
Legend 
pr - progressive c - continuous 
e - experiential pf - perfective 
r - reciprocal-resumptive ic - inchoative 
ua - unexpected achievement co - completive 
d - delimitative 1 - limited participation 
a 一 abilitative it - iterative 
sg - achievement of spatiotemporal goal a - achievement of goal 
0 - unclassified 
(90) keoi5 sail gwai2 saaiS dil cin2 
s/he use devil all CL money 
‘S/he used up all the moeny.，(Zhi, 1990，p.3) 
(91) neiS m4hou2 ding2 gwail keoiS � 
you don't upset devil him/her 
‘You better not upset him/her.7，(Zhi, 1990，p.3) 
(92) nei5 faaiSdil sik6 gwai2 saaiS dil sungS keoi5 
you quick-er eat devil all CL food ResPRO 
^The gwai2 was accidentally omitted in the original text. I believe that it is a typo. 
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'You'd better quickly finish all those food.，(Lee & Chin，1998, p.8) 
(93) nei5 faaiSdil sik6 gwai2 zo2 dil jeok6 
you quick-er eat devil PFV CL medicine 
‘You'd better quickly finish the medicine.' (Lee & Chin, 1998, p.8) 
(94) ngo5 sik6 gwai2 gwo3 leil zungl j'yut6beng2 laal 
I eat devil EXP this CL mooncake SFP 
‘I have, I really have, tried this kind of mooncake before.' (Lee & Chin， 
1998，p.8) 
(95) ？ keoi5 daa2 gwai2 gan2 go3 zai2 aa3 
s/he beat devil PROG CL son SFP 
‘He is beating his son.' (Lee & Chin，1998，p.8) 
(96) ？ nei5 mai5 jatllou6 daaml gwai2 zyu6 zil jinl, 
you not on-one-hand eat devil IMPFV CL cigarette 
jatllou6 daa2bo2 laal 
on-the-other-hand play-balls SFP 
'You should not smoke while playing ball games.' (Lee & Chin, 1998, p.8) 
2.1.5 Gwai2 as negator 
2.1.5.1 subject ^fli2+verb/adj ective 
Zhi analyzes gwail here as ‘who’ or ‘nobody’’ and it is often used by an annoyed 
speaker (1990，p. 187). Yip (1998) extends further to say subject gwai2 is comparable 
to English's "devil negation" (see example (18))，where gwai2 actually infers a set of 
animate objects with the speaker excluded. More on this will be discussed in §5.2.4. 
(97) gwai2 zil mel 
devil know SFP 
'How would I know?!' (Zhi, 1990，p. 187) 
(98) ngaakl jan4 gaa3. gwai2 zai3 mel 
cheat people SFP devil willing SFP 
'It's cheating, who's willing to do?!' (Zhi, 1990，p. 187) 
(99) gwai2 naul keoiS 
devil angry-with him/her 
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'Who is angry with him/her?!' (Zhi, 1990, p. 187) 
(100) gwai2 sikl mel 
devil know SFP 
‘How the hell should I know?' (Yip, 1998，p.l3) 
(101) gwai2 bongl keoiS aaS 
devil help him SFP 
‘Only the devil sill help him.，8 (Yip, 1998，p. 13) 
(102) A: lei5 yatlding6 dakl geS 
you definitely can SFP 
'You can definitely make it.' 
B: gwai2 dakl aaS 
devil can SFP 
'Only the devil can.，9(Yip，1998，p. 13) 
(103) A: keoi5 hai6 go3 hou2 jan4 
he is CL nice person 
'She's a nice person.' 
b ' : gwai2 hai6 aa3! 
devil is SFP 
'Sure she is!' (ironic, sarcastic) (Yip, 1998, p.14) 
(104) A: keoi5 hou2 faaiS wui5 singlzikl 
he very soon will get-promoted 
'He'll get promoted very soon.' 
B: gwai2! 
devil 
‘Bullshit!，io (Yip, 1998，p.l4) 
2.1.5.2 gwai2+neg m抖verb 
When gwai2 as subject comes together with another negator m4, we get the effect of 
double negation(Yip, 1998，p. 13): 
8丁0 me the sentence-final particle should be aa4, i.e. /aJ/，rather than aa3. 
9Same as the previous footnote item, aa3 should be aa4. Also, I find dakl gwail mel a much more 
natural answer to A's question. 
lOThis is awkward to me. I perceive that the copula hai6 is obligatory. 
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(105) gwai2 m4 zil/sikl me J ？ 
devil not know SFP 
'Everybody should know.' (Yip, 1998，p. 14) 
(106) gwai2 m4 mong6 keoi5 mou5 dakl singlzikl 
who not hope s/he not-have can get-promoted 
'Everyone hopes that s/he doesn't get promoted.' (Yip, 1998, p. 14) 
(107) ngo5 gwai2 m4 zil bun2 syul baail zo2 hai2 binl 
I devil not know CL book put PFV at where 
'I know where the book is.，(Lee & Chin, 1998, p. 10) 
(108) keoiS gwai2 m4 daklji3 
s/he devil not cute 
'She is cute.’" (Lee & Chin，1998，p.lO) 
(109) keoiS gwai2 m4 hail gaanl fong2 dou6 zou6 gan2 gunglfo3 
s/he devil not at CL room there do PROG homework 
‘He is doing his homework in the room.，12 (Lee & Chin, 1998，p. 10) 
(110) ngo5 m4 gwai2 zil hun2 syul baai2 zo2 hai2 binl 
I not devil know CL book put PFV at where 
‘I don't know where the book is.，(Lee & Chin，1998, p. 11) 
(111) keoiS m4 gwai2 dakljiS 
s/he not devil cute 
‘S/he isn't cute.，(Lee & Chin，1998, p . l l ) 
(112) keoiS m4 gwai2 hai2 gaanl fongS dou6 zou6 gan2 gunglfoS aal 
s/he not devil at CL room there do PROG homework SFP 
‘He isn't in his room doing homework.' ^^  (Lee & Chin，1998，p.ll) 
2.1.5.3 verb/adj tcti\e+gwai2 
When gwai2 appears after a verb or an adjective, it indicates negation and can be 
translated as “what”. It is usually followed by sentence final particle mel that shows 
doubt and suspicion (Zhi, 1990, pp.187-188). On the other hand, Yip (1998) simply 
puts it as ''gwai2 as object". 
11 This does not make any sense to me. 
'^This example is strange without the sentence-final particle mel or lengthening of the final syllable. 
'^This sentence, like many of Lee and Chin's judgment sentences, is awkward to me. The possible 
deviation between our intuition is explained in Chapter 5. 
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(113) lengS gwai2 (mel), jatldil doul m4 lengS 
beautfiul devil SFP some also not beautiful 
‘What? (It/She/He) is not beautiful at all!' 
(114) zing2 gwai2 (mel), jan4 doul mou5 zek3 
do devil SFP people also no CL 
'What the hell! There is hardly anybody.' 
(115) keoi5 zil/sikl gwai2 
he know devil 
'What does he know?' (Yip, 1998，p. 14) 
(116) A: lei jeng4 zo2 houldol cin2 aa4? 
you win SFP very-much money SFP 
'You've won a lot of money, eh?’ 
B: Jeng4 gwai2! 
win devil 
‘Sure I have!' (bullshit)i4 (Yip, 1998, p.l3) 
(117) A: keoi5 hai6 go3 hou2 jan4 
he is CL nice person 
'She's a nice person.' 
B: hai6gwai2 
is devil 
'Sure she is!，(ironic, sarcastic) (Yip, 1998，p. 14) 
(118) A: keoi5dei6fanS zo2 mei6 aa3 
they sleep PFV yet SFP 
'Have they slept yet?' 
B: fanS gwai2! 
sleep devil 
‘Sure they have!'^^ (sarcastic) (Yip, 1998, p.l5) 
(119) A: keoi5 wui5 ze3 cin2 bei2 lei5 ge3 
s/he will lend money to you SFP 
‘He will lend money to you.' 
B: wui5 gwai2! 
will devil 
'Sure she will!' (ironic) (Yip, 1998，p.l5) 
14丁0 me the translation should be 'Sure I haven't'. I have no idea whether that's typo or not. 
i^This is awkward to me. 
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(120) A: keoi5 hou2 Ieng3/leng3zai2 aa3 
s/he very pretty/handsome SFP 
'She's pretty/He's handsome.' 
B: lengS gwail! 
pretty devil 
'Pretty she's not!' 
C: * Ieng3zai2 gwail! 
handsome devil 
D: * Ieng3-gwai2-zai2！ 
‘Handsome he's not!' (Yip, 1998, p. 15) 
2.1.5.4 verb/adj ecti\e-\-matl+g}vai2 
The meaning of gwai2 here is similar to that in verb/adjective+gwfl/2. However， 
matlgwai2 carries a lesser tone than just gwai2 (Zhi, 1990, p. 188). 
(121) naau6 matl gwai2, keoi5 doul ce2 zo2 lo3 
scold what devil s/he already go PFV SFP 
'What are you scolding about? S/he has already gone!' 
(122) hoengl matl gwai2, gei2 naan4man4 
fragrant what devil how stink 
'Fragrant your hell, it smells awfiil!’ 
2.1.5.5 verb+^wai2+verb+/Mflfl5 
Originally gwai2maa5 (a word entry in dictionary) means 'mischievous' in Cantonese. 
When it is stuffed inside a reduplicated monosyllabic verb, it negates the verb meaning 
(Zhi, 1990, p. 188). 
(123) zing2 gwai2 zing2 maa5 
‘Do rubbishi6， 
^^Translations of these expressions are context-dependent. 
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(124) sik6 gwai2 sik6 maa5 
‘Eat rubbish' 
(125) gong2 gwai2 gong2 maa5 
Talk rubbish' 
2.2 Puzzles in previous works 
The goal of the previous works, as we have seen through an explicit description from 
§2.1.1 to §2.1.4, is to find out the ontology of gwai2 by exhausting the descriptions 
of gwai2. For example, Zhi (1990) suggests that there are nine different instances 
of gwai2, while Lee & Chin (1998) suggests that there are three different instances 
of gwai2 in Cantonese. Studies focusing on such a big goal are bound to miss out 
something subtle, but of high significance. In this section I discuss some of the puzzles 
found in these works. 
2.2.1 On terminologies 
The terminologies used thus far on gwai2, to my observation, have been loosely adopted 
from the linguistic literature. It is nevertheless harsh to criticize as the issue of gwai2 
has never been put on the 'operational table' level. However, it is true that misnomers 
can obscure people's quest to its properties even further. 
1 
2.2.1.1 Expletive and infixation 
Matthews & Yip (1996) defines gwai2 as an 'expletive infix' while Yip (1998) draws 
comparison of gwai2 with the 'expletive infixation' in English. In modem linguistics 
the term "expletive" found its use in two main areas. First, in "expletive infixation" 
of English (Aronoff，1976; McCarthy, 1982). In English and its various dialects, the 
expletives, i.e. swear words，like 'fucking' (pronounced as [fAkin]), 'bloody', 'god-
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damn，，‘bloomin，，or even non-word like ‘posi’ can be inserted into a word to intensify 
its mood, but without alternation to the original meaning. For example: 
(126) alabama ala-fuckin-bama (McCarthy, 1982，p.575) 
(127) fantastic —> fan-fuckin-tastic (McCarthy, 1982, p.575) 
(128) absolutely — abso-bloomin-lutely (McCarthy, 1982, p.575) 
(129) absolutely — abso-posi-lutely (McCarthy, 1982，p.575) 
Second, in generative linguistics, 'expletive' almost unanimously refers to the dummy 
subject in Indo-European languages whose only function is to “fill empty syntactic 
positions in certain syntactic structures where the valence of the verb requires" (Buss-
mann, 1996, p. 139). Infix, on the other hand, is given the following definition by Trask 
(1996): 
An infix is an affix which occupies a position in which it interrupts another 
morpheme (1996, p. 178). 
Gwai2 is definitely not a dummy subject. The only reference left is therefore "ex-
pletive infixation". However, as reported in Lee & Chin (1998, p.3), gwai2 is not 
considered a swear word in Cantonese. If so, "expletive" is a misnomer, too. There 
may be genuine case of 'expletive infixation’ in Cantonese, as demonstrated by the use 
of the highly offensive swear words like lan2, gaul, cat6 (all mean 'penis') and hai6 
‘vagina，. For example: 
(130) maa4faan4 — maa4-{lan2,gaul,cat6,hai6}-faan4 
‘troublesome， 
On a closer look, we see that even by such similarity we cannot say that "expletive 
infixation" in English really finds its parallel in Cantonese. The English phenomenon 
is open to monomorphemic words of the major word-classes, and is argued to be con-
strained by their respective prosodic structures (McCarthy, 1982). In Cantonese, as 
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mentioned already, gwai2 insertion is not open to the noun class but only selective 
verbs and adjectives. This is the same story to the swear words. Moreover, the phono-
logical constraints in "expletive infixation” are not shared by its Cantonese counterpart. 
Therefore it does seem inappropriate to use the term "expletive" on gwai2 also. 
Why does the so-called gwai2 "infixation" happen only to some verbs and ad-
jectives, but not nouns (except wh-word) at all? If it is comparable to the English 
"expletive infixation", we should expect its productivity in nouns as well. 
For the term infix there creates another problem. According to Trask (1996), an 
affix is called an infix only if the host is monomorphemic. If so, gwai2 in bimorphemic 
words should not be called infix at all. Otherwise we will have the contradiction that 
gwai2 is both an infix and not an infix, despite clear indication of infixation in the 
surface form. It appears that there is something peculiar about the competition of 
syntax and morphology that deserves a more detailed account. 
2.2.2 Intensifier 
Defined as "elements that are used with other expressions to indicate an intensification 
of the meaning denoted by the expression they modify... both adjectives and adverbs 
can be used in this function... “ (Bussmann, 1996, p.233), "intensifier" is also an 
imprecise and informal technical notion. For instance, coining gwai2 as an intensifier 
to an adjective, adverb or verb is to say that gwai2 remains the same semantic entity 
throughout. Theoretically we do prefer a unified account for gwai2’ but we have to 
find a more precise notion to capture this insight. 
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2.3 Summary 
Previous studies of gwai2 have been focusing on the ontological status of gwai2. In 
order to answer the question “How many gwai2 are there in Cantonese?" they opt 
to list out all the patterns and usages of gwai2 and draw generalizations from them. 
However, these informal studies show inadequacy when formal analysis is to be drawn 
from them. First of all, description on gwai2 given is far from being exhaustive. This 
problem becomes more imminent when the scope of research grows since data sig-
nificance is in inverse proportion to the research scope. I believe that we cannot ap-
proach the ontological question before we have a microscopic understanding of gwai2. 
Secondly, terminologies used are not well-justified. For example, terms like "infix", 
"expletive", and “intensifier” have been used in previous works without adequate ex-
planation. Thirdly, formal analysis is lacking. Fourthly, linguistic data presented in 
previous works exhibit degrees of gradient acceptability, and the authors' intuitions 
are not shared by some Cantonese natives, including myself (see Chapter 4 for de-
tails). Nonetheless generalizations were drawn from these data. To improve the situa-




Collecting new data: Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
In this and the following chapter, as sequel to Chapter 2,1 provide further synchronic 
evidence of gwai2 which is not found in any published works surveyed. Part of the 
data collection method adopted here differs from the "standard" generative linguistics 
(actually linguistics in general) that the importance of controlled experiment and sta-
tistical support is stressed. Since this is a relatively unexplored area to the mainstream 
linguistics it is necessary for me to discuss why and how new method outperforms the 
current ones. I dedicate this chapter to the methodological issue, and leave all the data 
in the next chapter. 
3.2 Judgment data and the linguists，intuition 
It is well-known among linguists that grammaticality judgment to linguistic data sel-
dom yields uniform acceptability. Bar the major syntactic errors, like alternation of 
basic word order, mistakes in agreement, and intentional dropping of constituents, etc., 
it is often difficult to collect unanimous judgment from an environment as few as two 
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people. Why is it sentence judgment so subtle a task? 
3.2.1 Intuition vs. judgment 
The distinction between language competence and performance is hardly new to lin-
guists, and it appears that the terms intuition and judgment are also related to it. 
Noam Chomsky says that “the speaker has an 'intuitive sense of grammaticalness'" 
(Chomsky, 1955, p. 95)/，while "there is a further idealization here, in that we ab-
stract away from other factors that may interact with knowledge of language to deter-
mine judgments" (Chomsky, 1955, p.36)). So Chomsky probably means the same as 
Schutze, that "judgment is a product of performance and intuition is part of compe-
tence" (Schutze, 1996，p.24). 
3.2.2 Grammaticality vs. acceptability 
As for acceptability, Chomsky puts in this way: 
Let us use the term "acceptable" to refer to utterances that are perfectly 
natural. • • acceptability will be a matter of degree, along various dimen-
sions.. ..The more acceptable sentences are those that are more likely to 
be produced, more easily understood, less clumsy, and in some sense more 
natural. The unacceptable sentences one would tend to avoid and replace 
by more acceptable variants, wherever possible, in actual discourse. 
•.. The notion ‘acceptable’ is not to be confused with "grammatical". Ac-
ceptability is a concept that belongs to the study of performance, whereas 
grammaticalness belongs to the study of competence... .Like acceptabil-
ity, grammaticalness is, no doubt, a matter of degree... but the scales of 
1 According to Schutze (1996)，grammaticalness and grammaticality is found frequently in early 
Chomsky's writings. Although Chomsky did not put an equal sign between the two, people do equate 
them afterwards. 
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grammaticalness and acceptability do not coincide. Grammaticalness is 
only one of many factors that interact to determine acceptability. Corre-
spondingly, although one might propose various operational tests for ac-
ceptability, it is unlikely that a necessary and sufficient operational crite-
rion might be inventedfor the much more abstract andfar more important 
notion of grammaticalness. (1965, pp. 10-11) 
Schiitze further puts that acceptability judgment task is a question about perfor-
mance in that (1996, pp.26-27): 
1. Any particular instance of a speaker accepting or rejecting a sentence is an act 
of performance, i.e., behavior. 
2. Any sort of generalization across many such instances is a generalization about 
performance. 
3. A judgment of one's disposition towards accepting or rejecting a sentence is 
itself a type of performance. 
If indeed grammaticality is deep situated in our conscious and we human have no 
direct way to access it then what can judgment data give to the linguists? If Chomsky 
is true that gramamticality has no necessary correlation with acceptability, then what is 
the use of collecting judgment data? As in the case of news, we cannot claim that we 
know what the president really thinks about by listening to the report of his spokesman. 
We can at most guess what is going on. Then why do linguists have the privilege to 
turn guesses into truth? Furthermore, while linguists might construct arguments about 
the grammaticality of a sentence, but all that a linguistically naive subject can do is 
judge its acceptability" (Schiitze, 1996，p.26). 
Luckily the situation is not that bad since judgment data is nevertheless a indirect 
reflection of our linguistic competence. We cannot take it as truth, but we can control 
the environment to have a better estimation of what is being the truth. This is the main 
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thesis in Schiitze (1996) and his psycho-model grammaticality judgment will be given 
in the section below. 
3.2.3 Factors affecting grammaticality judgment 
There are three major types of factors that may affect grammaticality judgment. One 
is the choice of measurement scale. The other two are subject-related and task-related 
factors. 
3.2.3.1 Measurement scale 
The measurement scale of an experiment is directly related to the mathematical oper-
ations that can apply, or in other words, the inter-relationship of the data we can infer 
from it. Common measurement scales include nominal scales, ordinal scales, and in-
terval scales. The review given here is after Keller (2000，§2.3.1) and Schiitze (1996, 
§3). 
Nominal scales are good for categorization of discrete objects, much like putting 
color balls into the boxes of matching colors. There is no ordering relation between 
categories, and the only mathematical operation available is counting. The standard 
generative linguistic assumption that grammaticality is binary is thus a notion based 
on nominal scale. Ordinal scales, on the other hand, is an extension of nominal scales 
that categories are ordered, rather than unordered. However there is no commitment 
over the distance of the points on an ordinal scale. In linguistic literature the symbols 
“？”，“？？” (sometimes even “？？？” or “？*”）are used extensively to mark partially gram-
matical sentences. But there is no consensus on "how may meaningful distinctions 
of levels of acceptability (relative or absolute) can be made" (Schiitze, 1996，p.77). 
Therefore it is almost meaningless to compare judgment data obtained from different 
ordinal scales. Other problems of ordinal scales include a) difficulty in quantifying 
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inter- and intrasubject consistency, and b) the phenomenon that relative judgments can 
be non-transitive (Schutze, 1996，pp.78-81). 
Interval scales improve further from ordinal ones in that the distance between any 
two points in the scale can be defined. They are suitable for properties that can be 
measured numerically. An immediate advantage is that statistical tests can now be 
applied on the data. But there is a problem: it is difficult to elicit interval data from 
subjects because there is no way to tell a priori how to perceive the intervals. Ratio 
scale methods make this possible. They are interval scale like, but distance between 
points is represented by a ratio, rather than predefined numbers. By this method sub-
jects can enjoy freedom in expressing judgments in their own scales. Since 1990s 
some linguists have argued that fine-grained, ratio scale linguistic judgment data can 
be obtained through an experimental method called magnitude estimation (ME) (So-
race, 1993; Cowart, 1997; Bard, Robertson & Sorace，1996) (discuss in 3.3.4.1). The 
experiments in this thesis all employed ME as the tool. 
3.2.3.2 Subject-related factors 
Subject-related factors are assumed to have a priori status. These include the person-
alities of subjects (Nagata, 1989), handedness of subjects (Cowart, 1997), linguistic 
training (Schutze, 1996), preference of language structure (Abney, 1996)，and even 
genetic factors (Stromswold, 2001). 
3.2.3.3 Task-related factors 
Task-related factors are those that are introduced into the judgment task on the fly. 
These are the most common sources of errors in the traditional (or casual) practice, but 
ironically they are usually controllable with reasonable efforts that are usually ignored 
without justification. These factors include repetition effect, order of presentation, etc. 
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Repetition effect Nagata (1987, 1988, 1989) have done extensive research on the 
effect of repetition to grammaticality judgment. These results show that repetition 
within a short interval (within a month) leads to lower acceptability judgments, but no 
significant influence is found for longer intervals, like four months. Another common 
phenomenon around the linguistic circle is the so-called "linguists' disease", where 
one's acceptability judgments become increasingly blurred and uncertain when one 
ponders long enough over many examples of the same type, or initially judged bad 
examples may look better and better upon further "digestion" (Schiitze, 1996). Cowart 
(1997) suggests that no single linguistic example should be presented to the subject 
more than once, and linguistic structures to be distinguished should be presented with 
different lexical choice. This helps reducing the negative effect of repetition. 
Order of presentation As early as 1973，Greenbaum has found that the first sentence 
of a test is consistently judged less acceptable than the rest of sentences. Similarly, 
sentences presented at the far end of a test are deemed to be judged less sensitively 
due to fatigue, boredom and response strategies the subjects develop over the course 
of the test (Cowart, 1997，p.94). The usual way to tackle this problem is through 
randomization or counterbalancing of linguistic examples to be judged. This ensures 
that each linguistic example has equal chance of appearing at any position of the test. 
If there is any negative effect on an example, it is likely that the others will be affected 
in the same way as well. 
3.2.4 The usual practice 
Chomsky's claim that linguistic judgments come from intuition rather than behavio-
rial evidence essentially brought the collection and verification of linguistic data to 
the status of an introspective activity. A widespread practice in getting grammatical-
ity judgment is to consult the linguists' own intuitions and “those of the first handy 
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informant" (Cowart, 1997，p.2)? The obvious pitfall of this method is that it does 
not resolve cases where native speakers share different judgments on the same set of 
data. Of course linguists can use notation like question mark to indicate non-uniform 
judgment, but such data in fact are useless assuming an ideal generative paradigm. 
For some desperate linguists, they may opt to ignore those that fail to support their 
hypothesis, or they may rephrase their questions and lead the disagreeing parties to 
give "desired" judgment. Worst still, the linguist himself may appear to be the only 
person that accepts certain example expressions at issue. If the linguist proceeds and 
draws theories on such dubious data, the resultant work will also be of dubious value. 
From the psycholinguistic point of view mentioned above, each native idiolect results 
from the combination of judgments on each distinct linguistic expression (rather than 
structure that generative linguists would put) along different distributions. In other 
words, no native speaker of any language can judge (scientifically) how representative 
his judgment on one particular structure by just intuition. His judgment may reflect the 
norm, or the minority or even outlier. It would definitely be a mistake if a theory that 
explains outlier judgments to be taken as one explaining that of a population. 
Sometimes questionnaires are employed to collect judgment as well. But seldom 
are they designed carefully enough that statistics could be used to validate the data. In 
fact, the potential problems are task-related problems that I discuss below. Any poorly 
designed questionnaire would just be a written format of the "Hey, Sally" method, and 
would help little in getting any consistent judgment. 
3.3 Approaches taken in this thesis 
In the previous section I showed how poor data collection would lead to untenable 
theories and how psycholinguistic practice can help render reliable judgment data. This 
is not to say, however, that there is no virtue at all in the traditional ways at all. There 
2Cowart calls this "Hey, Sally" method. 
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are two good supporting facts. First of all, when used in a controlled setting, linguists' 
intuitions are still an integral part of linguistic research. It is of little doubt that linguists 
have a sharper understanding of human languages and they are able to get into the core 
much quicker than common people. What has to be taken seriously is that the linguists 
should show whether their judgments match those of the population's majority. They 
should not take for granted that they are the representative of their population. This is 
particularly important for linguistic constructions that yield disagreement. 
For the Cantonese data concerning gwai2, native Cantonese speakers show differ-
ent response to almost every item in a preliminary questionnaire (the whole question-
naire result will be represented in §4.3.) 
Secondly, it is not always practical to collect data through controlled experiment. 
A common psycholinguistic experiment usually takes 15-30 mins to finish，� which can 
be a burden to some people. Moreover, participants usually expect to be paid for their 
effort, and indeed rewarded participants are more likely to give consistent and useful 
result (citation please). This extra financial consideration should be taken care of as 
well. 
For these reasons, only sensitive data are tested through experiment. I consider lin-
guistic data sensitive when close colleagues around me hold different judgment from 
mine. For other cases when unanimous judgments (by a group of four) are yielded I 
assume they be the norm. I am honest enough to say that sensitivity here is (unfortu-
nately) a subject measure, and it is a point to improve in the future. 
Besides intuitive data, interview, questionnaire, and corpus statistics are also con-
sulted. 
3 The fact is the more structure needs to be shown grammaticality, the more example expressions are 
needed to be judged. Normally 100 examples are needed to just to test 4 structures. 
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3.3.1 Interview 
Interview presents itself as a more sophisticated form of data collection. It can come 
in the form being supervised or free elicitation. Mainstream generative linguists had 
long noticed the pros and cons of interview as data collection method. Newmeyer 
(1983) suggests that interviews provide more opportunity for the the subjects to be bi-
ased by the experimenter, while Garden (1976) argues that there is evidence to suggest 
that interviews also allow real improvement in data quality, because the experimenter 
can spot any misunderstanding at site. Schiitze's suggestion is to follow the standard 
practice in social science that interviews are used only in the preliminary phases of an 
investigation. This is the way I follow in this thesis. 
3.3.2 Questionnaire 
Questionnaire is probably the simplest kind of data collection method that could be 
verified statistically. Questionnaire is often linked to the use of nominal and ordinal 
scales, although it is not a prerequisite (the pros and cons of different measurement 
scales have been given above). Questionnaire has the advantage that experimenter's 
bias could be minimized (since interaction between the two parties is much reduced), 
but it would be a bigger burden in designing a clear enough questionnaire. Moreover, 
the subject is often tempted to read through the whole questionnaire before giving 
judgment, or jumping here and there. Then we would not be able to guarantee that any 
two samples from subjects are collected from the same environment. In this thesis, I 
use questionnaires only in the preliminary phases, when I sent them over the Internet. 
3.3.3 Corpus study 
Corpora give us another dimension of linguistic data. A spoken corpus of a large num-
ber of different subjects may allow us to test statistically the norm grammar, and may 
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provide evidence for language change and language acquisition. But it is also true that 
only a very big and diverse corpus (like the BNC corpus) can give arguably statistically 
significant results. The biggest obstacle is perhaps the famous Zipf's law (Zipf, 1949)， 
which says that a lot of linguistic types would only have a handful of tokens in a cor-
pus. Given a type that shows up only twice in a corpus there is no point to claim any 
generalization from it. Particularly if the type we found in the corpus deviates from the 
intuitive norm, we would have no idea of whether it is an incidental error or not. In this 
thesis I provide corpus statistics of gwai2 in several major Cantonese corpora, includ-
ing Hong Kong Cantonese Adult Language Corpus (HKALC), CHILDES Cantonese 
Corpus (CANCORP) and CHILDES Longitudinal Study of Three Cantonese English 
Bilingual Children in Hong Kong Corpus (BILING). 
3.3.4 Modeling grammaticality judgment: Controlled experiment 
It should now be clear that there is a need of more robust methodology that allows us 
to collect more reliable judgment data. In particular, the methodology should be above 
to minimize, if not remove, the task-related factors. 
Schutze suggests a cognitive model that represents the grammaticality-judgment 
task, which is shown in Figure 3.1. This model embodies all the subject-related and 
task-related factors mentioned thus far, and gives clues of how to control unwanted 
factors in experiment so that useful information of the intuitive grammaticality can be 
discovered. In the following I discuss the technical side of the experiment, i.e，how 
linguistic judgment should be encoded/decoded and interpreted. 
3.3.4.1 Collection of grammaticality judgment: WebExp 
The experiments in this thesis were conducted using the freeware WebExp (Web Ex-
periment) developed by Martin Corley, Steffan Corley, Frank Keller, Lars Konieczny, 
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Figure 3.1: Schutze 1996，s model of grammaticality judgment task 
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and Amalia Todirascu at HCRC，University of Edinburgh and DFKI, University of the 
Saarland.^. It is a client-server application written in JAVA programming language. 
The key features include: 
• it automatically creates of an individual randomization of the experimental ma-
terials for each subject. The experimenter can impose constraints on the ran-
domization to prevent certain experimental items from occurring consecutively. 
• it records the time a subject takes to respond to each experimental item. Auto-
matic checks can be carried out on both onset times and completion times. 
• it prevents of jump-ahead or jump-back browsing. 
• it supports both fill-in-the-blank format and magnitude estimation (ME). 
4http：//www.here.ed.ac.uk/web_exp/ 
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• experiment can be done on the Internet or laboratory environment. 
The first feature helps achieving counterbalancing effect and the second one allows the 
investigators to see whether some subjects spend unreasonably long time in making 
judgment. The third feature ensures that the subject has no access to judged examples 
and those waiting to be judged. On data encoding, the investigator can choose between 
fill-in-the-blank mode (for nominal data) and magnitude estimation (for ratio data). In 
general, WebExp improves vastly over traditional methods. The last feature demon-
strates the mobility of WebExp as an experimental tool. It particularly suits the "do 
anytime, anywhere" style of the Internet era. 
There is another point to notice. When designing the experiment, we should com-
pile a list of "filler sentences" and mix them with the expressions we want to test. In 
fact, filler sentences should make up the majority of the sentences informants judge in 
any grammaticality judgment task. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, filler sen-
tences "create the linguistic background against which the experimental sentences are 
judged and at the same time provide a kind of global anchor that can strongly affect 
both the overall range of response given to the experimental sentences and the location 
of that range relative to the mean of all the responses in a session" (Cowart, 1997, 
p.51). Moreover, filler sentences can be used as a "benchmark against which exper-
imental results from different experiments can become comparable" (ibid.). Perhaps 
most importantly, filler sentences disguise the pattern of the experimental item, leaving 
the participants little room to guess what the experiment tries to test (ibid.). In fact this 
is the commonest scenario in current linguistic practice where linguist-informant inter-
action is so high that either party is going to be biased in some ways. In the experiment 
I used, for a set of 40 expressions another 80 filler sentences are added, making a total 
of 120 expressions to judge in one session. It is easy to see that it could be a big burden 
to subjects. They are not paid so there is a further risk of "early boredom syndrome" 
where the subjects choose to finish the task as fast as they can, at the expense of their 
linguistic processing. As a result, I tested only the most important features, leaving 
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behind the minor (but more subtle!) ones for future investigation. 
Screen-shots of WebExp and the instructions used in the experiment can be found 
in Appendix B. 
3.3.4.2 Magnitude estimation 
Bard et al. (1996) is a very extensive study of the use of magnitude estimation (ME) in 
encoding linguistic judgment. ME has been used a lot in collecting interval data such 
as speech rate (Grosjean, 1977), vowel roughness (Toner & Emanuel，1989), similar-
ity of syllables from different languages (Takefiita, Guberina, Pizzamiglio & Black， 
1986), among others. However, Bard et al. warns that "linguistic acceptability has no 
obvious physical continuum to compare with the subjects' impressions" (1996，p.42). 
Therefore rather than interval data, it is consistent ratio data (please refer to §3.2.3.1) 
that we aim at. This is done through cross-modality matching, where the subjects are 
asked to judge a modulus item (first run length of lines, second run linguistic exam-
ples), then provide a judgment for each experimental item relative to the modulus. By 
this it is possible to see and cross-check the consistency of a subject's judgments. 
3.3.4.3 Interpreting the data: statistics 
Ratio data are open to inferential statistical tests like 厂test and analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), which is a key feature. Statistics is the mathematical study of the likelihood 
and probability of events occurring based on known information and inferred by taking 
a limited number of samples. It plays an extremely important role in many aspects of 
economics and science, allowing educated guesses to be made with a minimum of 
expensive or difficult-to-obtain data� . With such set of tools, linguists can now claim 
with strong evidence how a norm grammar of a language should look like, and how far 
the deviations go. Without them, there is no good measure of norm and exception. So 
5"Statistics，’，from Wolfram Research's Mathworld. Website: htp ： / /mathworld. wolfram. com 
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statistics can only help flourish linguistic research, but not doing any harm to it. 
3.3.4.4 Explaining grammaticality judgment 
It has been shown that grammaticality judgment may not correlate with grammatical-
ity at all. The causal link between the two depends on how one models grammati-
cality judgment and most importantly, which theory the linguist employs to explain 
the judgment data. Under a binary theory, there is for sure no place for "degrees of 
grammaticality". Attempts in correlating grammaticality judgment and grammatical-
ity, however, have shown that they can flourish higher-dimension theorizing and to 
provide supportive arguments to existing theories. Keller (2000) associates a version 
of Optimality Theory which he calls Linear Optimality Theory (LOT) to explain the 
results he got from a series of web-based grammaticality judgment experiment. The 
idea of LOT is that each level of significant grammaticality judgment correlates ex-
actly with one violation of the constraint in grammar. Keller's approach is a significant 
advancement over the non-standardized annotation and interpretation of gradient judg-
ment data (see (Schutze, 1996，§2.3)). 
Cowart describes an example where grammaticality judgment experiment helps 
discovering unknown generalizations. Chomsky & Lasnik (1977) claim that there is 
subject-object asymmetry in (131) when "that" is present: 
(131) a. I wonder who you think likes John. (Subj extraction) 
b. I wonder who you think John likes. (Obj extraction) 
c. * I wonder who you think that likes John. (Subj extraction) 
d. I wonder who you think that John likes. (Obj extraction) 
It is observed that extraction from either subject or object is acceptable without 
"that" (see (131a) & (131b))，but only object extraction is acceptable with "that". With 
judgment data collected from 32 native English speakers, Cowart found that (13 Id) is 
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reliably less acceptable than (131a) and (131b). This is a finding that is obscured in 
Chomsky and Lasnik's original paper. 
In this thesis, I attempt to show with the controlled judgment data that a) many 
examples presented in previous works do not represent the norm judgment, b) low sig-
nificance of acceptability obtained for certain linguistic types provide indirect support 
of on-going grammaticalization, and c) different levels of acceptability obtained for 
certain linguistic types can be explained under formal theories. 
3.3.4.5 Limitation of new method 
The serious psycholinguistic experimental method sounds promising, and linguists 
now have a robust tool to manipulate judgment data. As sophisticated as it could be, 
unfortunately, not all kinds of linguistic data can be readily replaced by these method-
ologies. For example, for a field linguist oral elicitation is still an a de facto methodol-
ogy, where controlled experiment (sometimes even a simple questionnaire) is a luxury. 
But it does not mean that we should not strive for a better solution to the collection of 
judgment data. Particularly in a sophisticated society like Hong Kong adopting latest 
advancement in linguistic methodology should not be a problem. As Schiitze (1996), 
Cowart (1997) and Keller (2000) show, the combination of controlled experiment and 
statistics can help rendering consistent data that would eventually lead to more robust 
theoretical claims. Linguists should move forward. 
In any case it is fair, however, to point out that the much improved methodology 
adopted in this thesis is not without its problems. There are problems from the re-
striction of statistics and some from the limitation of controlled experiment. First of 
all, although inferential statistics is a powerful scientific toolkit for discovering trends 
and patterns, it usually relies on the assumption that the random variable at issue has a 
normal distribution. This is generally not a problem due to the famous Central Limit 
Theorem in statistics, which says that the normal distribution becomes an increasingly 
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better approximation for the distribution of the sample mean drawn from any distribu-
tion as the sample size increases. Usually a sample size of 30 is considered reasonable. 
For an experiment that aims to find out two random variables have different means, at 
least 8 native speakers are needed. This echoes the financial issue and practicability 
mentioned above. 
Secondly, for any kind of statistical test, there is a chance for making either type 
1 or type 2 error. Type 1 error occurs when one credits a reliable difference between 
the two random variables when in fact there is none. Type 2 error, on the other hand, 
occurs when one fails to credit a reliable difference when in fact there is. It is also well-
known that attempt in reducing one type of error will increase the chance of the other 
type of error. To get the most out of statistical test it is thus crucial for the experimenter 
to estimate which parameter is more important. This subjectivity is outside the control 
of statistical science and may present itself a weak point to practitioners of other areas. 
On the experiment side, there are a lot to improve as well. For example, the design 
of the experiment can be more fine-tuned to factorize better the linguistic properties 
of, say, the verbs that collocate with gwai2. In this thesis experimental data regarding 
monosyllabic verbs is made according to their positions in the usual verb type hierar-
chy (e.g. intransitive vs. transitive, unaccusative vs. accusative) which is principally 
based on valence. A classification using verbs' eventual properties might disclose more 
linguistic knowledge.^ Furthermore, one may cast doubt on the overall effectiveness 
of the magnitude estimation method. In response to indeterminacy of grammatical-
ity judgment, some linguists (e.g. Geoff Pullum, personal communication) argue that 
grammaticality is gradient, but it does not necessarily reflect grammaticality judgment. 
So we can define grammaticality theoretically, without relating to the psycholinguistic 
issue. It'd be an eminent task for linguists maintaining such claim to explain if indeed 
grammaticality judgment is gradient and intermediate levels of judgment are found to 
be statistically significant. That is to say, any linguistic theory must explain linguistic 
^This by itself is a good further research topic to pursue. 
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facts. Driving the theories to purely metaphysical context would not take away that 
very responsibility. 
3.4 Conclusion 
I showed in this chapter that grammaticality judgment is a product of linguistic per-
formance rather than that of purely competence. Traditional data collection methods 
in linguistics fail to factor out the performance factors (which can be subject-related 
or task-related) and thus the conclusions drawn from such data would be biased. Psy-
cholinguist suggests that the use of controlled experiment and statistical method can 
help identifying and eliminating non-linguistically related factors. Some linguists have 
successfully employed experimental methods to theoretical linguistic research and the 
results are both inspiring and fruitful. I also discussed briefly that Cantonese data con-
cerning gwai2 yield non-uniform judgment and thus it is more appropriate to try a 
better method for data collection. 
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Further synchronic evidence of gwai2 
4.1 Corpus statistics 
The use of corpus as direct/indirect evidence of grammaticalization has been a stan-
dard methodology. In modem days when corpora has advanced to electronic versions, 
linguistic researches are able to gain new height. Nowadays, English corpora like the 
Oxford Electronic Dictionary (OED)i and British National Corpus (BNC)^ are freely 
available on the Internet, together with a number of historical corpora, we are able to 
validate hypotheses on language changes with more convenience and confidence. 
Although Cantonese corpus hardly exists, which is understandable since it is con-
sidered a dialect, and has never gained status as an official documentary language, it 
is not true that Cantonese corpora do not exist at all. Good examples are the Hong 
Kong Cantonese Adult Language Corpus (HKALC)�，CHILDES Cantonese Corpus 
(CANC0RP)4 and CHILDES Longitudinal Study of Three Cantonese English Bilin-
gual Children in Hong Kong Corpus (BILING)^ 
1http://www.oed.com 
2http：//www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk 
3Compiled by HKU, http: "shs . hku. hk/corpus/main. htm 
�Compiledby Virginia Yip and Stephen Matthews, http： / /chiIdes.psy.cmu.edu 
^Compiled by Thomas Lee Hun-tak, h t t p : / / c h i l d e s . p s y . c m u . e d u 
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Table 4.1 shows the statistics of gwai2 found in these corpora. 
Table 4.1: Statistics of gwai2 in Cantonese corpora 
Corpus Occurrence Lexical with-Adv in-Adj in-V in-Wh 
HKALC — 32 = 31 I 0 "O 0 ~ " 1 
CANCOR^ 0 — 0 一 1 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 6 
BILING 0 | o | o | o | o | o 一 
4.2 Intuitive data 
4.2.1 Gwai2 and word length 
I observe Xhsiigwail cannot co-occur with bare monosyllabic verbs^ or disyllabic verbs 
with aspect marker (explain more in due course). Furthermore, this is not related to the 
argument structure (or valence) of the verb. Consider the following examples?: 
(132) sik6 ‘to eat {tmnsitive.y 
a. * gwai2 sik6 
devil eat 
b. * sik6 gwai2 
eat devil 
(133) siu3 'to laugh (unergative.y 
a. * gwai2 siu3 
devil laugh 
b. * siuS gwail 
laugh devil 
(134) lok6 ‘to fall (rain) {ergative.y 
^Bare here means apart from gwail and the monosyllabic verb there is no third morpheme attaching. 
7Verbs in examples are generally divided according to their subclasses, i.e. transitive, unergative, 
ergative, and unaccusative. This is necessary for showing whether a certain phenomenon applies to the 
whole class of verbs or not. 
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a. * gwai2 lok6 
devil fall 
b. * lok6 gwai2 
fall devil 
(135) sei2 ‘to die {unaccusative.y^ 
a. * gwai2 sei2 
devil die 
b. * sei2 gwai2 
die devil 
However, it is possible to have gwai2 in the compound if aspect markers/verbal 
particles implying a termination point (i.e. telic) like zo2,jyun4, maai4, or saai3 follow 
the monosyllabic verb. In such cases, gwai2 can only appear between the verb and 
the attached morpheme. The progressive aspect marker gan2 is prohibited in such a 
pattern, while another progressive aspect marker zyu6 is acceptable in limited cases:^ 
(136) sik6 + {x|x G zo2/jyun4/maai4/saai3, x 0 gan2/zyu6] + gwai2 
a. sik6 gwai2 x 
eat devil 
b. * sik6 X gwai2 
c. * gwai2 sik6 x 
(137) siuS + {x\x G zo2/jyun4/maai4/saai3, x ^ gan2/zyu6} + gwai2 
a. siu3 gwai2 x 
laugh devil 
b. * siu3 X gwai2 
c. * gwai2 siuS x 
(138) lok6 + G zo2/jyun4/maai4/saai3’ x 茫 gan2/zyu6} + gwai2 
^This is not to be confused with the non-lexical use of sei2, which can be attached after gwai2 in 
verbal compound occassionally to further intensify the mood. More details are to follow in the next 
section. 
9In the following, x is a variable that can take either one value that follows after the vertical bar. Set 
membership is delimited by the is-member symbol G and not-member symbol ^ 
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a. lok6 gwai2 x 
fall devil 
b. * lok6 X gwai2 
c. * gwail lok6 x 
(139) sei2 + {x\x G zo2/jyun4/maai4/saai3, x 0 gan2/zyu6} + gwai2 
a. sei2 gwai2 x 
die devil 
b. * sei2 X gwail 
c. * gwail sei2 x 
but: 
(140) mong6 'to look at (tmnsitive.y + {x\x G zo2/j'yun4/maai4/saai3/zyu6, x 癸 
gan2} + gwai2 
a. mongS gwail x 
look-at devil 
b. * mong6 x gwai2 
c. * gwail mong6 x 
This item is different from the others in that the progressive aspect marker zyu6 can 
fill the X position. 
Although gwai2 can more readily co-occur with bare disyllabic verb (i.e. without 
any attaching morpheme), in the case of aspect marker/verbal particle carrying disyl-
labic verbs, gwai2 insertion is at best marginal, and must follow the case of mono-
syllabic verb where progressive markers are not allowed to occur with gwai2. For 
example 
(141) maa4faan4 + {x\x G zo2/jyun4/maai4/saaB,x ^ zyu6/gan2} + gwai2 
a. maa4-gwai2-faan4 
devil-troublesome 
b. * maa4-faan4-gwai2-x 
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c. * maa4-faan4-x gwail 
d. ？ maa4-gwai2-faan4-x 
Early in §2.1.1.4 I cited Zhi (1990) observation on the insertion of gwai2, repro-
duced here again: 
(142) hoengl gwai2 pan3pan3 
‘totally not fragrant' (Zhi, 1990，p. 186) 
(143) hakl gwai2 maa5maa5 
'extremely dark' (ibid.) 
An informal interview done to several Hong Kong Cantonese native shows that these 
are regarded as totally unacceptable utterances. Since Zhi is not a Hong Kong native, 
the observational inconsistency may be a result of dialectal differences. However my 
claim is no stronger than Zhi's without a more scientific justification. I will go over 
this point again in the methodology section. In the meantime, it is fair to claim that 
gwai2 insertion is sensitive to prosodic length. 
4.2.2 Gwai2 and verb types 
Hardly mentioned in previous works, gwai2 does not seem to open to all disyllabic 
verbs. According to Zhu (1982), the internal structure of disyllabic verbs can be of ei-
ther one of the the following five types: Subject-Predicate, Predicate-Object, Predicate-
Complement, Modifier-Head, and Parallel (Head-Head or headless, depending how 
one views this). Gwai2 insertion seems to be open only the Predicate-Object and 
Predicate-Complement type. Please read the following examples. 
Subj ect-Predicate 
(144) dei6-zan3 —» *dei6-gwai2-zanS 
'earthquake' 
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(145) tau4-tung3 *tau4-gwai2-tung3 
'headache' 
Predicate-Object 
(146) gwaanl-saml — *gwaan 1 -gwai2-sam 1 
'show-concern' 
(147) saail-hei3 —> saail-gwai2-hei3 
'waste of effort' 
(148) fai3-si6 — fai3-gwai2-si6 
‘couldn't care less，10 
Predicate-Complement 
(149) zing3-ming4 — *zing3-gwai2-ming4 
'prove， 
(150) daa2-tyun5 —^ daa2-gwai2-tyun5 
'hit to break' 
(151) saul-maai4 —saul-gwai2-maai4 
'conceal' 
Modifier-Head 
(152) zung6-si6 —> *zung6-gwai2-si6 
'pay respect' 
(153) wui4-jikl — * wui4-gwai2-jikl 
'reminisce' 
Parallel 
^^Translation is taken from (Yip, 1998，p.9) 
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(154) tiu4-caa4 —> * tiu4-gwai2-caa4 
‘investigate， 
(155) ngonl-waiS —* ngon 1 -gwai2-wai3 
'console' 
4.2.3 Gwai2 and swear words 
Gwai2 by itself is not considered a swear word in Cantonese, but it can be substi-
tuted by real swear words in daily use. In §2 example (130) we have come across it 
(reproduced here as (156)): 
(156) maa4faan4 maa4-{lan2,gaul,cat6,hai6}-faan4 
‘troublesome’ 
What is peculiar is that one swearword (probably the most infamous one) is ex-
cluded from such substitution. It is diu2, a verb meaning ‘to fuck'. The following is 
definitely out in Cantonese: 
(157) * maa4-diu2-faan4 
(158) * tou2-diu2-jim3 
(159) * wat6-diu2-dat6 
4.3 Questionnaire data 
In Chapter 1 I talked of a questionnaire that was used to get a preliminary understand-
ing of the sensitive data with gwai2. A four-degree (4-wrong, 3-not very good, 2-not 
bad, 1-perfect) ordinal scale was used in the questionnaire. Each participant was asked 
to circle the choice most appropriate to them for every item. The questionnaire is 
divided into 2 parts. The first one was about the goodness of gwail “infixation，，to 
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adjectives. The second one was about the goodness of verb phrases with different po-
sitions and number of occurrence of gwai2. There were a total of six native Cantonese 
speaker participated in the questionnaire. 
The purpose of doing informal questionnaires is to get indicative ideas of how 
controlled experiments should be designed and carried out. The way the questionnaires 
were represented was casual and did not try to avoid in particular task-related factors 
discussed thoroughly in Chapter 3. Therefore the data shown in this section could 
at best serve as reference. There is no good reason to believe that they represent the 
population norm's judgment. One thing is proved clearly, however, that grammaticality 
judgment is by and large a gradient quantity. 
4.3.1 Gwai2 and adjectives 
The case of adjective is more complicated. It is not an easy task to tell which adjective 
is open to gwai2, and it seems very likely that this is much related to a person's own 
idiolect. Almost as expected, data judged to be grammatical in published works do not 
always yield uniform judgements from other natives. For example (160) and (161) are 
judged grammatical in Yip (1998), but they are not so to some of my subjects: 
(160) ngongSgeoil —> lngong6-gwai2-geoil 
'stupid' 
(161) bin3taai3 Ibin3-gwai2-taai3 
'perverse' 
Table 4.2 shows the full questionnaire for part one, together with the choices col-
lected (the sum of each row should equal six): 
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4.3.2 Gwai2, sei2 and degree modifier hou2 
Another questionnaire was conducted to get a preliminary understanding of native 
Cantonese speakers' judgments on the sentences made with different permutations of 
Table 4.2: Questionnaire on gwai2 "infixation" in adjectives 
Judgment scale 
Expression — Wrong Not very good | Not bad Perfect!" 
haan 1 -gwai2-pei2 2 1 1 1 
'cheeseparing' 




gul-gwai2-hon4 1 1 4 
'stingy' 
mou4-gwai2-lei5 3 2 1 
'pointless' 














bin3-gwai2-taai3 1 2 2 1 
'perverse' 
fai3-gwai2-si6 6 




'total waste of energy' 
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gwai2, degree modifier hou2 ‘very’ and emphatic marker sei2 'dead', which is an em-
phatic marker very close to gwail. Table (4.3) shows some variations of the adjective 
maa4faan4 ‘troublesome，. Some of these forms look rather complicated, but they all 
mean more or less the same as "very troublesome". This test particularly aimed at 
showing that a) individual speaker's judgments vary a lot, so we face the risk of get-
ting unreliable data if the sample size is small, b) subtle linguistic forms should be 
given more care in any test. When I showed my subjects this questionnaire, some of 
them looked totally puzzled. This is hardly surprising. Grammaticality judgment task 
is new to most people, not to say judgment task fiill of quasi-ungrammatical sentences. 
Also, the test looks vulnerable to ordering effect, repetition effect and various biases 
mentioned in Chapter 3. In general from the results we know how confusing it could 
be in judging very similar expressions. 
Table 4.3: Questionnaire on the acceptability of different permutations of gwail, hou2 
and sei2 
Judgment scale 






‘very damn troublesome' 
maa4-sei2-faan4 . 1 ‘ 3 2 
hou2-gwai2-maa4-faan4 6 
hou2-gawi2-maa4-sei2-faa4 2 2 2 
hou2-gai2-sei2-maa4-faan4 6 
hou2-maa4-gwai2-sei2-faan4 5 j 
hou2-maa4-gwai2-faan4 6 
gwai2-sei2-maa4-faan4 4 2 ~ 
gawi2-hou2-maa4-faan4 6 ‘ 
hou2-gwai2-maa4-gwai2-faan4 1 5 
hou2-gwai2-maa4-gwai2-sei2-faan4 3 2 j 
maa4-hou2-gwai2-faan4 6 
hou2-gwai2-sei2-maa4-gwai2-sei4-faan4 5 1 
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4.3.3 Gmii2, sei2, hou2 and degree adverb gamS 
This last questionnaire complicates the story even more by introducing the degree ad-
verb gamS to linguistic forms consisting of gwai2 ‘devil’，sei2 'dead' and degree mod-
ifier hou2 'very'. 
Table 4.5 shows the questionnaire materials and the results. 
Table 4.5: Questionnaire on the acceptability of different permutations oigwai2, sei2, 
hou2 and gamS 
Judgment scale 
Expression Wrong Not very good Not bad Perfect! 
keoi5 hou2-gwai2-sei2-gam3-leng3zai2 2 3 
‘He is damn handsome.' 
keoi5 hou2-gwai2-gam3-leng3zai2 6 
keoiS hou2-gam3-leng3zai2 6 
keoiS sei2-gam3-leng3zai2 6 
keoiS gam3-sei2-leng3zai2 1 1 4 
keoiS gwai2-gam3-sei2-maa4faan4 1 5 
'He is so damn troublesome' 
keoi5 gam3-gwai2-sei2-maa4faan4 6 
keoi5 gwai2-sei2-gam3-maa4faan4 6 
keoi5 hou2-gwai2-sei2-gam3-maa4faan4 1 3 2 
keoi5 hou2-gwai2-gam3-maa4faan4 5 1 
keoi5 hou2-sei2-gam3-maa4faan4 5 1 
keoiS hou2-gam3-maa4-gwai2-faan4 6 
4.4 Experimental data 
For this thesis I collected gradient judgment data of some Cantonese expressions with 
gwai2 using the web-based WebExp experiment software that uses Magnitude Estima-
tion (ME) for judgment encoding. It should be noted that only a small portion of the 
linguistic forms we have seen thus far were tested. This is partly due to the time con-
straint, partly due to the financial constraint, and mostly due to the difficult in design-
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ing a reasonable and meaningful experiment. Despite the many constraints, however, 
as will be shown in the results below, statistically significant results can be obtained 
using experimental method. These results would not have been collected if using sim-
ple questionnaire or interview and/or consulting only a small sample of subjects (2-3 
persons). 
4.4.1 Participants 
Eight native speakers of Cantonese participated in the experiment. Their personal in-
formation is shown in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7: Personal information of experiment participants 
ID Age Gender Profession Handedness 
1 20 M Student R 
2 27 M Doctor R 
3 23 M Marketing R 
4 23 M Engineer R 
5 28 F Accountant R 
6 32 F Secretary L 
7 21 F Student R 
8 33 F Clerk R 
4.4.2 gwai2 and aspect markers 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed on the set of expression listed in Appendix 
A. 1. Here is the result^ i: 
Effect DF F 
gwai2 & diff. asp (5,239) 13.11 < 0.000 
& telic asp (3,159) 1.36 < 0.258 
評 & atelic asp (1,79) 2.32 0.132 
"In the table below, DF stands for 'Degree of Freedom', F stands for ‘F-value，，p stands for 'confi-
dence level'. For an effect to be significant in ANOVA, the p value should be at least < 0.05. 
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It is highly reliable that judgment scores do vary with different assignments of 
aspect markers to gwai2. But there are no main effects for gwai2 and [+telic] aspect 
markers, nor for gwai2 and [-telic] aspect markers. The data box plot is given in Figure 
4.1. This confirms Yip (1998) that gwai2 occurs commonly with telic aspect markers. 
However, Yip's judgment that continuous/imperfective aspect marker is also open 
to gwai2 "infixation" is not confirmed, although certain lexical items do go well with 
zyu6, like 
(162) mong6 gwai2 zyu6 keoi5 
see devil CONT her 
'fixing (his) eyes on her， 
(163) zo2 gwai2 zyu6 saaiS 
block devil CONT all 
'blocking' 
but other transitive verbs like sik6 'eat' and dangl 'wait' do not. Furthermore, Lee 
& Chin (1998) suggests that gwai2 can occur with progressive aspect marker gan2 as 
well, but with lower acceptability. This can be realized too by examining the mean 
judgment scores of telic aspect markers against atelic aspect markers (Figure 4.2). 
Although there is reliable difference between telic and atelic aspect markers, the gap 
between them is not that big. 
4.4.3 gwai2gam3 vs gamSgwail 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is performed on the set of expression listed in Appendix 
A.2. Here is the result: 
Effect DF F p 
gwai2gam3 order (1,95) 7.28 < 0.008 
& second clause (1,95) 56.6 <0 .000 
order & second clause (1,95) 28.89 < 0.000 
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Figure 4.3: Relative judged acceptability of expressions with gwai2gam3 or 
gam3gwai2 
2-1 
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The interaction between gwai2gam3 and gam3gwai2 is highly reliable. The in-
teraction between gwai2gam3 and a second clause introduced by a connective (can 
be an implied one) is also reliable. It is also true that the choice of gamSgwail and 
gam3gwai2 and the occurrence of a second clause introduced by a connective. 
The results obtained here however can at best show that gwai2gam3 is not identical 
in their usages in written source. The data seems to provide support that gwailgamS 
is used more in predicative context, while gam3gwai2 in conditional context. It should 
be noted however, that this experiment should be done also in audio format, rather than 
a purely visual one, since Cantonese predicative cue can be a sentence final particle, or 
just suprasegmental elements, such as tones. Figure 4.3 shows the data box plot. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
Assumptions in modem Chomskyan's paradigm state that every human being has a lan-
guage faculty hardwired in the brain that provides a set of principles and parameters. 
With these we generate an infinite set of (grammatical) sentences. In this mathemati-
cal perspective, there are indeed sentences that cannot be generated. These sentences, 
usually termed "performance data", are produced under some psychological processes 
or limitations, such as memory constraint, speech error, parsing preferences, etc. Lin-
guists working in such framework do not necessarily find these sentences 'useless', 
but they are at best peripheral as compared to the 'linguists proper' that has strong 
mathematical underpinnings. 
Schutze (1996) takes a psycholinguistic perspective and argues that grammaticality 
judgement is a product of speakers' performance, rather than competence of their na-
tive languages. Abney (1996) goes further to argue that competence only exists in an 
abstract sense, and in real there is no way to tease apart performance and competence. 
What he implies is similar to Schutze: we know of our 'competence' (in the broad 
sense, 'knowing how languages work') through 'performance', and there is no a priori 
criteria of classifying linguistic data into 'competence data' and 'performance data'. 
A better practice is thus clear: we must seek for a robust method that can give us solid 
data. 
I have shown in this chapter how controlled experiment and statistical validation 
help discovering generalizations that are normally obscured from casual judgment col-
lection. Although the linguistic features covered are limited, I believe that modem 
psycholinguistic methodologies are more likely to yield consistent and insightful data 
than traditional methods. This is not to say that the method employed here is not with-
out its problems, however. Linguists from all sub-fields should go hand in hand to 
establish linguistics a place in the science proper. 
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Diachronic perspective of gwai2 
As shown in previous chapters, researches on gwai2 up to now focus on how many dif-
ferent gwai2 are present in modem Cantonese, little on whether and how they are con-
nected has been mentioned. This is indeed an interesting question to raise. In ancient 
Chinese gwai2 has lexical meaning only, and how in the later stage of language de-
velopment do we see functional versions of it? In this chapter I argue, by perspectives 
of pragmatics and grammaticalization, that there are multiple pathways underlying the 
evolution of lexical gwai2 to functional counterparts. The so-called "intensifier" gwai2 
came to Cantonese through a series of reanalysis and analogy stages, while the "nega-
tor" gwail was developed through pragmatic interplay. 
The central focus in the development of lexical gwai2 to functional ones is that 
"how could this be done?". Under what circumstances can a lexical item undergo 
functional changes? Here it is useful to introduce the grammaticalization theory (Hop-
per & Traugott，2003), a linguistic framework for describing and analyzing language 
change in typological perspective, as the guiding theory for explaining the develop-
ment of gwai2. 
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5.1 Introduction to grammaticalization 
The study of grammaticalization is a subfield under the functional framework, claim-
ing basically that the shift of a some lexical items to functional uses is typologically 
motivated by the interaction of the language users and the language. According to 
Hopper and Traugott, the origin of the grammaticalization theory, or more generally 
the framework of typological language change, could be dated back as early as late 
18th century to the great German philosopher Humboldt (Hopper & Traugott，2003, 
p. 19). Being a long established field of study, that different conceptualizations exist 
is of no surprise. Hopper & Traugott generalize these views as two main directions 
(Hopper & Traugott, 2003，p. 18): 
1. The study of the relationships between lexical, constructional, and grammati-
cal material in language, diachronically and synchronically, both in particular 
languages and cross-linguistically. 
2. The study of the change whereby lexical items and constructions come in certain 
linguistic contexts to serve grammatical functions and, once grammaticalized, 
continue to develop new grammatical functions. 
It is therefore more than clear that grammaticalization theory should provide the nec-
essary tools for explaining the development of gwai2. 
5.1.1 Motivation of grammaticalization 
It is generally accepted there are two major factors leading to language change. They 
are 1. effectiveness (or clarity), and 2. efficiency (or economy). 
Researchers have been arguing about the nature of grammaticalization and the 
cline^ of language change. For example, Bemd Heine & Friederike (1991) define 
iCline is "a metaphor for the empirical observation that cross-linguistically forms tend to undergo 
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grammaticalization as a strict transformation of lexical items to functional ones in a 
no-retum manner, while Hopper & Traugott (2003) take a milder position and suggest 
that grammaticalization simply addresses the tendencies of emergence of functional 
forms out of lexical items, and nothing is absolute. For each specific category there is 
a dine which serves as a ‘de facto，pathway of evolution, but that is always alterable, 
since our languages are subject to our creative use, and creativity can defy rules of all 
kinds. Some widely used examples of grammaticalization include the emergence of the 
English and Hindi auxiliary systems (Hopper & Traugott，2003，§5.3.2), the French 
negation particle pas out of ne V pas Hopper & Traugott (2003) and the resultative 
compounds in Chinese Shi (2002). 
5.1.2 Mechanisms in grammaticalization 
There are two major tools with regards to grammaticalization: reanalysis and analogy. 
Langacker gives a precise definition of reanalysis as: "change in the structure of an 
expression or class of expressions that does not involve any immediate or intrinsic 
modification of its surface manifestation" (1977, p.58). In other terms, we may think 
of a rebracketing process that reorganize the constituency without overt modification to 
the surface expressions (Hopper & Traugott，2003, p.51). A well-documented example 
is the development of adhortative lets in Present-Day English (PDE). In PDE we find 
expressions like 
(164) Let's go to the circus tonight 
where "the subject of let is understood as T as in something like ‘I suggest that 
you and r , and us is the subject of the dependent verb rather than the object of let” 
(Hopper & Traugott，2003，p.lO). 
the same kinds of changes or have similar sets of relationships, in similar orders" (Hopper & Traugott, 
2003, p.6). In this sense it is similar to Edward Sapir's "drift" (1921). 
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Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik (1985, p. 829) observe the use of let's re-
ferring to the singular of the first person in very colloquial English (as cited in (Hopper 
& Traugott，2003, p. 10)), where they describe as "no more than introductory particle": 
(165) Lets give you a hand, (i.e., let me give you a hand) 
For Midwestern American speakers, let's has even been extended beyond first-
person subjects of the dependent verb (Hopper & Traugott, 2003, pp. 10-11): 
(166) a. Lets you and him fight. 
b. Lets you go first, then if we have any money left I'll go. 
c. Lets wash your hands (Cole 1975: 268) 
d. Lets eat our liver now, Betty. 
(166c) and (166d) do not even have a subject pronoun. 
The grammaticalization of let us V to let's Pronoun V is an instance of reanalysis, 
in which 
(167) (let) us (let)'s —^ (let)s (Hopper & Traugott，2003, p.l2) 
There is no overt modification to the structure, but new grammatical function is 
formed out of it. 
Analogy, on the other hand, is defined as ‘‘attractions of extant forms to already 
existing constructions. •. Reanalysis operates along the 'syntagmatic' axis of linear 
constituent structure. Analogy, by contrast, operates along the 'paradigmatic' axis of 
options at any one constituent node" (Hopper & Traugott, 2003，p.64). So if reanalysis 
provides the spark for change, analogy makes it a fire, and "in many cases the prime 
evidence for speakers of a language that a change has taken place" (Hopper & Traugott， 
2003, p.64), thus reanalysis and analogy often go hand in hand. 
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5.1.3 Interaction of reanalysis and analogy 
The development of French negation is a good example of interaction of the two. Cited 
from Hopper and Traugott, Hock (1991 [1986], p. 194) and Schwegler (1988) postulate 
the following sequence of changes (simplified from the text, 2003, pp. 65-66): 
(168) a. Negation was accomplished by placing the negative particle ne before the 
verb. 
b. A verb of motion negated by ne could optionally be reinforced by the 
pseudo-object noun pas 'step' in the context of verbs of movement. 
c. The word pas was reanalyzed as a negator particle in a structure of the type 
ne Vmovement (pas). 
d. Pas was extended analogically to new verbs having nothing to do with 
movement; i.e., the structure was now ne V(pas). 
e. The particle pas was reanalyzed as an obligatory concomitant of ne for 
general negation: ne Vpas. 
f. In the spoken vernacular pas came to replace ne via two stages: (ne) V pas 
(reanalysis of ne as optional), Vpas (reanalysis by loss of ne), resulting in 
il sait pas. 
There have been a lot of significant writings on grammaticalization in Mandarin 
Chinese, but examples in Cantonese are less common. Recently Chan, Tsui & Shin 
(2002), and Chan (2003) write about the development of the expression go2ge2je5 
‘that such thing' in Present-Day Cantonese that refers to something filthy and even 
supernatural. They attributes this ge2 as a further development of ge3, which is a 
genitive marker (example (169)), as well as sentence final particles (example (170) 
and (171). 
(169) ngo5 ge3 syul 
I/my GEN book 
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‘my book(s)，(indefinite) 
(170) gam2 hai6 gei2 hou2 ge3 
this-way is quite good SFP[declarative] 
'Well, this way is really quite good.' 
(171) gam2 doul dakl ge2? 
this-way also okay SFP[interrogative] 
‘What? Even this is okay?' 
They argue that go2ge2;e5 is semantically equivalent to a 'fuller' expressiongo2gm6 
gam2ge3je5 (also means more or less ‘that such thing') (the derogative classifier of hu-
man gin6 can be freely substituted by other classifiers that match withye5 'a thing，)， 
and so they are probably etymologically related. They also show that this change is 
facilitated by a series of reanalysis triggered by analogy. 
In Cantonese genitive case marking is not only done by ge3. When the head noun 
is definite, a classifier can be used instead, as in (172): 
(172) ngo5 bun2 syul 
I/my CL book 
'my book' (definite) 
The whole process is thus:^ 
(173) {go2 gin2) (gam2 geSjeS) 
{go2 (gin2 gamS) ge3)je5 ~^ 
{go2 ([H] ge3))je5 — 
{go2ge2)je5> 
go2 (ge2je5) > 
ge2je5 
2In the following, go2 is a distal demonstrative, gin2 is a classifier of human (derogatory), gam2 is 
a referential/predicative adverb, ge3 is a genitive marker, while je5 is a non-specific, generic noun for 
'thing'. 
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Chan argues that Cantonese speakers accept ge3 as a quasi-classifier by analogy, 
and this in turn provides the catalyst of the reanalysis of go2gin6gam2ge3je5. During 
the process, the suprasegmental diminutive morpheme (realized as a high tone [H]) 
re-attaches itself to the adjacent ge3, resulting in a high-rising ge2. Chan also observes 
that some young Cantonese speakers perceive ge2Je5 (again, more or less means the 
same as 'that such thing') as a noun, and I suspect that this is again a consequence of 
analogy and reanalysis. 
These examples should have adequately demonstrated the mechanisms of gram-
maticalization. 
5.2 Grammaticalization of gwai2 
In the following I posit a time-line for the grammaticalization of gwai2. The motivation 
of language change will be discussed in details. Figure 5.1 gives the full picture of the 
hypothetical development of gwai2 to be discussed below. Each route is accompanied 
with its respective section number. The reason for such early exposition of the whole 
picture is that the grammaticalization of gwai2, as I hypothesize, is complicated and it 
is not known whether some of the routes are actually conflicting or co-operating with 
the each other. Since evidence flies in from everywhere, it is useful to provide the full 
picture in the first place. 
5.2.1 First stage: gwai2 as a lexical morpheme 
In the prestigious Wang Li Ancient Chinese Dictionary (henceforth WLACD), gwail 
had three lexical meanings in ancient days, they are ((Wang, 2000, p. 1710)，translation 
by myself): (a) Spirit of dead people, (b) Secret, untouchable, and (c) Wit, slick. The 
second and third lexical meanings are semantic extensions of the first. 
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Figure 5.1: Grammaticalization of gwail 
(^wai2(stand-aloiiej) 
Conversational / 
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(gwai2(Subj )-V(pragmatic'negatorj) (-gwai2 (compound)) (gwai2ham3(Advj) 
/ \ Consonant harmony 
？〜gance(?)j 产2.2.1 丄 
阪 \ Analogy (^ai2gam3(Adv)^ 
(Subj-gwai2-V(sentential--negatorj) §5.2.3.1 
Extravagance(？)/ \Structural analog 
. § 5 . 2 . 3 . ^ \ 8 5 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 2 
(verbal-negato^ \ §5.2.3.3 
‘‘ Effectiveness 
§5.2.4\ 
�gwai2-(Adj- inf i 巧 
\ Structural influence/Reanalysiy^ ^Extravagance/Conversational implicature \ § 5 . 2 ^ 
\ (^gwai2-(aspectual-infi?^ ^gwai2- ( A d j - i n f i x - n e g a t ^ 
\ Analogy 
\ §5.2.4 
^ ^ 宫雙 4 �gwai2 (monosyllabic'Adj-negato^ 
It is reasonable to guess that functional gwai2s are products of subsequent language 
change. Although it is logically possible to claim that gwai2 in Cantonese appears from 
the first moment as a functional morpheme (there is no written proof to support or to 
refute anyway), it is nevertheless suspicious. The gwai2 in Cantonese has all three 
lexical meanings mentioned above retained, and due to the fact that not until present 
days that Mandarin has a functional gwai2 (Yip, 1998) (as in example (174)，there is 
no good reason to claim that functional gwai2 is not developed from lexical ones. 
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(174) A: ta hen shudi 
he very handsome 
'He's really handsome； (Yip, 1998, p.l5) 
B: shudi ge gui ！ (ibid.) 
handsome CL devil 
‘Handsome he's not.'^ 
5.2.2 Second stage: From lexical to functional 
In this section I discuss two possible sources of grammaticalization of gwai2. By 
separating the discussion into two sections I do not mean that they are exclusive to 
each other. In fact, they are likely to be co-operating factors. 
5.2.2.1 Reanalysis of gwai2gam3 
Historical texts are seriously lacking in showing when and how gwai2 had extended 
itself from lexical use to functional use. For instance, it is simply not attested in Man-
darin Chinese data. For Cantonese, Wen (2001) is probably one of the rare accounts 
for such a phenomenon. He discovered that a novel use of gwai2, as in the expression 
gwai2gam3 'ghost watches (from above)', first appeared as early as in Han Dynasty 
(B.C. 206-A.D. 220)，and was frequently found in publications around the Sui (A.D. 
581-618) and Tang (A.D. 618-907) Dynasties (Wen, 2001, p.329): 
(175) 「鬼嗽，鬼神害盈而福謙也。」《漢書•揚雄傳》李奇注 
ham3, gwai2san4 hoi6 jing4 ji4 fukl himl ja5 
devil watch spirit hurt overflow but luck fulfill SFP 
“‘Devil watches above" means “you gain luck by allowing devil to take away 
your excessive riches’，.，(//a« Shu (The Book of Han Dynasty), Yang Hung 
3This phenomenon resembles the "devil negation" that I mentioned in Chapter 1 (and further dispo-
sition later in this chapter). Syntactically, however, the Mandarin version is significantly different from 
Its Cantonese counterpart where the classifier ge is introduced. For now I have no idea of how this sui 
came into being. 
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Zuan (The Legend of Yang Hung), commented by Li Qi) 
(176) 「高明之家，鬼嗽其室。」《漢書•揚雄傳*〈解嘲賦〉》 
goulming4 zil gaal, gwai2 hamS kei4 satl 
high-above ASSOC family devil watch their house 
'Devils set their target on rich and powerful family.'(//an Shu (The Book of 
Han Dynasty), Yang Hung Zuan (The Legend of Yang Hung) 
(177) 「但鬼嗽高明’世规俊異，側目求其長短，豈可勝道哉？」《隋書•裴 
肅傳》 
daan6 gwai2 hamS goulming4 sai3 cil zeon3 ji6 
but devil watch high-above world find-fault handsome extraordinary 
zaklmukd kau6 kei4 coeng4dyun2 ze2 hei2ho2 singS 
watch-from-side find their fault PRT how win 
dou6 coil 
the-heavenly-way SFP 
‘[the people I mentioned have served my emperor well.] But human must not 
be perfect, how could it be the heavenly-way if one relentlessly finds faults of 
the others?' 
(178) 「無端遭人指摘，豈真高明鬼嗽耶？」明•沈德符 .《萬曆野獲編》• 
卷四•《四賢從祀》 
mou4dyunl zoul Jan4 zi2zaak3 ze2 hei2 zanl goulming4 gwai2 
without-due by people criticize NOM how really high-above devil 
ham3 je4? 
watch SFP 
‘For those being criticized for nothing, is it really because of devils watching 
above?' {Wanli Yewuo Pian, Chapter 14) 
Wen claims that the character gam3 'so (Adv)' (henceforth gam3^) shares the 
same pronunciation, i.e. /gam/, with the character gam3 (to watch above) (hence-
forth gamS^). By this he suspects that the modem day gwai2gam3^ is descended from 
the ancient gwai2gam3^ through phonological borrowing, but he did not go deep in 
explanation. 
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How feasible is Wen's claim? Here I give arguments from phonology, syntax, and 
influence of competing morphemes. 
5.2.2.1.1 hamS or gamSl First of all, that gam3^ and gamS^ have the same pro-
nunciation is not attested in some prestigious Cantonese pronunciation sources. For 
* instance, in S. L. Wong's A Chinese Syllabary Pronounced According to the Dialect 
of Canton, gam3 � i s pronounced as /gBinH/，while gamS^ is /h^inH/.4) These two syl-
lables have the same lexical tone (high-level) and rhyme, only differing in the onset 
consonant. For Wen's claim to be true, the pronunciation of gwai2gam3 must have 
been changed from gwai2ham3 to gwai2gam3. Phonologically speaking this is moti-
vated. Although a change from glottal fricative /h/ to velar stop /g/ is rather counter-
intuitive, here we are not talking about single morpheme, but gwai2gam3 as a prosodic 
unit, a word in metrical phonology (Hayes, 1995). The onset consonant of gwai2 is a 
labialized velar stop /g^/, so the place feature is [+DORSAL] if following the speci-
fication in the theory of Feature Geometry (Sagey, 1986). Since the two moraic units, 
gwai2gam3 are under a word, the place feature of the onset consonant of the first mora 
can spread (or assimilate, more technically speaking) to that of the second mora. As 
a result the second syllable may have pronounced as gam3, rather than ham3’ due to 
place assimilation. This situation is depicted by Figure 5.2.^ 
The spreading is legitimate in Cantonese since it is inter-moraic, rather than intra-
moraic. Intra-moraic restriction, such as the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP), has 
been found important in labial co-occurrence restriction in Cantonese (Cheng, 1990; 
Yip, 1988，1989; Zhang, 1991)，where the onset consonant cannot share [+LABIAL] 
feature with the coda consonant, with a handful of exceptions in loan words and ono-
matopoeic. On the other hand, inter-moraic place assimilation involves the elements 
of two moraic units and is common in world languages' phonology. 
40n the other hand, gam3^ is pronounced as /kam/ in ancient Chinese. From Wen and the original 
ancient text we find: “ 師古曰：瞰,視也，音 口 濫反.’’ (Shi-gu says: "The character kam means 'to watch 
above', its onset consonant is /k / and its rhyme is /am/," 
5/h/ is a segment that has only LARYGENEAL feature being specified. Its SUPRALARYNGEAL 
feature is unspecified. 
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Figure 5.2: Place assimilation in /hmn/ to /gmn/ 
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Upon my knowledge I have not yet found another example in Cantonese that ex-
hibits the same /h/ to /g/ change. If such a pair can be found it would be strong 
support of the phonological account. In spite of this, assimilation of the same type 
(inter-moraic assimilation) is indeed found in Cantonese. For example, Bauer and 
Benedict recorded the assimilation of m4hou2 'don't' to m4mou2, where nasal conso-
nant of the first syllable spreads to the onset consonant of the second syllable (Bauer 
& Benedict，1997，p.318). More tokens found under this type would prove the intra-
moraic assimilation an active rule in Cantonese phonology. If so, the phonological 
change concerning gwai2gam3 may be just one particular instance licensed by this 
rule. 
5.2.2.1.2 Structural reanalysis Secondly, syntactically speaking, in ancient Chi-
nese degree adverbs modifying an adjective are usually positioned in front of it (Yang 
& He, 2001，P.270). Therefore, the Subj Verb Adj pattern of gwai2 gamS goulming4 as 
shown in (177) could have manifested the rendering of gwai2gam3 into the Adverb-
Adjective pattern through reanalysis, that is, 
(179) gwai2 gam3 goulming4 (gwai2 gam3) goulming4 
There are of course a lot of candidates for structural reanalysis at any moment, 
but not every one of them would eventually find its place in the history of the lan-
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guage. For that to happen, there is one more important factor, that is, the 'frequency 
effect' ((Hopper & Traugott, 2003，p.l27), quoting Bybee & Thompson(1997))，which 
says that a frequently used linguistic form tends to erode (or change) at a faster rate. 
The linguistic form 'gwai2+gam3+Adj' was used so frequently that its original mean-
ing/structure started to erode. The form 'gwai2+gam3' gradually fossilized to the 
compound 'gwai2gam3\ Then under structural analogy it was grammaticalized to 
an adverb, and the phonological change mentioned followed. 
5.2.2.1.3 Homophonous gamS The adverb gam3 (hitherto (Matthews 
& Yip，1996，P.181)) might have contributed to the development of gwai2gam3^^^ to 
Adv . Being homophonous to gamS"^, became a competing mor-
pheme, and started to substitute gamf^ (which is not necessarily conscious to the 
speakers). 
An indirect piece of evidence could be found in the linguistic form gwai2gam2. 
In (180)—(182) gwai2gam2 acts as complement to the respective predicate, meaning 
generally as 'extremely' or 'very', depending on context (data slightly modified from 
(Chen, 1985，p.299)): 
(180) gamIjat6 jit6 douS gwai2 gam2 
today hot till devil so 
Today is SO hot.， 
(181) nilgo3 nganlpei4zai2 bei2 keoiS lou5mou2 naau6 dou3 gwai2 gam2 
this mischievous-boy PASS his mother scold till devil so 
'This mischievous boy was heavily scolded by his mother.' 
(182) nei5dei6 loeng5go3 hou2 dou3 gwai2 gam2 
they two in-good-terms till devil so 
'They two in very good terms.' 
Gam2, similar to English's 'so' and 'like this', is strongly related semantically to 
gam3 . When comparing two objects, be they animate or not, both gam2 and gam3 
can be used. However, there is an important difference between them. When gam2 is 
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used, the in context subject's property goes implicit and has to be inferred; while by 
using gamS it must show up explicitly. See the following examples: 
(183) a. nei5 zekS sau2 hou2ci5 bingl gam2 
your CL hand like ice so 
'Your hand is like ice.' 
b. nei5 zek3 sau2 hou2ci5 bingl gam3 dungS 
your CL hand like ice so cold 
'Your hand is as cold as ice.' 
(184) a. nei5 nguklkei2 hou2ci5 gunglcong2 gam2 
your home like factory so 
'Your home is like a factory.' 
b. nei5 nguklkei2 hou2ci5 gunglcong2 gamS cou4 
your home like factory so noisy 
‘Your home is as noisy as a factory.' 
c. nei5 nguklkeil hou2ci5 gunglcongl gam3 daai6 
your home like factory so big 
'Your home is as big as a factory.' 
d. nei5 nguklkei2 hou2ci5 gunglcong2 gam3 dol jan4 
your home like factory so many people 
'Your home is as crowded as a factory.' 
When gam2 is used, as in (183a) and (184a)，the comparing properties are sup-
pressed but for the listener to infer a proper candidate. So in (183a) although the 
adjective dungS 'cold' is not mentioned it is easy to infer that from the comparing ob-
ject bingl ‘ice，. However, for (184a), it is not that trivial to infer the most appropriate 
property of the host noun. Therefore gam2 and gamS look like a pair of complementing 
morphemes. When a change is initiated on one of them, the other would be affected as 
well. Thus gwailgamS could have been emerged from analogy of syntactic structure. 
/ 
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5.2.2.2 Influence of semantic extension 
Another possible direction to argue for the change from lexical to functional use of 
gwai2 is by its semantic properties. Paradis suggests that some adjectives in English, 
which she calls 'reinforcing adjectives', like absolute, complete，perfect, total, awful, 
etc. (see example (185)), function as degree specifiers as well as epistemic markers at 
the same time, since they “convey an evaluation of the reliability of the proposition" 
(2000，p.233). She also suggests that these adjectives inherently suggest an extreme 
point on a scale. That they are recruited for reinforcement is duly because of their 
relevant negative superlative property (2000，p.236). 
(185) a. absolute bliss 
b. a complete bitch 
c. a perfect idiot 
d. total crap 
e. utter nonsense 
These adjectives, according to Paradis, have undergone grammaticalization. Apart 
from their original senses that overtly refers to the content of the adjective, there is 
another sense that covertly refers to the derived relator component. Which sense to 
choose depends on the noun they modify. Take the English adjective complete as an 
example, when it modifies a non-gradable noun, its referential content will dominate; 
when it modifies a gradable, degree noun, its relator (semantic extension from complete 
to totality) dominates (2000，p.246). (186) shows how it works (ibid.). 
(186) a. a complete sentence [referential content: 'completeness'] 
b. complete nonsense [relator: TOTALITY] 
Paradis demonstrates how English adjective combines with a degree noun and be 
grammaticalized to a reinforcing unit. The case in Cantonese does not start with an 
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adjective but an evaluative noun. Since adjective is the natural class that modifies 
nouns, and if the cases in English and Cantonese are comparable, then we should 
expect Cantonese gwai2 to combine with an adjective, forming an Adj-N phrase. This 
is indeed the process of creating the nominal compounds we see in Chapter 2. For 
example, consider (28) (repeated here as (187)): 
(187) kung4 gwai2 
poor devil 
'a penniless guy， 
The use of gwail here has an effect of devitalizing the animate subject modified by 
the adjective kmg4 'poor'. Furthermore, the expression is semantically ambiguous. It 
can either mean 'somebody who is penniless' or literally as 'a poor devil'. This is the 
same characteristics as English complete’ where the noun phrase complete-N is also 
entitled to a reinforced reading and a literal reading. Therefore, we can as well argue 
that the grammaticalization of gwai2 may have started from the extension of meaning. 
5.2.3 Third stage: Emergence of adverbial hou2gwai2 
5.2.3.1 Historical evidence 
In the previous section I mentioned two possible, but not mutually exclusive sources 
of the first functional use of gwai2. This section focuses on how hou2gwai2 came into 
Cantonese. 
The question to ask in this section is: for what reasons can we believe that hou2gwai2 
started to appear in Cantonese after gwai2gam3, if following the first hypothesis; or 
hou2gwai2 comes after the emergence of M]-gwai2 compounds? 
According to WLACD, adverbial use of hou2 is found in two contexts (Wang, 
2000，p. 157): 
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(188) 「青春作伴好還鄉°」唐•杜甫•《聞官軍收河南河北》詩 
cinglceonl zok3 bun6 hou2 waan4 hoengl 
youth be partner suitable return home 
‘It is time to return home right now.'^ (Du Bo's poem Heard that the Emperial 
armies have recovered Hunan and Hubei provinces) 
(189) 「説的好可憐見兒的。」《紅樓夢》•第四二回 
syut3-dikl hou2 ho2lin4gin3ji4 dikl 
speak-DEGCOMP very miserable STANCE 
‘(You) spoke so miserably.，{The Dream of the Red Chamber, Chapter 42) 
In (188)，hou2 means ‘is suitable for/is time for', and is adjudged to arise from 
Wei Jin to Tang or Sung Dynasties. This meaning is still quite lexical. Hou2 in (189), 
meaning 'very', belongs to the /jom2-Adj Phrase predicative structure that is frequently 
used in present-day Southern Chinese dialects (Xing, 2003). WLACD marks this sec-
ond hou2 to be a late development, which gained popularity around Ching Dynasty. 
Therefore, it does seem that hou2gwai2 comes after gwailgamS (which is first spotted 
in Sui Dynasty). 
That hou2gwai2 appears after nominal K^ygwail compounds (e.g. seoi2gwai2 'a 
baddie，，see §2.1.1.1) is a direct observation from the fact that lexical gwai2 is under-
going grammaticalization. In hou2gwai2 the gwai2 does not refer to the literal gwai2 
in any sense and thus definitely more grammatical than that in nominal compound. 
One syntactic side note is that gwai2 evolves from the head of a nominal compound 
to an adposition. Simpson (2004) reports that in Japanese the adposition no is also 
evolved from nominal status. So the mentioned phenomenon looks cross-linguistically 
true. 
The emergence of hou2gwai2，as I argue here, is possibly the "output" of the two 
sources mentioned in previous section. Before going to the detail, there is a need to 
^The lexical items here have metaphorical readings, e.g. youth be partner > right now. This 
is so as the original poem describes the ectatic scenery of people knowing that the Tang's armies had 
recovered two provinces during the An Shi Riot. 
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talk about the linguistic forms gwai2gam3 and gamSgwail. 
5.2.3.2 Mirror pair: gwai2gam3 and gam3gwai2 
As reported in Matthews & Yip (1996); Yip (1998); Lee & Chin (1998), these two 
forms are considered mutually exchangeable. For example, in Matthews & Yip (1996， 
p. 162): 
(190) a. gam3 gwail sei2 leng3 
so devil dead beautiful 
b. gwai2 gamS sei2 leng3 
devil so dead beautiful 
'dead gorgeous' 
The use of second emphatic morpheme sei2 that usually appears after gwail "inten-
sifies" the adjective even further, but is totally optional. Some young native Cantonese 
speakers even accept direction substitution of gwai2 with sei2, as in 191: 
(191) gam3 sei2 lengS 
so dead beautiful 
'dead gorgeous' 
I do not have experimental statistics of patterns with sei2 so I would not comment 
further on it in this thesis though it deserves more serious study and I suspect that it is 
a product of on-going grammaticalization.^ If we take away sei2 in 190a, anyway, we 
get the result that gam3gwai2 is virtually indistinguishable from gwai2gam3. 
In Lee & Chin (1998) we find the followings: (same as (71) and (77)，（72) and 
(78)) 
(192) nganlmuil gamljat6 gwai2 gam3 leng3 
"Thinny" today devil so beautiful 
^More particularly, the many gwai2-\ike intensifiers may one day be identical to each other, thus 
imposing no restriction on the sequence they appear. 
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‘“Thinny” is very beautiful today." 
(193) siu2ming4 gwai2 gamS zungljiS siu2ling4 
Siuming devil so like Siuling 
"Siuming likes Siuling very much." 
My own judgments of these examples, however, are somewhat different from them. 
Moreover, the experiment mentioned in the last chapter showed that there are in-
deed differences between these linguistic forms. It suffices to say gwai2gam3 and 
gamSgwail are not mutually substitutable in all contexts. But how can we explain 
such distribution? I suggest that gam3gwai2 is developed from gwailgamS, and it 
must have gained equal status as gwailgamS in the past. In real discourse, they might 
have been used in equal frequencies, but it is easy to alter the balance, since language 
use is largely a probabilistic matter (see Abney (1996§1), Bybee and Hopper 2001). 
Such imbalance would lead to further grammaticalization as we see in the present days. 
Furthermore, I suspect that gamSgwai2 is a further development of gwai2gam3 . First 
of all, gam3gwai2 but not gwai2gam3 is not found in historical data. Not every modem 
source mentions gam3gwai2, for example Chen (1985). So there is reason to believe 
that gam3gwai2 is developed from gwai2gam3. If indeed such development is true, 
what could be its motivation? The principles of reanalysis and analogy do not seem 
to apply here. Keller (1994) suggests that language change is the linguistic acts of 
individuals (which of course is constrained by the language system itself), and speak-
ers may talk in way that they are noticed. Haspelmath terms this the "extravagance 
maxim" (1999, p.1055). 
Since the structural difference between gwai2gamS and gam3gwai2 is only a flip of 
sequence, and in Cantonese (Chinese in general) alternation of internal order of head-
less disyllabic words is such a common phenomenon (e.g. ginShongl ^ honglgin6 
'healthy', dei6dou6 ^ dou6dei6 ‘local，) it could be the case that people generalized 
that to the compound gwai2gam3 which is also headless. In anyway, to claim that 
gwai2gam3 and gam3gwai2 are etymologically related would not be unmotivated. 
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I believe for once gam3gwai2 could have been treated as the same as gwai2gam3 
(which can be proven from the remnant of such usages mentioned above), but at the 
same time it does not appear to be of the same structure in our lexicon. The following 
examples show that while gwailgamS is preserved as one entity, gam3gwai2 is not: 
(194) a. keoi5 gwai2-gam3 lengS 
she devil-so beautiful 
b. * keoiS Ian2-gam3 leng3 
she penis-so beautiful 
'She is extremely beautiful.' 
(195) a. keoi5 gam3 gwai2 leng3 
she so devil beautiful 
b. keoi5 gamS lan2 lengS 
she so penis beautiful 
‘She is extremely beautiful.' 
The gwai2 in gam3gwai2 can be freely substituted by foul words. The "loose" 
bond^ between gamS and gwai2 as I argue in due course, provides an environment for 
the linguistic form hou2gwai2 to grow. 
5.2.3.3 Adverbial hou2gwai2: product of mixed influence? 
Next I consider the evolution of adverbial hou2gwai2. As a late development in a 
language, it must have been influenced by a number of competing linguistic construc-
tions. Taking a closer look, hou2gwai2 consists of hou2 and gwai2 where the former 
is an adjective, the later one a noun. In fact, in Cantonese we have hou2gwai2 preserv-
ing its literal meaning, i.e., a good ghost. Although it is unreasonable to attribute this 
hou2gwai2 to the functional one, at least the compound exists in the language, proba-
bly much earlier before hou2 attains its functional status as ‘very，. On the other hand, 
linguistic forms like gwai2gam3 and gam3gwai2 have emerged, and being used more 
8八 rather extravagant description. "Loose" here is just to contrast with the "glued" relationship 
between gwai2 and gam3 in gwai2gam3 . 
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and more frequently in the language. When hou2 finally emerged as a degree adverb 
around the Ching Dynasty, the following three linguistic forms might have clashed 
together: 
(196) At one point in Ching Dynasty: 
a. gam3 gwai2 Adjective (frequent) 
b. hou2 Adjective (emerging) 
c. nominal hou2 gwai2 (very frequent) 
These frequencies are postulated according to the time-line of the emergence of 
respective structures. Gwai2gam3 is found in historical text as early as Han Dynasty 
(B.C. 200), while hou2 as degree modifier did not gain significance until Ching Dy-
nasty (A.D. 1700). There is a long span of 1900 years for any kind of language change 
to occur, and if gam3gwai2 is indeed a derivative of it, it is most probably a product 
during that period. On the other hand, hou2gwai2 is a nominal compound where hou2 
‘good/nice’ and gwai2 'devil/ghost' keep their respective lexical meaning. This struc-
ture is well-kept until modem days so there is little fading effect. Put it graphically, 
the postulated relationship between time and relative frequencies of the three forms 
could be represented as Figure 5.3. The three solid lines in Figure 5.3 are postulated 
frequency of occurrence of the three linguistic forms at issue. 




/ IA period in Ching Dynasty 
Time 
I suspect that the emergence of hou2gwai2 is the blending of these forms, although 
it is unlikely to find any historical evidence for such highly colloquial Cantonese. 
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5.2.4 Fourth stage: "Infix" and adjective negator 
In this part I show further that the positive-polarity adjective negator function of gwai2 
as mentioned in Lee & Chin (1998) is one that stems out from the so-called infix gwai2 
as in dailgwai2nang4. Lee & Chin (1998) identify the negator characteristics of gwai2 
in positive polarity adjectives, but they do not show how is it so, which is a question 
that we must provide an answer. 
Recall that hou2gwai2 is used to ‘intensify，the following adjectival predicates, 
regardless of their polarities. As time goes by, however, patterns like hou2gwai2-Adj 
(neg.) start to change)^The combined negative impression casted by gwai2 and the 
following negative adjective gradually rendered the use of hou2 redundant, and so it 
is dropped. Once it happens, the bound morpheme gwai2 has to find a host, and it 
responses by attaching itself to the "infix" position of the disyllabic adjective host. 
This is illustrated in (197), taking the adjective wat6dat6 'ugly' as example: 
(197) hou2gwai2 wat6dat6 ^> 
0 gwai2 wat6dat6 ——> 
0 A wat6 gwai2 dat6 
I t 
In Chapter 3 I have shown that Cantonese native speakers judge the form in (198) 
fairly the same grammaticality as that in (199) (repeated from (20)，with the former 
slightly better. 
(198) a. hou2 gwai2 X-Y^ 
b. hou2 gwai2 maa4faan4 
'very troublesome' 
c. hou2 gwai2 mou5jung6 
'very useless' 
9x-Y form an adjective just like example above. 
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(199) a. hou2 X gwai2 Y^ 
b. hou2 maa2 gwai2 faan4 
'very troublesome' 
c. hou2 mou5 gwai2 jung6 
'very useless' 
This can be taken as an evidence that hou2-X-gwai2-Y is a transitional construction 
between hou2gwai2-Adi and X-gwai2-Y. 
From another perspective, it is arguable whether the infix gwai2 belongs to the 
realm of syntax or morphology. On one hand, taking a strict compositional perspec-
tive, since the use of gwai2 brings a stronger illocutionary force, we may take it as a 
functional category residing in a functional layer, or more conventionally, a functional 
projection. If so, this will be a matter or syntax. On the other hand, if we follow the 
natural observation that operations like infixation is solely a morphological matter, or 
even if we allow composition below syntax (see Ackema (1999), Packard (2000)), it 
is still possible to take it as part of morphology, at least on the surface. Given this 
perspective, the infixation of gwai2 would fit Givon (1979)，s speculation of language 
change, which says that when a lexical item starts to grammaticalize, the dine should 
be: 
(200) lexicon ^ ^ syntax ^ ^ morphology ^ ^ phonology 
For positive adjective it is another story: hou2 is retained as an intensifying device, 
as there is no redundancy arising from "double negativeness", for example, see (201). 
(201) a. hou2 gwai2 hoilsaml 
very devil happy 
'very happy' 
b. * hoil-gwai2-saml (does not mean 'very happy') 
lOx-Y form an adjective just like example above. 
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And for this reason we see no positive adjectives with "infixed" gwai2 retaining 
their original positive meaning. The negator gwai2, in these cases, take over and 
presents itself a novel way of negation to disyllabic adjectives. I suggest that this nega-
tor status was emerged from communicative purpose. As mentioned above, the drop 
of hou2 and the subsequent infixing of gwai2 is solely for negative polarity adjective, 
for positive ones it could sound pretty awkward. However, such polarity mismatch 
might have been exploited intentionally as a communicative contrast, and for the pos-
itive adjectives to match with gwai2, one way is to have them negated. Once there 
is one positive adjective to start being used in such contrastive environment, gradu-
ally through analogy more in the class of positive adjective will follow suit. It could 
be the case that the negator gwai2 as Lee & Chin suggested is not by essence an es-
tablished negator, but a morpheme that unexpectedly negating the host adjectives by 
conversational implicature. 
5.2.5 Fifth stage: gwai2 in verbal compounds 
The final linguistic patterns I discuss in this chapter are gwai2 in verbal compounds. 
These include the patterns mentioned in §2.1.4, §2.1.5.3, and §2.1.1.3. 
In §5.2.4 I discussed the emergence of infix negator gwai2 in positive polarity ad-
jectives. But that was limited to disyllabic adjectives only. The spread to monosyllabic 
adjectives, like the rest of the patterns discussed in this section, is due to semantic 
analogy. Disyllabic adjectives, monosyllabic adjectives, and bare monosyllabic verbs 
are intrinsically verbal in Cantonese, the usual testing criteria being their abilities to 
attach aspect markers to their tails. This essentially leads to the famous old claim that 
adjective is not a proper class in Chinese (McCawley, 1992; Stassen, 1997). There-
fore when disyllabic adjectives became open to gwai2 pragmatic negation, the close 
"partners" are included gradually as well. 
It becomes totally another story when aspect markers are attached to the bare adjec-
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tives or verbs. For instance, while (202a) means "she is not beautiful", (202b) means 
"she has become beautiful. 
(202) a. keoi5 leng3 gwai2 
s/he beautiful devil 
'She is not beautiful.' 
b. keoi5 lengS gwail zo2 
s/he beautiful devil PFV 
'She has become beautiful.' 
Therefore it is obvious that aspect markers must be more sophisticated than the 
simple conclusion that they mark perfectivity of verbal predicates. I'd like to suggest 
that the occurrence of gwai2 in structures like (202b) is developed from resultative 
verb structure (repeated from 62): 
(203) ngaau5-gwai2-tyun5 
bite-devil-break 
‘bite (it) broken' 
(204) daa2-gwai2-laan6 
hit-devil-break 
'hit (it) broken' 
The argument goes like this. First of all, disyllabic adjectives with infix gwai2 are 
used mostly in emphatic context, making assertions evaluative. In Cantonese, as can 
be indirectly justified by data in previous works, evaluative gwai2 occurs predomi-
nantly in predicative context, very seldom is it found as modifying element to nominal 
compounds. (205)—(209) are examples: 
(205) matl nei5 gamS maa4-gwai2-faan4 gaaS 
why you so troublesome SFP 
'Why are you so troublesome?!' 
(206) keoiS zingSjatl maa4faan4jau2 
he really troublemaker 
‘He is really a troublemaker.' 
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(207) # keoi5 zingSjatl maa4-gwai2-faan4 ge3 jan4 
he really trouble NOM person 
‘He is really a very troublesome person.，" 
(208) maa4faan4jau2 tungltungl tung4 ngo5 jaulhoil! 
troublemaker all for me run-away 
‘You troublemakers, all run away from me!’ 
(209) # maa4-gwai2-faan4 ge3 jan4 tungltungl tung4 ngo5 jaulhoil! 
trouble NOM person all for me run-away 
'You troublesome people, all run away from me!’ ^^  
The occurrence of gwai2 other than predicative position is nevertheless unnatu-
ral. In fact, in Cantonese evaluative nominal compounds can take the form Adj-Noun, 
without the need of adding the linker/nominalizer/associative ge3. Instead of saying 
dail-gwai2-nang4 geS jan4 'mentally retarded p e o p l e , m e a n s 'people", it is good 
enough to say dailnang4jai2 ‘jai2 means ‘boy/son，’. This does not matter whether 
the head noun is monosyllabic or polysyllabic. For example, we can say dailnang4 
hau6zoeng2 'nuts Principal' or dailnang4 hang4zing3zoeng2gun 1 'nuts chief admin-
istrator'. 
The predicative use of gwai2 would have gradually induced a stative character-
istics on itself. Note that resultative verb compounds are telic in nature in that the 
RESULT part of the compound is usually achievement verbs in Vendler (1967)，s verb 
class. Under Vendler's thesis, stative verbs share the [+durative] feature with achieve-
ment verbs. This statement can be generalized as "stative elements share the [+dura-
tive] feature with achievement elementsT So by semantic analogy gwai2 would have 
gained characteristics of achievement element eventually and triggered its appearance 
in resultative verb compounds as in (203). Finally gwai2 gains its status as aa telic 
aspect agreement and it spread further to the whole class of aspect markers. Lee & 
11 Structurally this has no fault but nevertheless I suspect it would score low in grammaticality judg-
ment test, nor would it be found in corpus of whatever size. 
in this and previous example are glossed as NOMinalizer. The status of ge3 and its Mandarin 
counterpart de is one of the most mystifying questions in Chinese linguistics. Here I follow Zhu (1982) 
analysis, y 
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Chin (1998)，s non-dominating judgment of gwai2+gwo3/gan2 (atelic aspect markers) 
constructions should be taken as evidence of on-going grammaticalization. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that semantic analogy is not the only driving factor 
for language development. I argue that the mechanisms of grammaticalization, anal-
ogy and reanalysis, must conform to individual language structure. Some changes may 
be well-motivated, but that does not mean the every language must allow such changes. 
For the case of gwai2, the spread to resultative verb and then verbs with aspect markers 
is constrained by the structure of Cantonese. More specifically, there must be some-
thing favorable in these structures for gwai2 to occupy and grow. I will discuss it in 
detail in the next chapter. 
5.2.6 Independent development: gwai2 and devil negation 
Yip (1998) draws comparison between gwai2 in (97) (repeated here as (210)) and 
English's devil negation, as in (18) (repeated here as (211)): 
(210) gwai2 zil mel ？ 
devil know PRT 
'How the hell should I know?' 
(211) The devil knows what they're up to. (i.e., nobody knows) 
The utterance-final particle mel, according to Matthews & Yip，is "exclusively an 
interrogative particle, denoting surprise and used to check the truth of an unexpected 
state of affairs" (1996，p.311) and "marks questions with negative presuppositions, i.e., 
expressing surprise" (1996, p.347). 
It is of surprise that quite a number of languages in the world have constructions 
equivalent to "devil negation" or simply the use of "rude negator". It is at least attested 
in English, Scottish English, Portuguese, Mandarin and Cantonese. 13 The reason be-
'^ht tp:7 /www.xs4a l l .n l /~ fransthe /Reet /7x lO.html . Special thanks to Virginia Yip for pro-
viding the references. 
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hind such usage of 'devil' looks a very culture-laden issue that is certain to draw a lot 
of interest from anthropologists. The key characteristic of 'devil negation' is that it 
does not have the same freedom as standard negators like English not or Cantonese 
m4. Their use is governed by pragmatic principles. 
Consider the following example: what is negated here is not the main predicate 
(see (212)), but the inclusion of the speaker in the discourse (see (213)). Mapping the 
expressions above into their respective first-order logical form allows us to see the how 
the implicature works: 
(212) a. He eats apple. 
b. = > eat(He,apple) 
c. He does not eat apple. 
d. ~>eat(He，apple) 
(213) a. gwai2 zil me J! 
devil know PRT 
‘How the hell should I know?' 
b. = > know(devil, [event]) 
c. ==>' know(-'animate,[event]) 
d. -iknow(animate,[event]) 
„ In (213)，'devil' is the experiencer of the the verb zil ‘to know'. By conversational 
implicature, the focused gwai2 is inferred as NOT-human, i.e., the domain of discourse 
is a simple dichotomy of living and non-living. 14 This is generally how 'devil negation' 
works. 
The gwai2 'devil' + m4 'not' 'double negation' can be analyzed along the same 
line too. For example, (214) (repeated from (105)) has logical form like: 
I40ne external reviewer of this thesis suggests that the domain of discourse is not a pure dichotomy of 
living and non-living, but rather a list of individuals sorted according to their 'affinity' to the predicate. 
This is a possible interpretation. 
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(214) a. gwai2 m4 zil/sikl mel ？ 
devil not know SFP 
'Everybody should know.' 
b. = > ^know(devil,[event]) 
c. know(-idevil,[event]) 
d. know(animate,[event]) 
Note that "triple negation" with gwai2 (i.e. single negation) is ungrammatical. 
This is so because of the syntactic constraints: gwai2 has occupied the one and only 
one subject position, thus blocking further insertion of gwai2. Nor "triple negation" is 
possible with m4-hai6-m4 'not-COP-not': 
(215) gwai2 m4-hai6-m4 zil mel? 
devil not-COP-not know SFP 
‘Isn't it devil knows it?' 
In such circumstances only the literal meaning is left as gwai2 no longer triggers 
the conversational implicature described above. I offer no detailed solution to it in this 
thesis, though I speculate that it is related to the distance between the subject and the 
verb, i.e. something about the argument structure of the expression. This is indeed an 
interesting syntactic problem. 
There are two more points to note in the Cantonese version of "devil negation", 
..however. Firstly, the utterance-final particle is dispensable in (210). However, in the 
absence of the particle, gwai2zil can mean literally as 'devil knows' (but not excluding 
the speaker), depending on context: 
(216) A: nei5 zilm4zil leil gin6 si6? 
you know-not-know this CL event 
‘Do you know about this event?' 
B : gwai2zil! 
J devil know 
'Devil knows it!' 
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(217) A: leil gin6si6 binl go3 zil? 
this CL matter which person know 
‘Who knows this matter?' 
B: gwai2 zil (*mel), ngo5 doul zil 
devil know SFP I also know 
'Devil knows, I know it too.' 
So in the absence of utterance-final particle me J, the linguistic form gwai2-Verh 
can have two meanings (disregarding of their frequencies in real use); while in the 
presence of mel there is only one reading, i.e.，the implicature reading. Therefore, the 
use of mel enriches the derived meaning, and also consolidates its role in the language. 
Secondly, apart from the common linguistic form gwai2-W, devil negation extends 
further to the form Subj-gwa/2-V, which is at least different from English. 
(218) a. Devil knows it. (= I don't know about it.) 
b. * I devil knows it. 
(219) a. gwai2 zil mel 
devil know SFP 
'How would I know?!' (= example (97) 
b. ngo5 gwai2 zil mel 
I devil know SFP 
'As far as I am concerned, devil knows it?，15 
- Or gwai2 can appear in the object position, as in: 
(220) A: nei5 sikl-m4-sikl keoiS? 
you know-not-know him 
‘Do you know him?' 
B: sikl gwail! 
know devil 
'Surely I don't!' 
This translation is suggested by Gu (personal communication). 
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In English, again, this is impossible: 
(221) A: Do you know him? 
B: * Know devil! 
I take these cases as evidence of further grammaticalization of devil negation in 
Cantonese, but I am not saying that gwai2 has been grammaticalized as a negator in 
these cases. Even when gwai2 is "relegated" to non-subject position (take it for the 
meantime), it functions essentially the same as the “gwai2 as subject" form. In fact, 
whatever animate subject one puts in front of gwai2 would yield the same implicature 
as the gwai2 as subject form. The conversational implicature triggered in this form 
guarantees that any animate object other than gwai2 would be included in the set pro-
jected by the following verbal predicate (say, in the view of formal semantics). So the 
"extra" subject added actually has the function of restricting the scope of the gwai2 im-
plicature. If so, this "extra" subject should be more appropriately analyzed as "topic" 
rather than "subject". 
For gwai2 appearing as object, I suggest that it could be developed under the in-
fluence of disyllabic adjectives with infix gwai2. More will be talked about in the next 
section. 
5.2.7 Grammaticalization and grammaticality judgment 
Since Chapter 2 I have been showing that my intuitions deviate from those of pre-
vious researchers, most notably Lee & Chin (1998). Moreover, the statistical result 
in Chapter 4 has shown that many subtle linguistic forms associated with gwai2 are 
judged very diversely by native Cantonese speakers. I'd like to suggest that such a 
phenomenon is typical to a grammaticalization in progress. On the surface, it is ap-
parent that some of these linguistic forms are not stable: some judge them perfect, 
/ 
some not. If it is a stable form we should expect a clear distinction of black and 
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white. Although grammaticalization is a process that is initiated both by physical (e.g. 
phonological change) and cognitive (e.g. semantic analogy) reasons, it is finally up to 
the interaction between language speakers to decide (consciously or subconsciously) 
which particular route to follow, unless human beings from the same population are 
endowed with some hidden special biological features that somehow get triggered all 
at the same time. Therefore it is easy to imagine that for any established grammatical-
ization pathway, there must be a lot of factors that may join the shaping or competition. 
Now we understand that the competing patterns must somehow meet those structures 
that could be associated to the host pattern through analogy or reanalysis. Lee & Chin 
(1998) judgments, for instance, hinge on subtle positional difference in gwai2 and on 
the syllabicity of the verb/adjective host. The former factor is clearly in the realm of 
"reanalysis", while the latter one belongs to "analogy". Then it is of no surprise that 
we get diverse judgments from these examples. The use of controlled experiment and 
statistical tools helps discovering dominating patterns which are otherwise obscured 
by random observation. However, as I believe, this only marks the beginning of a new 
era of linguistic research. There is much more to do. 
5.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter I provided a diachronic perspective of the functions of gwai2. This ap-
proach allows us to see more clearly the inter-relationships between the many senses 
of gwai2. Then we would know which of the senses have attained concrete statuses, 
which of them only exist in transition. According to the argumentation, the develop-
ment of gwai2 can be summarized by Table 5.1. 
1 
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Table 5.1: Time-line of the grammaticalization of gwai2 
Function of gwai2 First appearance (century) 
Nominal gwai2 
Lexical gwai2gam3 
Adverb gwailgamS 16 
Lexical hou2gwai2 
Adverb hou2gwai2 1 1 8 t h 
Adj negator gwa/2 
Aspectual gwai2 




Formal properties oigwail 
6.1 Introduction 
Modem linguistics's advancement to an important field of cognitive (and possibly bio-
logical) science owes a lot to the emergence of formal theories, most notably generative 
linguistics. Unlike early structuralism period when linguistics was more or less a copy 
of the great discovery era and linguists' task was to dive into "uncharted areas" for 
exotic languages, modem linguistics aims at microscopic understanding of languages. 
Facing the vastness of languages, modem linguists often start off with a restricted set 
of evidence, draw hypotheses on them and test them to bigger sets of evidence. Despite 
losing the grand picture at times, formal methods are still highly regarded as a valuable 
tool for guiding linguistic theorizing. 
For gwai2 I have hypothesized on its historical status, and how it possibly derived 
from a lexical noun to the diverse functional uses in various contexts. Many ques-
tions surrounding gwai2 are still without reasonable answers, and it is time for the 
synchronic perspective to come into play. Grammaticalization is a process that is both 
constrained by language use and the language structure. In previous chapter I put the 
focus on the structural similarity that facilitates reanalysis, and in this chapter I discuss 
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how our language as a formal system confines the interpretation and the spread of the 
grammaticalized item. 
6.2 Interaction of gwai2 with Cantonese aspectual sys-
tem 
In this section I explore the interaction between gwai2 and Cantonese aspectual system. 
Empirical data has revealed that gwai2 co-occurs with some aspect markers and verbal 
particles, but not all. With the substantive data set described hitherto, I argue that the 
gwai2 co-occurring with aspect markers and verbal particles has formal characteristics 
distinct from the rest of gwai2. This is hardly a surprising claim given the diachronic 
analysis in Chapter 5. What I am showing here is that synchronic formal analysis of 
gwai2 is compatible to its diachronic development. 
From now on, let us call this gwai2 as Fitting the story into a larger the-
oretical framework, I argue that constitutes a part in the aspectual system of 
Cantonese. I agree with Verkuyl (1993) and Smith (1997) that aspect is compositional, 
i.e. realized by the verb plus its complement, rather than by lexical aspect carried by 
the verb alone (cf Vendler, 1967). Verkuyl (1993) argues that the telicity of a simple 
sentence can be deduced by his PLUS-principle, illustrated by the tree below: 
• (222) S 
NP VP 
I 
+SQA V NP 
I I 
+ADD TO +SQA 
In (222), [+SQA] and [+ADD TO] are two binary features representing the in-
ternal aspectual characteristics of a noun phrase and a verb respectively. [+SQA], 
meaning Specified Quantity, tells whether a noun phrase is countable or not. [ADD 
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TO] refers to the verbal property of adding something new to the state, so Accom-
plishment, Achievement, and Activity verbs as classified by Vendler (1967) all have a 
plus value for the [ADD TO] feature. Verkuyl suggests that an expression is telic, i.e. 
terminative, only if the values of the [ADD TO] and [SQA] features are both plus, and 
this process is compositional. So whether a VP is telic or not is related to the statuses 
of both the subject and the object noun phrases. 
This theory, originated from English and Dutch, certainly does not explain trivially 
the case of Cantonese, where tense inflection is unavailable and aspect markers are 
employed instead. However, it does seem true that telicity in Cantonese can be brought 
about without overt aspect marking: 
(223) a. ngo5 jam! tongl sinl sik6 faan6 
I drink soup before eat rice 
‘I eat rice after drinking soup.' 
b. ngo5 jam2 wun2-tongl sinl sik6 faan6 
I drink bowl-soup before eat rice 
‘I eat rice after having a bowl a soup.' 
(223a) and (223b) only differ from each other by the existence of the classifier 
wun2 'bowl'. In terms of telicity, the action of jamltongl in (223a) can be viewed as 
an unbounded, which is further illustrated by the following conversation: 
(224) A: nei5 jam2-zo2 tongl mei6 aa3? 
you drink-finish soup yet SFP 
‘Have you finished drinking soup?' 
B: mei6 aaS 
yet SFP 
‘No，I haven't.' 
The verb phrase jamltongl ‘drink soup' does not necessarily render a scene of 
exhausting the bowl of soup. It can simply refer to the activity of drinking soup, more 
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or less like an activity such as 'running miles'. (223b), however, signals a telic reading. 
The same bowl of soup cannot be drunk again. 
Take a further look at example (223). The object noun phrase tongJ in (223a) can 
be called a bare noun, while that in (223b) is of Classifier+N structure. It is suggested 
that a bare noun in Cantonese can only have indefinite reading, while a Classifier+N 
noun phrase can both be definite and indefinite (Cheng & Sybesma，1999, p.512). In 
other words, bare nouns in Cantonese should have [-SQA], while Classifier+N should 
have [+SQA]. It becomes clear that gwai2 insertion in is sensitive to the [SQA] value 
of the object: 
(225) a. ？ ngo5 jam2 gwai2 jyun4 tongl sinl sik6 faand 
I drink devil finish soup then eat rice 
'I eat rice after drinking soup.' 
b. ngo5 jam2 gwail jyun4 mm2-tongl sinl sik6 faan6 
I drink devil finish bowl-soup then eat rice 
‘I eat rice after having a bowl a soup.' 
As shown in (225), gwai2 insertion sounds unnatural when the object noun phrase 
is indefinite, but not when it is definite. Therefore, I suggest that gwai2 should be 
treated as a complement of some kind internal to the verb phrase. The actual process 
underneath will be discussed in §6.5. As a short conclusion, Cantonese is not out-
side the picture of aspectual composition, although its actual realization can be very 
different from that of the Indo-European languages. 
6.3 Syntactic category of gwai2 
One of the major assumptions of formal syntax, generative linguistics in particular, is 
that every morpheme has exactly one distinct part-of-speech (POS), which is usually 
interpreted in the form of feature structure. For example, Chomsky (1957) employs 
two features [N] and [V] to distinct the four major word classes (noun, verb, adjective, 
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preposition) in English. Later non-derivational theories like GPSG (Gazdar, Klein, 
Pullum & Sag，1985) and HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1994) further exploit the notion of 
feature structure. If a morpheme has two different feature structures, it is often said 
that there are two homonymous lexical entries in the human lexicon. But this is not the 
main point issue. What is at stake is that feature assignment is always successful, and 
in fact a must for syntactic structures to be generated. 
Gwai2 has been generally referred as "intensifier", but intensifier itself is not any 
valid category (at least in the traditional sense). Now we face a problem: is functional 
gwai2 part of morphology or part of syntax? When people associate gwail with the 
term "infix", most likely they group it with morphology. Should we put them to syntax 
then all different instances of gwai2 must have distinct feature structure, and this is not 
an easy task. 
Perhaps we can view the problem in grammaticalization perspective. Haspelmath 
suggests that "grammaticalization is a gradual process, and no single point in time 
needs to be identified at which a lexical category turns into a functional category" 
(1999，p. 1045). The functional gwai2s have been shown a latter development of the 
lexical gwai2, which itself is a noun. It suffices to say that we can simply treat all the 
gwai2s as nouns. This analysis would force "infix" gwai2 and linguistic forms like 
gam3gwai2 and hou2gwai2 to be formed at some levels below the standard syntactic 
layer (Ackema, 1999; Packard, 2000, inter alia). 
One explanation favoring the analysis of all gwai2s as just nouns is that it conforms 
to my claim that has been grammaticalized as a part of the Cantonese aspec-
tual system. Verkuyl writes of the compositional nature of aspectuality, and suggests 
that aspectual locus does not lie on the verb alone, but rather on the whole predication 
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Therefore treating as a noun has the advantage of a tight matching to 
Verkuyl's insight. However, as a caveat it would be wrong to claim that gwail^^^ is of 
equal status either to aspect markers or verbal argument, as linguistic facts deny it: 
(227) ngo5 sik6 zo2 gin6 daan6goul 
I eat PFV CL cake 
'I had the piece of cake.' 
(228) * ngo5 sik6 gwail gin6 daan6goul 
I eat devil CL cake 
'I had the piece of cake.' 
Gwail^^^ is neither obligatory (as in (227)) nor can it replace aspect markers (as 
in (228)). So are we left in a contradiction that gwai2 is part of Cantonese aspectual 
system but it does not qualify as a member of it? The answer is no. There is no theoret-
ical conflict’ say, in Verkuyl's formulation, since can either have [+SQA] or 
an under-specified [SQA]. Feature under-specification is the foundation of any feature-
based formalism (which is based on the mathematical property of UNIFICATION). This 
explains for its optional status. On the other hand, since collocates only with 
definite noun phrases (see example (225b)), it is feasible to assign a plus value for the 
[SQA] feature to it. 
6.4 Interpretation of gwai2 
In the following I go through two possible claims for the interpretation of gwai2 
• throughout its development, and discuss how they subsequently constrain and shape 
the distribution we see in the present days. 
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6.4.1 Gwai2 as an intensifier 
Previous researches have largely claimed gwai2 as an intensifier. While the term itself 
is informal and loose, it is not without good reason for it to be claimed so. The use 
of gwai2 in adjectival phrase does give a stronger pragmatic value. It may not be an 
expletive, i.e.，foul word, but it does have "foul counterparts"~cat6, lan2, gaul, hail, 
etc.i In fact, gwai2 is seldom found in formal speeches and is considered vulgar, if not 
offensive. In this respect, I do not see why we must categorize the above morphemes 
into "foul" and "non-foul", for this is a subjective assignment, since people's definition 
of "foul" and "offensive" is mainly context dependent. For example in a common local 
construction site the so-called "foul" words are heard almost once in a second. One 
may argue that the construction workers want to distinguish themselves from common 
people and thus making themselves "offensive" (which is a socio-linguistic issue), but 
among the workers themselves foul language probably has no "offensive" value, it is 
just part of their daily life. Therefore, we can safely group the above morphemes in 
one class. 
When we say gwai2 acts as an intensifier, we must first ask ourselves what proper-
ties are intensified, and most importantly, what does it mean by intensifier. In Chapter 
2 I put down Bussmann's definition of intensifier as "elements that are used with other 
expressions to indicate an intensification of the meaning denoted by the expression they 
modify... both adjectives and adverbs can be used in this function. •. “ (1996, p.233). It 
is nonetheless uninspiring to define "intensifier" by a noun of the same root, although 
Bussmann's dictionary does give further comment on what constitutes intensifier as it 
says "this can happen in various ways (as amplifiers, emphasizers, downtoners, etc.) 
. . . a striking fact is the large number of intensifiers in contemporary speech: dead 
wrong, super elegant, ultramodern” (ibid.). These examples show that in English in-
tensifiers are for pushing the scale to the limit for so-called non-gradable adjectives, 
like wrong, elegant and modern. But this is not a clear-cut dichotomy since gradedness 
1 Cat6, lan2 and gaul represent male reproductive organ, while hail is the female's one. 
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is a cognitive property that is never absolute. Even though it is possible to associate ad-
jectives to physical criteria, i.e. comparable mathematically, e.g. length (long, short), 
temperature (hot, cold), etc., these adjectives can be used just like the non-gradable 
adjectives, like 
(229) This is longer than that by 10cm. 
(230) This is long, but that is very long. 
where very in (230) is usually termed “intensifier”. Therefore, when we say gwai2 acts 
like an intensifier, we need to check whether it has similar properties. 
In hou2gwai2-Ad} structure, gwai2 is gradable when used between (at least) two 
objects: 
(231) a. Siu2koeng4 hou2 gwai2 leklzai2 
Siu2koeng4 very devil smart-boy 
'Siu2koeng4 is very smart.' 
b. Siu2ming4 hou2 leklzai2, Siu2keong4 hou2 gwai2 leklzai2 
Siuming very smart-boy, Siukeong very devil smart-boy 
'Siuming is very smart, Siukeong is even smarter, (counting the list)' 
c. Siu2ming4 hou2 leklzail, Siukeong4 hou2 leklzail 
Siuming very smart-boy, Siukeong very smart-boy 
'Siuming is very smart, so does Siukeong.' 
By introducing two clauses of the same structure (except for the use of gwai2), a 
contrast is formed and the subject of the second clause receives a higher degree of the 
attribute as given by the adjective. So in (231) Siukeong (a boy's name) is considered 
smarter. Such distribution is very similar to English's reinforcing adjectives (Paradis, 
2000), e.g., complete, absolute. When applied to a single subject, it has the effect of 
intensifying a property: 
(232) Peter is an idiot. 
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(233) Peter is an absolute idiot. 
However, when put in comparison with more than one subject, degrees are formed: 
(234) Peter is an idiot. John is an absolute idiot. 
(235) John is an absolute idiot, and Peter is an idiot. 
In both cases John looks a more serious idiot than Peter. On the other hand one 
property that is not shared by them is that the conjunction but can be inserted between 
the clauses, but the Cantonese counterpart daan6hai6 'but' would force the use of 
zung6 'even' for comparative adjective: 
(236) Peter is an idiot, but John is an absolute idiot. 
(237) * Siu2ming4 hou2 leklzai2, daan6hai6 Siukeong4 hou2 gwai2 leklzai2 
Siuming very smart, but Siukeong is smarter 
‘Siuming is very smart, but Siukeong is smarter.' 
(238) Siu2ming4 hou2 leklzai2, daan6hai6 Siukeong4 zung6 leklzai2 
Siuming very smart, but Siukeong is smarter 
‘Siuming is very smart, but Siukeong is smarter.' 
From these examples I conclude that it does not seem feasible to treat gwai2 as a 
degree modifier. Although gwai2 can give rise to comparative meaning, such usage 
is rarely heard in Cantonese. In fact, its use as comparative (as in (231b)) is not nec-
essarily an inherent property of gwai2 . One may argue on pragmatic terms that the 
comparative sense in (231b) is a conversational implicature that comes from the dif-
ference of length of the number of syllables in the predicates. So the "degree" sense 
in "intensifier" is not applicable here, rather, it is the "strength" of assertion that is 
related. 
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6.4.2 Gwai2 as a modal operator 
While the gwai2 in adjectives can act like a pragmatic degree modifier (while itself 
is not a degree modifier, as argued above and also in this section), that in resultative 
verb compounds (RVC) and verb phrases cannot have the same interpretation. The 
principal reason is that while adjectives are gradable, the latter ones are not. Verbs are 
characterizes by their respective eventual statuses (Vendler, 1967; Pustejovsky, 1991), 
and events are in turn quantified by their "shapes"^ in the time line. These eventual 
shapes are absolute that once an event is categorized, it gains equal status as the rest of 
members in the same class. Thus it is pointless to claim that an event A is, say, “more 
like an activity", than an event B, when they both occupies an indefinite (or definite but 
without signalling the natural endpoint) length of space on the time line (they may have 
different starting point, though). Therefore when Lee & Chin say that intensifier 
"can be extended to aspect markers" (1998，p.8), it is the "strengthening" function that 
makes sense. 
• In Chapter 2 and 41 have provided enough data to show that gwai2 associates per-
fectly with telic, but not atelic aspect markers. For this Lee & Chin say the following: 
...gwai2 can precede the perfective -zo2，the experiential -gwo3, the pro-
gressive -gan2 and the imperfective -zyu6, with the function of emphasiz-
ing the aspect marker following it. However, such a co-occurrence differs 
in naturalness, in the descending order of -zo2, -gwo3, -gan2 and -zyu6, 
with the two imperfective markers requiring contexts with negative con-
notations. This is easy to understand. As both -zo2 and -gwo2 encode the 
realization of a(n) event or situation, the relevant temporal representations 
include the final endpoint of the situation, and are thus easier to be empha-
sized. However, the temporal representations of -gan2 and -zyu6 include 
2 More specifically, "dots" and "lines". “Dots，，are specific points that are small enough that sub-
interval inside that small period of time can be ignored. "Lines", however, have sub-interval interpreta-
tions (Dowty, 1979). 
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neither initial endpoints nor final endpoints of the relevant situations, and 
are thus more difficult to be emphasized. (1998，p.8) 
Lee & Chin's insight largely reflects the linguistic fact, but it is not a reasonable 
explanation that situation types correlate with the difficulty of emphasizing them in a 
particular language. Logically speaking there should be no restrictions on the linguistic 
means of emphasizing any event type. There could be linguistic means of emphasiz-
ing both conceptually clear (in the sense that they have definite endponits) events, and 
those otherwise. Iconicity may play a role here but it would fail to show why endpoints 
should be easier to emphasize. There is no logical obligation on this point, although 
cognitively reasonable. Instead, the reason for the aspectual choice is more probably 
due to the developmental pathway described in Chapter 5. Gwai2 gains telic character-
istic from its resultative verb host and thus lead to feature mismatch when facing atelic 
aspect markers. 
Furthermore, when explaining why gwai2 infixes into Verb-saaiS compound, like 
(239) nei5 faaiSdil sik6 gwail saai3 dil sungS keoiS 
you quick-er eat devil all CL food ResPRO 
'You'd better quickly finish all those food.' (= example (92)) 
(240) ？ mui5-gwai2-go3 hok6saangl doul jiu3 gaaul gunglfoS 
every-devil-CL student all need hand-in homework 
‘Every student should hand in your homework.'^ (Lee & Chin, 1998，p.6) 
(241) ？ gam lei3 wut6dung6 zeoi3-gwai2-dol ji6sap6 go3 jan4 caamlgaal 
this-CL activity most-devil-many twenty CL person join 
hou2 laaS 
good SFP 
‘At most 20 people should enroll in this activity.' (Lee & Chin，1998, p.7) 
(242) ？ mou5 gwai2 jan4 lai4 timl 
No devil people come SFP 
'Nobody is coming!' (Lee & Chin，1998，p.7) 
^This is Lee & Chin's original judgment. 
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(243) keoi5 heoiS zo2 bingl-gwai2-dou6 
s/he go PFV which-devil-place 
'Where has he gone?' (Lee & Chin，1998，p.7) 
Lee & Chin argue that gwai2 here acts as "a degree intensifier, emphasizing the 
attainment of the extreme end of a scale •.. acceptability of gwai2 with qunatifier phr-
ases varies from contexts'"^ (Lee & Chin, 1998, p.7). They also claim that the class 
of "group-denoting quantifier phrases" (GQPs) (Beghelli & Stowell，1997) is strictly 
prohibited with gwai2 attachment. Examples of GQPs include indefinite quantifier 
phrases headed by a, some and several, like^ 
(244) * bou6-gwai2-fan6 hokdsaangl 
group-devil-piece student 
'some students' 
(245) * gei2-gwai2-go3 hok6saangl 
several-devil-CL student 
‘several students' 
and bare-numeral quantifier phrases like one student, three students, as in 
(246) * saaml-gwai2-go3 hoksaangl 
three-devil-CL student 
'three students' 
and definite quantifier phrases, like 
(247) * go2-gwai2-go3 hoklsaangl 
that-devil-CL student 
'that student' 
Although it is true that gwai2 does not go well with GQPs, there is not enough 
motivation to single out these groups of nouns, as in fact only w/i-phrases like bin 1 go3 
4lt should be noted that (240)~(242) are fully ungrammatical to me, and they are judged with very 
low grammaticality in the experiment described in Chapter 4 as well. 
5Lee & Chin judge all these with an asterisk (*)，meaning fully ungrammatical. On the surface they 
look similar to those in (240)~(242), 
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‘who，，binldou6 ‘where，，matlje5, ‘what，etc. can collocate with functional gwai2, 
the rest of the nouns are all "immune" from gwai2 intensification. I suspect that the 
reason for this peculiar phenomenon is related to their respective denotations. WJi-
phrases appear only in matrix or embedded questions, where they denote the intersec-
tion of set of nouns (can be empty) and sets of verb extension and sets of proposition 
(Karttunen, 1977)，while common nouns (with or without generalized quantifiers) have 
much simpler denotations. My speculation is that gwai2 in w/i-phrasesare licensed by 
the proposition in their denotation. But I have no detailed analysis to show here. It is 
definitely an interesting area to pursue, and I would leave it for future work. 
So, after excluding the gwai2 in w/z-phrases, the functions carried by "infix" gwai2 
are generalized down to two: a) pragmatic negator for positive polarity adjectives and 
monosyllabic verbs, b) assertion strengthener .6 
^An external reviewer of this thesis argues that gwai2 does not look like a pragmatic negator, but a 
real syntactic negator, on the ground that gwai2 does not yield a defeasible conversational implicature. 
For example: 
a) # keoi5 lekl gwail, keoiS hou2 cunglming4 gaaS 
s/he smart devil s/he very intelligent SFP 
'Smart the hell s/he is! S/he is very intelligent!' 
b) # keoi5 gwai2 haau3seon6, sing4jat6 san4zou2pui4 keoiS aaSmaal 
s/he devil obedient always early accompany his/her mother 
heoiS jam2caa4 
go tea-drinking 
'Obedient the hell s/he is! S/he always accompany his/her mother to tea-breakfast.' 
In both cases the negation brought about by gwai2 cannot be defeated by contradicting comment in 
the second clause. While I agree with his/her argument for this type of clauses, generally I do not 
prefer treating the negator gwai2 as an established functional category enjoying the same status as other 
'standard' negators like m4 and mou5. The reason is that the negator use gwail is restricted primarily 
to conversational response. It is awkward to start off a conversation with gwail negation, for example, 
in the following, c) is natural in a conversation, but d) sounds very awkward: 
c) ngo5 m4 sikl hoil gun3tau2 gaa3, neiS jil-m4-jil? 
I not know open can SFP you know-not-know 
‘I don't know how to open the can, do you know that?' 
d) # ngo5 gwai2 sikl hoil gun3tau2[H], nei5 jil-m4-jil? 
I devil know open can you know-not-know 
‘I don't know how to open the can, do you know that?' 
This simple example shows that negator use of gwai2 follows pragmatic/conversational principle in real 
use. It does not enjoy the same freedom as the standard 'negators' that are neutral in context. The 
reviewer says it is better to say that ‘the negative function of gwai2 is gradually derived through gram-
maticalization, and different degrees of grammaticalization may arise concerning different adjectives. 
But once it functions as a negator, it cannot be something unexpectedly, but rather should be something 
semantic.' I think it is fair to treat gwai2 as something between a common noun, and a negator. When 
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I have shown that the so-called "infix" gwai2 in verb phrase forms a part of the 
components leading to aspectuality. Its exact function is to assert a necessary truth to 
the termination of an event in a possible world(which can be a real one that happened, 
or an abstract one that happened in imagination or will happen in the perceived future). 
Since this is a speaker-oriented commitment to the truth of a certain event, it does 
not guarantee a world event (“real life" happening), rather, it should be taken as a 
necessarily true situation that is so perceived in whatever possible world the speaker 
chooses. Formally speaking, gwai2 here constitutes a necessity operator in modal 
logic, i.e., ‘口，. If an assertion without gwai2 is P, then in the presence of gwai2 it 
becomes UP. This analysis covers the case of disyllabic adjectives as well. So when 
the speaker utters, say, 
(248) matl neiS gamS maa4-gwai2-faan4 gaaS? 
why you so damn-troublesome SFP 
‘Why are you so troublesome?' 
it is the speaker's commitment to the situation that the listener is troublesome, but not 
necessarily that the listener is troublesome to the limit.78 
In Chapter 5 I demonstrated that (249) is of decreasing acceptability: 
I say it is a pragmatic negator, I mean that its negating function is derived from conversational implica-
ture, but of course through time it does look like a true negator by itself. However, I have already shown 
that it is not a 'free' functional morpheme, its use is governed by pragmatic principles. On the other 
hand, rude negators in English like 'devil', 'hell', etc. are not listed in dictionaries as negators. One 
- good consideration is that their usage is restricted and they collocate only with limited, often idiomatic 
environments. Unless they gain the same status as standard syntactic negators, it is not a bad decision 
to dismiss their membership as true negators. 
^The difference is subtle since it involves only minor differences of world's perspective. So one can 
view my analysis as an attempt to "reduce" the ontological complexities of the status of gwail. 
8 One external reviewer of this thesis asks about whether gwai2 can be treated on a par like English 
modal must. My position in this thesis is that prepositional modality, like aspectuality, does not lie in 
one particular syntactic layer. In fact, Cinque (1999) proposes a much refined cross-linguistic hierarchy 
of functional heads. Instead of using the minimalist (traditional as well) category C as a cover term for 
mood and speech acts, Cinque splits it into a cascading hierarchy. Functional use of gwai2 may not 
appear in sentential adverbial position, but it is no doubt that it affects the mood of an utterance. So it 
should occupy one of Cinque's mood layer. One interesting direction of research is to solve the puzzle 
why a mood carrier like gwai2 in Cantonese chooses to appear in a verbal infix position, but not in a 
higher layer (as sentential or verbal adverbial)? Does it imply that mood and speech act carriers can 
move from a higher position in a syntactic tree to a lower one? I am confident that this direction would 
lead to useful theoretical discovery. 
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(249) a. hou2 gwail maa4faan4 
very devil troublesome 
‘damn troublesome' 
b. > hou2 gwai2 maa4-gwai2-faan4 
c. > hou2 maa4-gwai2-faan4 
Given the above modal interpretation, explaining this scale would be a straightfor-
ward matter. For (249a) and (249b) this is rather predictable since the two necessity 
operators can be reduced to one. This is also what an axiom in the S4 modal logic 
tells: 
(250) 口口户^^DP 
That (249b) is slightly considered worse than (249a) is probably due to the same 
reason. When one modal operator can do the job, it is against the principle of pro-
duction efficiency, or derivational economy to have another operator of the same sort. 
For this reason (249c) must be worst than (249a) according to this formulation, since 
each of them consists of more than one necessity operators, and this is exactly what I 
obtained from the experiment. 
6,5 The syntax of gwai2 
6.5.1 Theoretical apparatus 
There is no better time to discuss the synchronic syntax of gwai2 after establishing 
its interpretation. Derivational generative grammar is employed as the theoretical ap-
paratus. It has my choice as this particular framework is probably the most coherent 
partnership that goes hand in hand with type-driven semantics. It does not mean that 
this is the sole theory that would give a reasonable explanation. The guiding maxim 
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is that for a theory to be called successful it should (at least) explain with the same 
level of clarity as competing ones, for any piece of linguistic fact. Moreover, genera-
tive framework is usually considered idealizing human languages, which is a reflection 
of the fact that it handles subsets of each language, rather than a holistic whole. In 
other words, explanations drawn in generative theories would present themselves as 
exemplars for competing theories to strive for. For reference, the foundation of analy-
sis appearing in this section loosely follows Chomsky (1995) and Camie (2002). The 
former one focuses mainly on theoretical perspectives and short of linguistic data. The 
latter one may look simple but nonetheless concise and has a clear focus on explaining 
linguistic facts. 
6.5.2 Gwai2 in adjectives 
How modal gwai2 can be infixed^ into adjectives is perhaps the most difficult question 
of all. Not only that it does not have obvious criteria to judge which adjectives can 
host infix gwai2, it poses difficult question to syntactic theory as well. There are two 
big mismatches: 
1. Some adjectives that allow gwai2 infixation are usually considered monomor-
phemic. If so, gwai2 should not be able to "stuff' in-between at all. Is it that 
these adjectives are not monomorphemic at all? Or do they have the same repre-
sentation (at some level) as bimorphemic adjectives? 
2. A general question: should the operation be in the lexicon, morphology, or in 
syntax? 
For the first question, there are certainly solutions around. For example, Selkirk 
proposes that “word structure has the same general formal properties as syntactic struc-
ture. ..it is generated by the same sort of rule system” (where at the time the technical 
^From now on 'infixation" is a term to capture the surface word/morpheme order. I do not intend to 
relate it to any real morphological or syntactic process. 
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tools in use was X-bar syntax) (1982, p.2). The word structure rule in (251) has been 
frequently quoted: 
(251) X" ^^^ cpr^ vi；, where 0 > « > m (1982’ p.8) 
The X and Y in (251) are standard categories like nouns, verbs and adjectives, 
while 9 and \\f are any category, including affixes. Apart from expletive infixation 
(Aronoff (1976), McCarthy (1982)), infixation is generally not available in English 
(Bussmann, 1996，p. 10，under the entry Affixation). Moreover, (251) works with dis-
tinct morphemes. So it can describe bimorphemic mou5-Jung6, but monomorphemic 
leon6zeon6 would be excluded. 
Packard (2000) extends Selkirk's proposal to Mandarin Chinese, distinguishing 
four types of categories, namely (root word), (bound root), X^ (word-forming 
affix) and G (grammatical affix). Under this disyllabic monomorphemic words can be 
assigned a structure. For instance, leon6zeon6 would be represented as 
(252) X-o 
x - i x - i 
I I 
leond zeon6 
Packard's word formation rules are given below (Packard, 2000，p.168): 
•‘ ( 2 5 3 ) R U L E l X - O — 
RULE 2 X - ^ ~ 
For leon6-gwai2-zeon6 Packard's system would run into trouble. The only possible 
presentations for it would b e : � 
lOpackard does not mention about infixation. For other phonological processes like noun redupli-
cation, he maintains that highly lexicalized reduplicated forms are opaque to phonological rules. On 
the other hand, reduplication of adjectives and verbs, etc., "occur at the 'least lexicalized' strata of the 
lexicon "(Packard, 2000, p.249). 
/ 
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(254) a. X-o b. X-o 
X-i X-i X-I X-1 
leon6 G X-i X-1 G zeon6 
I I I I 
gwai2 zeon6 leond gwai2 
Gwai2 can only be assigned G, because it is neither a root nor a word-forming 
affix. It also suffices to say in Cantonese one could find these rules: 
(255) a. X- i 一 灼 - 1 
b. 
It is clear that these rules contradict with those in (253) that left recursion is only 
possible on i.e. a word. So leon6-gwai2-zeon6 can only be either one of these: 
(256) a. X-o b. X"^ 
I 1 I 
leon6 G X X G zeon6 
I I 丨 I . 
gwai2 zeon6 leond gwai2 
It means that either gwai2-zeon6 or leon6-gwai2 is a word. This is counter-intuitive. 
The original idea of X—G-only recursion is to “limit its productivity by a property that 
is imputed to a nature of the formal system primitives" (Packard, 2000, pp.168-169). 
Therefore, if we follow Packard strictly we are forced to admit that gwai2 infixation in 
disyllabic adjectives is a syntactic operation. This would be another way of research. 
Let's assume that it is really a part of morphology. Looking closer, Packard's claim is a 
theoretical one, rather than an empirical one, since formation rules must not be the only 
constraint the governs word formation. We must not overlook phonological, and most 
importantly, semantic constraints. If we replace Packard's second rule with Selkirk's 
(example (251)), it is still possible to treat gwai2 infixation as a morphological process. 
J 
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Now let's go back to (255). (255a) does not look feasible, as it would lead to 
compound like GX~^Y (Y is any other thing), which is not found in Cantonese. So 
structurally speaking we can say Cantonese allows infixation because of the instantia-
tion of (255b). The rule alone, however, does not avoid serious over-generalization of 
compounds with G. It simply says nothing about the restrictions of gwai2 infixation 
we see in present-day Cantonese. Taking a look into the disyllabic adjectives listed in 
Chapter 2, it seems that gwail infixation favors a [L]-[L] tonal pattern^ i • As I showed 
in Chapter 4，however, that native judgments of the acceptability of gwa/2-infixed di-
syllabic adjectives are far from uniform. So it could be phonologically constrained or 
have no relationship with phonology. But if it really is phonologically constrained at 
least the formulation above would not bar phonological process after the formation of 
word compound by the rules stipulated. 
It is far from trivial for the second question. Selkirk (1982) and Packard (2000) 
assume a word-forming component below syntax-proper, and these approaches are 
known as under-zero syntax. An extreme of this paradigm would put morphology and 
morphophonology strictly before syntax (see Ackema (1999) for further analyses along 
this line). An opposing view is to relay some morphological processes to syntax. It is 
necessary to say, however, a majority of debates on morphology has been on the exact 
level of morphology in our linguistic systems. Different claims can be found all along 
the continuum from heavy lexicalism (everything done in lexicon) to syntax-dominated 
(every seme occupies a position in syntax). For the case of gwail, perhaps there is no 
a priori reason to put it in morphology or syntax. Matthews & Yip (1996) puts it in 
morphology on the ground that it appears as an infix, probably because infixation (e.g. 
in Latin and Greek) is usually considered a morphological process. To see at what level 
of representation should gwai2 in disyllablic adjectives 12, we should compare them to 
similar constructions in Cantonese, as well as the case in other languages. 
‘‘Following Yip (1990)，the first three tones in Cantonese have [+H] feature, while the remaining 
ones have [+L] feature. 
i2lt should be reminded that there is an adverb si6daan6 that can be infixed by gwai2 to form si6-
gwai2-daan6.1 leave this until jsession 
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Apart from disyllabic adjectives, resultative verb compounds (RVC), monosyllabic 
verbs with aspect marker (MSV) also show affinity to gwai2. Should we treat of these 
cases the same? As I argue below, RVC and MSV are formed in syntax rather than 
in the lexicon. One reason is from their productivity. As data shows, gwail is prob-
ably unrestricted in RVC and MSV, but not in disyllabic adjective. If Givon much 
cited comment that "today's morphology is yesterday's syntax" (Givon, 1979, p.413) 
is correct, we should consider gwail in disyllabic adjective part of morphology. 
6.5.3 Gwai2 in resultative verb compound 
In this section I discuss how "infix" gwai2 in resultative verb compounds (RVC) should 
be analyzed in the syntax of Cantonese. My proposal has a deep root in Wu (2002). 
Wu investigates the syntax of Mandarin Chinese RVC and serial verb constructions. 
Cantonese's RVC is used in the same way as the Mandarin counterpart. So it is normal 
to assume that they share the same syntax as well. Adopting Hale & Keyser (1993) and 
Travis (2000)，Wu analyzes that for Mandarin Chinese RVC, there is an inner aspectual 
projection a in RVC that contains a [+telic] feature and structurally it is selected by a 
CAUSE light verb. Derivation tree(257) illustrates this: 
/ 
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Ag V ocP 
I 
CAUSE a ! A 
a VPl 
1 
[+telic] NP VI, 
n I 
Th/ VI VP2 
NP Y2' 




I would like to point out that the derivation (257) is not quite technically correct. 
To make sure that the original proposal in Travis (2000) is not misinterpreted, there is 
a need to review Travis's proposal in the first place. 
Recently there is a boom in attempts to relate lexical semantics to syntax, draw-
ing insights from the legacy of Generative Semantics school in the mid 1960s. In a 
seminal paper by Hale and Keyser, they argue that “the proper representation of predi-
cate argument structure is itself a syntax", where they call lexical relational structures 
(LRS) (1993，P.53). They argue that denominal verbs like shelve are derived by suc-
cessive incorporation from a syntactic structure where they appear as nominal. There 
is also a division between 1-syntax and s-syntax, where the former represents a lex-
ical morpheme that can retain semantic and phonological idiosyncracies (see Travis 
(2000，pp. 158-159)), and the latter one a syntactic, or productive morpheme. Concep-
tually 1-syntax can be seen as transformation of lexical categories, but unlike traditional 
derivational morphology, argument structure is strictly preserved. 
Travis extends the Hale and Keyset's proposal to analyze causatives in Tagalog and 
Malagasy, which is of much relevance to the structure of resultative verb compound 
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(RVC) in Cantonese. Travis reports the following data in Malagasy (Madagascar's 
official language) (2000， 




'Y soak X’ 
c. m-i-sitrika (mandona) 
'X hide' 
d. m-an-sitrika (manitrika) 
'YhideX’ 
(259) a. nisitrika tao an-trano izy 
pst.AT.hide pst.there ACC-house N0M.3sg 
‘He hid in the house.' (Malzac, 1908，p.612)i4 
b. nanitrika ny vola tao an-trano izy 
pst.AT.hide the money pst.there ACC-house NOM.Ssg 
'He hid the money in the house.' (ibid.) 
She identifies an- as a causativizing morpheme that attach to roots to form the 
causative counterparts. Moreover, this morpheme can be used again in causative itera-
tion: 
(260) Malagasy (-amp = an+f) 
a. misitrika — mampisitrika 
'X hide' — ‘Z make X hide' 
b. manitrika一 mampanitrika 
‘Y hide X’ — ‘Z make Y hide X’ 
Travis further argues that, from the fact in (260) that the inner an- is derived at dif-
ferent stage from the outer an-. One piece of evidence comes from phonology. When 
'^Travis makes use of both Tagalog and Malagasy data. Since my job is only to give a precise 
summary to her work, only Malagasy examples are reproduced. 
i^There are some typos in Travis articles. I assume that I have fixed them correctly. 
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the inner an- combines with the verb root sitrika, there occurs fusion where the s is 
dropped, while the outer an- only leads to prenasalization (an+f =>amp) (2000, p. 159). 
To explain the asymmetry between 1-syntax morpheme and s-syntax morpheme, Travis 
suggests that 1-syntax and s-syntax are separated in the syntactic structure by a mor-
pheme E, i.e. Event: below E there is at most one ‘event，，one Cause, one Agent and 
two Vs, everything else is s-syntax (2000, pp. 165-166). (261) illustrates this (modified 




Agent2 � p 
I 






The EP is a projection that encodes characteristics of a event. From the morpho-
logical clues in Malagasy, Travis suggests that the E is actually Asp(ect). For instance, 
Malagasy has three telic affixes，namely maha-, voa- and tafa-. Without their presence, 
_ telicity is defeasible even in the presence of past tense morpheme (2000, pp.172-173, 
(40) & (41)): 
(262) a. namory ny ankizy ny mpampianatra 
pst.an.meet the children the people 
‘The teachers gathered the children.' 
b. . . . nefa tsy nanana fotoana izy 
...but negpst.havetime they 
) ‘…but they didn't have time.' 
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(263) a. nivory ny olona 
pst.i.meet the people 
'The people met.' 
b. 1... nefa tsy nanana fotoana izy 
‘"•but they didn't have time' 
In the presence of the telic prefixes, denial of the first clause would be impossible. 
For example, maha- enforces a reading which the natural endpoint of the event must 
have been achieved (2000，p.l73, (43)): 
(264) a. nahavory ny ankizy ny mpampianatrd 
pst.a.ha.meet the children the teachers 
‘The teachers gathered the children.'^^ 
b. * . . . nefa tsy nanana fotoana izy 
' . . .but they didn't have time.' 
More interestingly, maha- can also be added to adjectives, serving its new role as a 
causativizer (2000，p.l75, (48), quoting Phillips (1996)): 
(265) Malagasy causative 
a. tsara ny tram 
beautiful the house 
'The house is beautiful.' 
- b. mahatsara ny tram ny voninkano 
pres.a.ha.beautiful the house the flowers 
‘The flowers make the house beautiful.' 
It should be noted that the cause argument must be non-volitional (2000, p. 175, 
(49)): 
(266) * mahatsara ny trano Rabe 
) pres.a.ha.tsara the house Rabe 
is the past tense morpheme. Maha- is the present tense form. 
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‘Rabe makes the house beautiful.' 
The following structure is proposed by Travis to capture the peculiarities of maha-








C 肌 sc Asp VP2 
I 





Ha-, accordingly will be placed in the head of AspP for its telicity marking, while 
the non-volitional cause argument will be generated in the Spec, Asp (where 6-role is 
assigned). In case of volitional agent, its 6-role would be assigned through Spec, VPl 
(2000，p.176). 
Now let's go back to the claim in Wu (2002). Her proposed structure of Mandarin 
RVC is reproduced as (268): 
y 
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Ag V aP 
I 
CAUSE ot' A 
a VPl 
I 
[+telic] NP VI' 
n I ^ ^ 
Th/ VI VP2 
NP V2' 




There are four points that deserve notice here:. 
1. Wu argues that VI moves to higher V，while V2 moves to a for checking the 
[+telic] feature. However, the second movement would be banned by standard 
principles in generative grammar. When VI moves to CAUSE, the trace left 
behind should ban V2 using it as a temporary landing site to a . 
2. Even if the movements are possible (i.e., neglecting the trace theory), when VI 
moves to a it should take with it the content of a to higher V. The a in (268) 
should be interpreted as Asp in (267). This should not ban the checking of 
[+telic] feature between a and V2, which would still be in head-head relation-
ship. But if this is the case the surface word order would become SVAC, but not 
the expected SVCA.^^ 
3. Why the theme must move from VP2-intemal to VPl-internal is not explained. 
The 9-role and accusative case should have been assigned within VP2. There is 
no motivation for such movement. 
16s stands for Subject, V stands for Verb, A stands for Aspect, and C stands for Complement. 
J 
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4. VI to CAUSE movement is also vacuous. According to Travis, the EP projection 
(which is identified as AspP) is the boundary between 1-syntax and s-syntax. 
Within 1-syntax, i.e., below EP, one should find only one event. IfRVC in Man-
darin is under EP, it would mean that Mandarin RVC consists of only one event, 
which is not true, since the ACTION and RESULT are clearly two separate events. 
I will talk more about this. 
I propose, with justification below, that RVC in Mandarin, as well as in Cantonese, 
has a structure like (269): 
(269) VPl 






First of all, I argue that the event structure as encoded in Cantonese RVC is of two 
sub-parts, with the CAUSE VI above the AspP (i.e., s-syntax), while the RESULT V2 
below it (i.e., 1-syntax). Here are my justifications: 
Effect of aspect markers Smith (1997) suggests nicely that aspectual system of 
languages are comprised of two components: viewpoint aspect and situation aspect. 
Viewpoint aspect concerns above the temporal perspective of a sentence, while situa-
tion aspect concerns whether a situation is event or accomplishment/achievement. In 
other words, the classical Vendler's classification of verbs would go to situation aspect 
(1967). Linguistically, situation type is conveyed by the verb constellation, along the 
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same line as Verkuyl (1993), while viewpoint type is conveyed by grammatical mor-
phemes. For example, Cantonese perfective viewpoint is conveyed by the morpheme 
(so-called "aspect marker") zo2: 
(270) Siu2ming4 sik6 zo2 saamS zekS daanl 
Siuming eat PFV three CL egg 
'Siuming ate three eggs.' (Lee, 2001, p.25)' 
Pustejovsky (1991) argues that imperfective viewpoint has scope over only the 
resulting state of a resultative verb compound. By analogy it should be the same to 
perfective viewpoint as well. Examples in Cantonese prove so. 
(271) a. keoi5 daa2-sei2 zo2 keoiS 
he hit-dead PFV him 
‘He hit him to death.’ 
b. . . . daan6hai6 keoi5 zung6 m4 hang! ting4sau2 
...but he yet not willing stop 
..but he is not willing to stop (hitting the dead body).' 
c. * . . . daan6hai6 keoiS zung6 m4 sei2-dakl 
...but he yet not dead-ABLE 
..but he is not dead yet.' 
In (271a), the use of aspect marker zo2 shows that the situation of "hit-dead" 
has ended, but it does not tell whether the event of "hit-dead" has a natural endpoint 
([+telic]). Moreover, its scope is only over the resultant state of the "hit-dead" event, 
i.e., dead, rather than the activity of "hitting". (271b) shows that the implied termina-
tion of the hitting event is defeasible, where the man keeps hitting the dead body, even 
though his opponent has been killed by him. Denial of the "dead" state is not okay, as 
shown in (271c). Therefore it suffices to say that the AspP should scope over only V2, 
but not VI. 
V2 has no non-volitional agent Travis (2000)，quoting the examples from Phillips 
(1996), shows that in Malagasy the causative maha- admits only non-volitional argu-
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ment (see example (266)，and she suggests that the non-volitional argument is base-
generated in the Spec, Asp position. In Cantonese RVC, on the other hand, I argue that 
V2 does not license a non-volitional agent. The reason is simple. The semantics of 
RVC is that an agent A does an ACTION on a theme B, and leaves B in an RESULT. 
So the construction by default ensures that B does not enter the resultant state without 
the external influence of A. Since there is no non-volitional argument for V2,1 assume 
that the Spec,Asp position is empty. 
VI is productive That a fact is layman-like does not necessarily means it is unten-
able. In Cantonese a layman fact concerning RVC is that they are seldom found in 
dictionary, but separate entries for VI and V2 are easily found. This simple obser-
vation reflects how people perceive RVC: its nature is syntactic rather than lexical. 
Together with my previous claim that the aspect marker only scopes over the resultant 
state, but not the agentive cause, I suggest that V2 and Asp comes in from 1-syntax, 
while VI comes in from s-syntax. 
Now I show the full derivation of Cantonese RVC. The expression (272a) start with 
underlying structure (272b), which is projected directly from the lexicon. 
(272) a. ngo5 daa2-laan6 go3 faalzeonl 
I hit-break CL vase 







/ ^ ^ I 
go3 faalzeonl laan6 
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V2 would then be attracted to and incorporated with a, which has a [+telic] feature. 
Wu postulates that this is probably a syntactic parameter, stating that V2 (i.e., the 
result) movement is motivated by the checking of the [+telic] (2002，p. 147). There is 
ample evidence to show that Wu's proposal is well-justified. For instance, Shi suggests 
that the RVC in modem Chinese is developed from the word order 
(273) Subj—VI—Obj—V2 
through a number of factors, including frequency effect, phonological constraint, 
semantic generality, and the emergence of endpoint, among others. Clark & Roberts 
(1993) and Roberts & Roussou (1999) formalize grammaticalization as change of pa-
rameter settings】？. In this view, the grammaticalization of Mandarin RVC can be taken 
as a parametric change that forces the V2 to dislocate and raise to VI or somewhere be-
tween VI and the object. This is exactly what Wu is claiming. The resulting structure 








^ ^ ^ I 
go 3 faalzeonl U 
'^Roberts and Roussou maintains that grammaticalization should be seen as the diachronic devel-
opment of lexical heads into functional heads. Therefore to be considered genuine cases of grammat-
icalization to them, one must see emergence of functional heads. This is an unnecessary stipulation, 
although sensible if assuming strict semantic compositionality. It is also not what the now popular Min-
imalist Program predicts. For instance, feature checking usually calls for a Spec-Head relationship, then 
if a feature F emerges in the head of, say, FP, then the grammaticalized item can by theory go to the 
Spec, but not necessarily the head. 
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In last chapter, the emergence of gwai2 in RVC is argued to be influenced by struc-
tural analogy to gwai2 in adjectives. In Cantonese adjectives with gwai2 are most 
likely to be used in evaluative assertion that focuses on properties that are already 
there, i.e., stative property. In Vendler's (1967) classification this is [+durative]. Note 
that [+durative] is a natural class that contains both State and Achievement. RVC, as 
we already knew, is Achievement�8 Therefore rejoicing my claim in Chapter 4，I sug-
gest that it could be the first link to semantic analogy. But as I argued before, semantic 
analogy alone does not necessarily lead to grammaticalization. The syntactic structure 
should facilitate change as well. I suggest that aP as stipulated in Wu (2002) is that 
"lucky" element. While a is the landing site of the telic V2, its specifier position is left 
unfilled. It set itself the perfect site for gwai2 to sneak in. In other words, from (275a) 
we have (275b): 
(275) a. ngo5 daa2-gwai2-laan6-zo2 go3 faalzeonl 
I hit-devil-break-PFV CL vase 
‘I broke the vase.' 
b. VPl 






^ ^ ^ I 
go 3 faalzeonl U 
This analysis does not require stipulation of a functional projection for 
The only necessary projection is the AspP which is well-known in the literature, though 
it appears in a VP-intemal position, rather than one above VP. So theoretically speaking 
i80r simply Telic. Verkuyl (1993) dismisses the difference between Achievement and Accomplish-
ment, where he finds it superficial, and of no linguistic importance. I am not saying that State and Telic 
event are the same, but at least they share non-dynamicity. 
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this is no extra burden. Moreover, since looks more like an attachment to 
aspect markers rather than a genuine aspect marker itself, a non-head analysis looks 
more attractive. When there is no aspect marker present, cannot appear. 
Therefore aspect markers license gwail^^^, but not the other way round. A Spec, Asp 
analysis would also reflect its optional occurrence as well. 
6.5.4 Gwai2 between verb and aspect marker 
In this section I try to extend the above analysis to the cases of gwai2 with common 
intransitive and transitive verbs. I start off by reviewing the literature regarding the 
structural identity of verbal projection and aspect projection in Chinese. 
Gu (1995) argues that aspect markers are base-generated with the verb, on the 
ground that there is no overt V to I movement in Chinese, nor overt V to Asp move-
ment (if we take the view that Chinese is "tenseless"^^, as thus "I-less", and Asp is 
the only functional layer that quantify the VP-event), for the otherwise the following 
ungrammatical derivation will occur (Gu, 1995，p.58, (15)): 
(276) a. Zhangsan hen huaide hua-le yi-ge pingguo 
Zhangsan very quickly draw-ASP one-CL apple 





, AdvP VP 
Spec V' 
Adv I 
^ ^ ^ V 
hen kuaide 
c. * Zhangsan hua-le hen kuaide yi-ge pingguo 
Zhangsan draw-ASP very quickly one-CL apple 
'^Recently Hsieh (2002) argues that future tense exists in Chinese. 
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'Zhangsan drew quickly an apple.' 
Nor aspect-lowering is feasible as evidence from measure phrase and cognate ob-
ject proves otherwise (Gu, 1995, p.71, (37) & (38)): 









tiyijiaojlek Spec V^ 
[V+NP； 
nei-ge ren | 
tj 
b. * Zhangsan ti yi jiao le nei-ge ren 
Zhangsan kick one foot ASP that-CL person 
‘Zhangsan gave that person a kick.' 
Therefore the only solution available, according to Gu, is to treat aspect in Chinese 
base-generated with the verb, and the aspect licensing is done covertly in the LF. 
Another way to handle aspect markers is through verb incorporation. Shen, He 
“ and Gu 2001 suggest that verbal complements and aspect markers like gwd, le, qilai, 
and de, etc., enter the syntactic derivation through successive incorporation (p.54). For 
example, (278a) would be derived like (279a), and (278b) like (279b): 
(278) a. xiao-le/zhe/qilai 
b. xiao-le-qilai 
(279) a. V 一 V 
•八 0 
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b. V — V 
V Asp V Asp 
I I I 
xiao le xiao Asp qilai 
I 
le 
While Gu's analysis is good to Mandarin, it does not fit in Cantonese very well. If 
Cantonese works the same as Mandarin, then we have to believe that gwai2 is base-
generated with the verb together with the aspect marker. Shen, He & Gu (2001) makes 
it clear that aspect markers belong to syntax rather than lexicon, but keeps the spirit of 
Gu that aspect markers are affixal in nature. These proposals to me have the following 
problems: 
• We have to maintain that bare verbs and verbs with aspect markers are separate 
lexical items in the mental lexicon. While this is possible in a memory point of 
view, the elegance of Frege's semantic compositionality is lost.^^ 
• Gwai2 collocates with aspect markers that specify telicity, but not those spec-
ifying progressivity is not captured as well. In recent proposals in generative 
grammar (e.g., Chomsky 1995) we would think of a checking domain that em-
bodies the two. This means gwai2 and aspect markers should be in either Spec-
Head or Head-Head relation. Furthermore, if gwai2 gets in the verbal structure 
through the incorporation rules in (279b), we would expect both Verb-gwa/2-
Asp and Verb-Asp-gwa/2 in Cantonese. To kill off over-generalization we have 
to introduce more rules. This is certainly unwelcome. 
There are two good candidate solutions. The first one is to go for an overt verb-to-
aspect movement account for Cantonese. How should we answer Gu 1995 counterar-
20Gu (personal communication) suggests that it could be the case that verbs have situational/aspectual 
properties intrinsically and the actual realization of which aspect marker depends on the result of feature-
checking. I hold reservation to this approach. Take the adjective leng3 'beautiful' as example, its bare 
form is a state, when it comes with perfective aspect marker zo2 it is an accomplishment/achievement, 
when it comes with progressive aspect marker gan2 it is an event. To say that lengS has intrinsic aspec-
tual properties would mean that it is by nature an adjective (more precisely, a concept) that embodies 
every temporal combinations. While this is logically possible, it certainly reflects a different philosoph-
ical consideration of the analysis. 
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gument on the movement account? The key lies in the treatment of adverbial phrase in 
Cantonese. If we take adverbial phrase as VP attachment, V-to-Asp movement would 
result in ungrammaticality (example (276)). But if we take it as attachment of a higher 
functional projection, e.g., TP, or the Predication projection (PrP) (Bowers, 2000), V-
to-Asp movement would become harmless. Furthermore, we should note the semantic 
difference between VP-attaching and TP/PrP-attaching adverbial phrases. Consider 
the following: 
(280) a. keoiS Iaa4laa2sengl maai5zo2 bm2 syul 
s/he swiftly buy-ASP(Perf) CL book 
‘S/he swiftly bought a book.' 
b. Perf(ACTION(buy[book, he]) A MANNER(ACTION，swiftly)) 
c. Swiftly(ACTION(buy[book, he] A TEMPORAL(ACTION, perfective)) 
(281) a. nei5 hou2 Iaa4laa2sengl sik6zo2 wun2 faan6 keoiS 
you better swiftly eat-ASP(Perf) CL rice Pro(Resumptive) 
‘You better swiftly finish quickly the bowl of rice.' 
b. Wish(Perf(ACTION(eat[rice, you]) A MANNER(ACTION，swiftly)) 
c. Wish(Swiftly(ACTION(eat[rice, you]) A TEMPORAL(ACTION, perfec-
tive)) 
(280b) and (280c) are informal semantic representations of the two adverbial at-
tachment proposals mentioned above. In (280b) AspP scopes over the VP, and the 
focus is thus on the termination of the action of his quickly buying the book, while in 
(280c) TP/PrP scopes over both AspP and VP, and so it is the manner (here, swiftly) 
of his finishing buying the book that gets the focus. It seems that for (280a) (280b) is 
a more usual interpretation. For (281a) it is however that (281c) looks more a natural 
interpretation, although in both examples interpretations are nevertheless ambiguous. 
Structurally, these situations are depicted through the syntactic trees below: 
/ 
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(282) a. TP/PrP b. TP/PrP 
AdvP TP^Pr^  
T/Pr AspP ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Iaa4laa2sengl T/Pr AspP 
Asp' , 
乂 ^ 
Asp VP ASP : 
AdvP V' 
Iaa4laa2sengl 
It suffices to say that both types of adverbial attachment are available in Cantonese. 
But instead of saying that both trees in (282) are candidates of equal possibility, (282b) 
does have an advantage over (282a). The multiple readings in (280a) and (281a) are 
very likely due to different scope interpretations in LF. For (282a) it means that AdvP 
needs to climb over both VP and AspP to get the outer scope reading, but for (282b) 
covert movement is saved since V will climb to Asp for aspect licensing and further 
up to Pr, if we assume like Bowers (2000) that verbs are universally strong. Therefore 
it is the low cost in LF that makes (282b) a better solution. 
The second candidate is to analyze these verbs along the same line as (269). The 
obvious advantage is that we can have a unified analysis for all verbal projections. In 
Chapter 41 showed that only accomplishment and achievement verbs allow gwai2 "in-
fixation". After the detailed discussion on RVC, we should have a clearer idea of why 
it is so. I suggest that this distinction coincides with Pustejovsky's 1991 proposal of 
event structure syntax, which states that all events can be decomposed into the event 
primitives cause, act, and become. In Pustejovsky's formulation, they become TRAN-
SITION, PROCESS and STATE. For the event (283a) we have the representation (283b) 
Pustejovsky(1991): 
(283) a. John closed the door. 
J 
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ACT(j, the-door)& "iclosed(the-door)] [closed(the-door) 
c. LCS: CAUSE([ACT(j, the-door)], BECOME([closed(the-door)]) 
The LCS, which is abbreviated from Lexical Conceptual Structure, attempts to 
show the sub-eventual relationship of an event. It is not true that all events have the 
same structure as (283b). For instance, the event The door is closed has STATE but 
not PROCESS. Ergative event like The door closed has both PROCESS and STATE, but 
there is no agent in the process. Travis (2000) has shown how the semantic of event 
structure helps describing syntactic phenomenon. Here, along the line of my analysis 
of Cantonese RVC, I propose that all those verbs that can allow gwai2 "infixation" 
inherently have two events, disregarding transitivity of them. Therefore it is the event 
structure semantics that governs the occurrence of gwai2, but not the traditional gram-
matical notion of valence. In the following I extend the event-driven phrase structures 
to different verb forms. This is a preliminary sketch and their full applicability is to 
yet to be examined, however. 
STATE-only verb phrases Example sentences are: 
(284) keoi5 gin3dou2 ngo5 siu3 
s/he see I smile 
'She saw me smiling.' 
(285) kam3jat6 hou2dol jan4 sei2 
yesterday many people die 
'Many people died yesterday.' 
(286) ngo5 sik6 sailgwaal daai6 
I eat water-melon grow 
‘I grew up eating water-melon.' 
1 
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(287a) and (287b) are clearly stative (or inchoative stative). (286) takes ‘‘eating 
water-melon" as a background fact to the main verb daai6 'grow'. 
The bold font verb phrases in these examples comprise of STATE only, yielding 
(287a) for intransitive verbs, and (287b) for transitive verbs: 






PROCESS-Only v e r b p h r a s e s E x a m p l e s i n c l u d e : 
(288) keoi5 tiuSmouS tiu3 dou3 tinlgwongl 
s/he dance dance until dawn 
'She keeps dancing until dawn.' 
(289) ngo5 paau2-gan2-bou6 
I run-devil-step 
T m running.' 
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tiu2 dou3 tinl gwongl 
b. VPl 






In (290a), there is no aspect marker available, so gwail (which occupies Spec, Asp) 
cannot appear since the licensing Aspo is missing. 
“ In (290b), the progressive aspect marker gan2 occupies the Aspo position. Its [-
telic] feature blocks the occurrence of gwai2. 
Verb phrases with both STATE and PROCESS These verb phrases essentially have 
the structure in example (275a). Verb phrases that consist of both state and process 
are RVC and telic aspect markers. Unlike PROCESS-only structures, Spec, Asp in 
(275a) can host gwail. This shows that Pustejovsky，s 1991 formulation has its merit 
in analyzing Cantonese syntax. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
I showed in this chapter a formal analysis coherent to the diachronic development of 
functional morpheme gwai2. I argue that a modal operator interpretation of "infix" 
gwai2 allows a unified semantic account which would reduce the ontological com-
plexities put forward by previous researchers. 
Syntactically, I put forward a simple analysis that introduces sub-eventual proper-
ties to phrase structures. This new formulation explains how could "sneak 
in" the VP-intemal structure without positing extra burden to the theoretical apparatus. 
The mystery of why gwail can only go with perfective aspect marker zo2, maai4 and 
saai4 should also be clear by now. From the AspP projection in RVC construction, 
gwai2, which stays in Spec, Asp position, obtains the [+telic] feature originated at 
Aspo. Although [+telic] is checked off when Aspo incorporates with V2, generative 
theories do not rule out that the head of a projection can have influence to its local 
surroundings, particularly in the case of Cantonese where Spec, Asp is empty, and it 
has nothing to do with 0-role or case assignment. This [+telic] modal gwai2 is then 
generalized to other verbal projections, forcing the use of perfective aspect markers as 





Many questions surrounding gwai2 were not, under the limitation of this thesis, given 
concrete answers. Here are some of them: 
Indeterminacy of gwail in adjectives In Chapter 4 I have shown how non-trivial it 
is to determine which negative polarity adjectives can host the infixed form of gwai2. 
The main reasons for this is that it is difficult to find an objective method of choos-
ing the list of adjectives to be tested. It is possible that each Cantonese native holds 
a list of his/her most frequently used adjectives, and gwai2 infixation, if applicable, 
only applies to them, while those rarely used adjectives would not be a concern at 
all. Therefore if there are two differing lists then we may never get a consensus. To 
“ solve this dilemma we may be forced to say gwai2 infixation is open to all colloquial 
negative polarity adjectives, but it is up to the speaker's experience and preference in 
picking which adjective to use. 
Early development of gwai2 and historical data The argument for the grammati-
calization pathway suggested in Chapter 5, particular the change from gwai2gam3 to 
hou2gwai2, remains a hypothetical one. As a matter of fact, due to almost total non-
existence of historical colloquial Cantonese data, it is nevertheless a difficult task to 
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track down historical development of the language, since evidence only comes indi-
rectly from standard written Chinese. In spite of this, there are more to be drawn from 
these indirect evidence. For a research of a larger scale, we can cover a longer period 
and a broader genre of historical texts. The grammaticalization of gwai2 should not 
only be reflected by the change of syntactic pattern, but also by the semantic/pragmatic 
environment it was in. For instance the emergence of gwai2gam3 as an adverb involves 
at least the loss of the lexical meaning of both gwai2 and gamS (according to the anal-
ysis in Chapter 5 it could be ham3 instead). Assuming that loss of lexical meaning is 
not an abrupt process, we should see historical texts that show bridging characteristics. 
It is no doubt that it would be nice if there is a historical colloquial Cantonese 
corpus. Though the fact is that we do not have one, it will be of huge significance if 
we start building one. The success of of the British National Corpus, among others, 
have shown that corpus linguistics can help discovering patterns and generalizations 
otherwise obscured in daily life. Regarding this issue, Cantonese linguists still have a 
long way to go. 
Dialectal evidence It is interesting to ask if phenomenon like gwai2 is found in vicin-
ity dialects of Cantonese as well. Intuitively it should because they, like Cantonese, 
share quite a lot of the same environments of language development. Therefore it is 
likely to evidence from them. Future in-depth dialectal research would reveal more 
how Cantonese gwai2 was developed. 
Universality of functional development The hypothesis given in this thesis shows 
how a lexical noun went on grammaticalization, first served as evaluative morpheme 
and finally obtained aspectual status. Paradis (2000) demonstrates how English adjec-
tive combines with a degree noun and be grammaticalized to a reinforcing unit. The 
case in Cantonese does not start with an adjective but an evaluative noun. Would it be 
the case that degree nouns and adjectives have a natural affinity? Also, is it true that 
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evaluative nouns would be grammaticalized as a part of aspectuality eventually? Just 
by a sample of two languages it would be too hasty to claim in such a way, but it is 
nevertheless an interesting further topic to pursue. 
The linguistic forms with sei2 and other foul words In the process of data collec-
tion I discovered that native Cantonese speakers have different judgments regarding the 
sequences of "infix" that sound okay to them. For example, apart from the standardly 
accepted hou2gwai2 leng3 'damn beautiful', some found hou2sei2 leng3 as perfect. 
For foul words infixation, most participants found hou2lan2 leng3 and hou2gwai2lan2 
lengS as perfect, but judgment to hou2lan2gwai2 lengS vaiy. Such difference in judg-
ment might be task-related or subject-related. Or it might be hitting the core of the 
linguistic system. Having a controlled experiment is the preferred direction to go, but 
it gets increasingly difficult to design the experiment as the complexities of the linguis-
tic forms increase. Therefore it is a big challenge for linguists of all subdivisions to get 
the cleanest and most reliable linguistic data for fruitful research. 
Gwai2 infixation and w/i-phrases In Chapter 6 I conjectured that the reason why 
w/z-word compounds are the only exception in the noun class that are open to gwai2 
infixation is due to semantic reason. More specifically w/^-phrases have a much more 
complicated denotations than common noun phrases in that they map to a set of propo-
sitions as well (please see §6.4.2 for details). Certainly further work must be done to 





Focusing on one single Cantonese morpheme gwai2, this thesis has put forward not 
only novel solutions to puzzles surrounding the development and constraints of gwai2, 
but also the importance of the use of objective method in collecting judgment data for 
subtle linguistic features, and that it is fruitful to combine both historical-functional 
and generative perspectives in linguistic research. 
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the description of Cantonese is limited to in-
troductory and pedagogic level only. Examples only come in the form of a small 
positively judged set, while there are no ungrammatical ones. Moreover, those judged 
grammatical in the published works do not conform the result from informal question-
naire. This leads to a situation that we cannot draw reliable generalizations from these 
data. A proven solution to this problem is to collect data through controlled experi-
ment which is a standard technique in psycholinguistics. A comprehensive survey of 
this experimental technique has been given in Chapter 3. The key to the collection of 
clean judgment is to test one variable at a time, with the other non-related factors kept 
constant throughout. Also, judgment should be collected from a reasonable size of 
native speakers' sample. On the mathematical encoding of the data, it has been shown 
that magnitude estimation originating from psychophysics can give interval/ratio data 
) 
that produces results that can be compared with arithmetics. All these together lead to 
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the favorable conclusion that inferential statistics can be applied on these data. Then 
we can tell with greater confidence which linguistic observation belongs to our com-
petence, which is mere accidental phenomenon. In this thesis part of the judgments 
are collected through a web-based experimental software called WebExp. Chapter 4 
describes the procedure and the interpretation of the results. 
On the theoretical side, I take the position that language is a formal system that 
is restrained and reshaped under extra-linguistic factors (most notably semantic and 
pragmatic criteria). This bridging stance not only provides historical-functional anal-
ysis with a solid formal backbone, it also provides a flexible, meaning-oriented view-
point to puzzles in formal analysis. The seemingly related yet very different instances 
of gwai2 suddenly looks organized through a historical-functional analysis. Adopting 
the theory of grammaticalization, I postulated in Chapter 5 that the intensifier use of 
gwai2 are developed from lexical gwail, which is probably a cognitive process that 
involves frequency of linguistic forms, semantic extension, and syntactic reanalysis. 
Since gwai2 is still in the course of grammaticalization, it is thus reasonable to attribute 
the level of grammaticality to the level of grammaticalization. A highly grammatical-
ized morpheme should normally enjoy a high frequency in actual language use, and 
it should also yield high grammaticality judgment to the majority of native speakers 
of a language. The grammaticality judgments revealed in Chapter 4 therefore serve 
a good supporting role of deciding the evolution time-line for the many gwai2. The 
negator use of gwai2, on the other hand, has different characteristics. Similar use of 
‘rude negator' is found in English and Japanese as well. In Chapter 5 a section has 
been dedicated to the pragmatic peculiarities of such use of gwai2. 
The functional-historical approach gives us a grand picture of language develop-
ment, but microscopic understanding is yet to be filled. Puzzles such as why gwai2 
as intensifier appears as an infix look obvious a domain of syntax.)Formal syntac-
tic approach, like the transformational-generative framework as adopted in this thesis, 
provides systematic and language-neutral formative for syntactic analysis. In Chapter 
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6，I discussed how the various gwai2 should be analyzed with a generative grammar 
that loosely follows Chomsky 1995's recent formulation of the Minimalist Program 
(MP). Also adopting Smith 1997，s two-component theory of aspect, Pustejovsky 1991 
and Travis 2002，s proposal of sub-eventual syntax, we can now explain the syntactic 
position and collocation patterns of gwai2 with aspect markers. Travis 2002 in partic-
ular argues that inner aspect only commands the inner VP of a VP-shell. Extending 
her analysis to Cantonese, that gwai2 appearing as a verbal infix is naturally answered 
since Spec, Asp is the only syntactic position available for insertion. Moreover, since 
it is in Spec-Head relationship with Asp, the theory would predict that progressive 
aspect markers which are contradictory to the [+telic] feature of gwai2 would not col-
locate with gwai2 with the same high level of grammaticality as non-progressive aspect 
markers. This turns out to be true as well. 
There are of course a lot of rooms for further improvement to the analyses provided 
in this thesis. First of all, we can put more attention to historical Chinese data for fur-
ther indirect evidence for the emergence of the functional uses of gwai2. Language 
change is very often a longitudinal process that spans across many many years. In the 
course of the making of functional gwail, there might exist competing morphemes, 
and semantic/cognitive change may not be easily revealed by examination of only a 
small sample of historical data. To re-create a reliable diachronic path, there is an ab-
solute need to cover a longer period and a broader selection of historical texts. The 
obvious problem is that functional uses of gwai2 are found predominantly in Canton-
ese, but Cantonese has not been a written language throughout Chinese history. The 
unfortunate lack of direct data source thus leaves us in a guessing stage. On the other 
hand, the largest colloquial Cantonese corpus available consists of a mere eight hours 
of radio recording which does not help diachronic analysis either. The establishment 
of a longitudinal colloquial Cantonese corpus is thus imminent, however expensive it 
could be. 
All in all, this thesis served its purpose as providing a novel and in-depth discussion 
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of Cantonese gwai2, and it should have paved another direction of Cantonese research. 
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Appendix A 
Experiment materials 
A.l gwai2 and aspect markers 
The factor to be tested is 
1. gwai2 and telicity of aspect markers 
+A gwai2 with telic aspect markers 
-A gwai2 with atelic aspect markers 
(291) a. dil daan6goul bei2 keoiS sik6-gwai2-saai3 
CL cake by he eat-devil-all 
‘The cakes have been all eaten by him.' [+A] 
b. go3 daandgoul bei2 keoiS sik6-gwai2-maai4 
CL cake by he eat-devil-also 
‘The cake was also eaten by him.' [+A] 
c. nei5 sik6-gwai2-Jyun4 go3 daanSgoul mei6 aa3? 
you eat-devil-finish CL cake SFP SFP 
‘Have you finished the cake?' [+A] 
d. go3 daan6goul bei2 keoi5 sik6-gwai2-zo2 
J CL cake by he eat-devil-PERF 
'The cake was eaten by him.' [+A] 
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e. keoi5 hai2dou6 sik6-gwai2-gan2 go3 daan6goul 
he here eat-devil-PROG CL cake 
'He is eating the cake.' [-A] 
(292) a. Iai4ming4 coeng4 jin2coeng3wui2 dil feil san4-gam3-zo2 
LeonLai CL concert CL ticket moming-so-early 
zau6 maai6-gwai2-saaiS 
already sell-devil-all 
‘The tickets of Leon Lai's concert have been sold out.' [+A] 
b. zeoi3hau6 jatlzoengl Iai4ming4 jin2coeng3wui2 ge3 feil 
last one-sheet LeonLai concert GEN ticket 
doul maai6-gwai2-maai4 
also sell-devil-also 
‘The last ticket of Leon Lai's concert has also been sold.' [+A] 
c. Iai4ming4 coeng4 Jin2coeng3wui2 dil feil maai6-gwai2-jyun4 
LeonLai CL concert CL ticket sell-devil-finish 
mei6 aaS? 
SFP SFP? 
‘Have the tickets of Leon Lai's concert sold out?’ [+A] 
d. zeoi3hau6 jatlzonegl Iai4ming4 jin2coeng3wui2 ge3 feil doul bei2 
last one-sheet LeonLai concert GEN ticket also by 
jan4 maai6-gwai2-zo2 
somebody sell-devil-PERF 
‘The last ticket of Leon Lai's concert has finally been bought by some-
body.' [+A] 
e. keoi5 hai2dou6 maai6-gwai2-gan2 Iai4ming4 jin2coeng3wui2 dil feil 
he PROG sell-devil-PROG LeonLai concert CL tickets 
‘He is selling Leon Lai's concert's tickets.' [-A] 
(293) a. dil ngan5leoi6 bei2 keoi2 haam3-gwai2-saai3 
CL tear by he cry-devil-all 
‘The tears have all been cried out.' [+A] 
b. zeoi3hau6 jatldik6 ngan5leoi6 doul bei2 keoil haam3-gwai2-maai4 
last one-drop tear also by he cry-devil-also 
‘The last drop of tear has also been cried out.' [+A] 
c. nei5 haam3-gwai2-jyun4 mei6 aaS ？ 
1 you cry-devil-finish SFP SFP 
'Are you ready to stop crying?' [+A] 
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d. keoiS haam3-gwai2-zo2 
he cry-devil-PERF 
'He cried； [+A” 
d. keoi5 haam3-gwai2-gan2 
he cry-devil-PROG 
'He crying.’ [-A] 
(291) a. dil bou2ling4kau4 Iukl-gwai2-saai3 jap6 go3 lungl dou6 
CL bowling-ball roll-devil-all into CL hole there 
‘The bowling balls all rolled into the hole.' [+A] 
b. Iin4 go2 go3 bou2ling4kau4 doul Iuk-gwai2-maai4 jap6 lungl 
even that CL bowling-ball also roll-devil-also into hole 
'Even that bowling ball has rolled into the hole.' [+A] 
c. nei5 Iukl-gwai2-jyun4 dil hou2ling4kau4 mei6 aaS? 
you roll-devil-finish CL bowling-ball SFP SFP 
'Have you finished rolling bowling balls?' [+A] 
d. go3 bou2ling4kau4 lukl-gwai2-zo2 heoi2 go2 bin6 
CL bowling-ball roll-devil-PERF goto that place 
'The bowing ball rolled over there.' [+A] 
e. go3 bou2ling4kau4 Iukl-gwai2-gan2 heoi2 go2 bin6 
CL bowling-ball roll-devil-PROG goto that place 
‘The bowing ball is rolling over there.' [-A] 
(292) a. dil haak3jan4 baang4jatlsengl zau2-gwai2-saai3 
CL customer in-a-snap mn-devil-all 
'The customers all ran away in a snap.' [+A] 
b. ceotlmin6 dang2wai2 dil haak3jan4 
outside waiting-for-seat CL customer 
'This is actually an awkward expression since the verb haamS ‘to cry' is intrinsically involuntary, 
though it is possible to turn it into a voluntary act by adding the adverb dak6dangl 'intentional', as in 
(Aa): 
(A) a. keoiS dak6dangl haamS ge2 
he intentionally cry SFP 
'He intentionally cries.' 
b. * keoiS haam3 ge2. 
c. keoiS haam3 aa3. 
However, in its "default" form, it does not license the factual utterance-final particle ge2. Therefore the 
usual test of agentivity does not reveal subtle differences in Cantonese verbs. The cognitive underpin-
ning of verbal meanings (and their sub-eventual meanings) deserves a far more detailed investigation, 
but is out of the scope of this thesis. 
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baang4jatlsengl zau2-gwai2-maai4 
in-a-snap run-devil-also 
‘The customers waiting for seat outside ran away as well in a snap.' [+A] 
c. nei5 zau2-gwai2-jyun4 go3 maa5laailcung4 mei6? 
you run-devil-finish CL marathon SFP 
'Have you finished the marathon?' [+A] 
d. dil haak3jan4 zau2-gwai2-zo2 
CL customer run-devil-PERF 
'The customers ran away.' [+A] 
e. dil haak3jan4 zau2-gwai2-gan2 
CL customer run-devil-PROG 
'The customers are running away.' [-A] 
(293) modified from Matthews & Yip (1996, p.202) 
a. ngo5 soeng2 Ji6hau6 seng4jat6 pui4-gwai2-zyu6 nei5 
I want afterwards always accompany-devil-CONT you 
‘From now on I want always to be with you.' [-A] 
b. gaanl ngukl deoi3-gwai2-zyu6 go3 hoi2 
CL house face-devil-CONT CL sea 
'The house faces the sea.' [-A] 
c. nei5 hai6-m4-hai6 gon2-gwai2-zyu6 lo2 eel aaS? 
you be-not-be hurry-devil-CONT take car SFP 
‘Are you in a hurry to get the car?' [-A] 
d. ngo5 wui5 hou2 gwa2-gwai2-zyu6 neiS gaaS 
I will much miss-devil-CONT you SFP 
Ti l miss you a lot； [-A] 
e. m4goil nei5 bongl ngo5 zaal-gwai2-zyu6 tiu4 so2si4 
please you help me hold-devil-CONT CL key 
‘Would you hold on to my key for me, please?' [-A] 
A.2 gwai2gam3 vs. gamSgwail 
The two factors to be tested are: 
1. whether gwai2gam3 or gam3gwai2 is used: 
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+A gwailgamS 
-A gam3gwai2 
2. the existence of a second clause that is introduced by a structural connective 
(which can be covert in the case of Cantonese): 
+B second clause with structural connective 
-B no second clause with structural connective 
(294) a. Iei5gaaljanl gamljat6 zoekSdakl gwai2gam3 lengS [+A，-B] 
MichelleLee today wear-DEGCOMP devil-so beautiful 
b. leiSgaaljanl gamIjat6 zoekSdakl gam3gwai2 leng3 [-A，-B] 
'Michelle Lee wears very beautifully today.' 
(295) a. zoenglngai6mau4 gwai2gam3 zungljiS gung2lei6 [+A,-B] 
ZhangYiMou devil-so like GongLi 
b. zoenglngai6mau4 gamSgwail zungljiS gung2lei6 [-A,-B] 
'Zhang Yimou likes Gong Li very much.' 
(296) a. ngo5 mou5 ngaakl nei5 gaaS, fan6 haau2si5gyun2 zanlhai6 gwai2gam3 
I not deceive you SFP CL exam-paper really devil-so 
naan4 gaaS! [+A,-B] 
difficult SFP 
b. ngo5 mou5 ngaakl nei5 gaaS, fan6 haau2si5gyun2 zanlhaid gwailgamS 
naan4 gaaS! [-A,-B] 
‘I didn't lie to you! The exam paper is really difficult! ’ 
(297) a. ho4lei5wut6 dil heiS jatlhoengS doul hai6 
hollywood CL movie always also devil-so 
gwai2gam3 daai6deoiltau4 [+A,-B] 
COP spectacular 
b. ho4lei5wut6 dil hei3 jatlhoengS doul hai6 gam3gwai2 daai6deoiltau4 
[-A,-B] 
'Hollywood's movies are always spectacular.' 
(298) a. go3 siu2pang4jau5 gwailgamS nganlpei4 [+A,-B] 
CL child devil-so naught 
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b. go3 siu2pang4jau5 gam3gwai2 nganlpei4 [-A,-B] 
'That child is very naughty.' 
(299) a. loeng4hon3man4 waa6 Euro04 gwailgamS hou2tai2 [+A,-B] 
EdmondLeung say Euro04 devil-so good-to-watch 
b. loeng4hon3man4 waa6 Euro04 gamSgwail hou2tai2 [-A,-B] 
‘Edmond Leung said Euro04 is really good-to-watch.' 
(300) a. daklgwokS batllaul doul gwailgamS hou2wan6 [+A,-B] 
Germany always also devil-so lucky 
b. daklgwokS batllaul doul gamSgwail hou2wan6 [-A,-B] 
'Germany is always damn lucky.' 
(301) a. jinglgaak3laan4 tikSdakl gwailgamS siulgik6 [+A,-B] 
England kick-DEGCOMP devil-so passive 
b. jinglgaak3laan4 tikSdakl gamSgwail siulgik6 [-A,-B] 
'England plays very passively.' 
(302) a. ceotlmin6 gwai2gam3 dungS nei5 zung6 ceotlheoiS? [+A，+B] 
outside devil-so cold you still go-out? 
b. ceotlmind gam3gwai2 dungS nei5 zung6 ceotlheoiS? [-A,+B] 
'Outside is so cold, why are you still going out?' 
(303) a. can4gun3heil gwai2gam3 jing4gaak3, ngo5 dim! 
EdisonChan devil-so cool I how 
goulpaanl- dakl-hei2 aa3? [+A，+B] 
be-a-leech-DEGCOMP-able SFP 
b. can4gun3heil gam3gwai2 jing4gaak3, ngo5 dim! goulpaanl- dakl-hei2 
aa3? [-A，+B] 
‘Edison Chan is so cool! How dare I be a leech to him?' 
(304) a. loeng4zan3bingl tiu4 jau2zai2 gwailgamS gau2 cinlkei4 m4hou2 
LeungZanBing CL bastard devil-so wick whatever-it-is not 
seon3 keoiS timl aa3! [+A，+B] 
trust he SFP SFP 
b. loeng4zan3bingl tiu4 jau2zai2 gam3gwai2 gau2 cinlkei4 m4hou2 seonS 
keoi5 timl aa3! [-A，+B] 
‘That bastard Leung Zan-bing is such a wick person. Don't ever trust him!， 
1 
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(305) a. dim2 syun3 aa3, fan4 gunglfoS gwai2gam3 fuklzaap6 [+A,+B] 
how count SFP CL homework devil-so complicated 
b. dim2 syunS aaS, fan4 gunglfo3 gam3gwai2 fuklzaap6 [-A,+B] 
'What should I do? The homework is so complicated... ’ 
(306) a. zitShakl gwailgamS ging6, ho4laanl doul hai6 hung Idol gat lsiu2 
Czechoslovak devil-so strong Holland also COP bound-to-doom 
gaa3 laaS [+A,+B] 
SFP SFP 
b. zitShakl gam3gwai2 ging6, ho4laanl doul hai6 hung Idol gat lsiu2 gaa3 
laa3 [-A，+B] 
‘Czechoslovak is strong... no doubt it will send Holland to crumble.' 
(307) a. nei5 zung6 tung4 kei5 sik6faan6? keoi5 
you still with he dine he 
gwailgamS seoilgaakS . . . [+A,+B] 
devil-so bad 
b. neiS zung6 tung4 kei5 sik6faan6? keoi5 gam3gwai2 seoilgaakS ...[-
A,+B] 
'You still go dinner with him? He's so bad.' 
(308) a. leil go 3 zing3fu2 gwai2gam3 seoil, ngo5 zung6 dim2 
this government devil-so bad I still how 
zi leil-dakl-lok6 aal? [+A，+B] 
support-DEGCOMP-more SFP 
b. leil go 3 zing3fu2 gam3gwai2 seoil ngo5 zung6 dim2 zi leil-dakl-lok6 aal ？ 
[-A，+B] 
‘The government is so poor. How can I give her my support?' 
(309) a. faiSdil zau2 laal! heiSJyunl gwai2gam3 guk6! [+A,+B] 
quicker run SFP cinema devil-so stuffy 
b. faiSdil zau2 laal! hei3jyun2 gam3gwai2 guk6! [-A,+B] 
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